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FORECAST
'Sunny with cloudy periods to­
day and Friday. Scattered snow- 
fiurries over the ridges today. 
Little dhange in temperature. 
Winds light. Low tonight, high 








high 64, low 35.
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• Separation of junior and senior 
high schools is advocated by Pen­
ticton Board of School Trustees 
in a brief to’go before the Royal 
Commission of Education.
To be reviewed when the Com­
mission ..sits in Penticton court 
house April 8, the 10-page brief 
maintains that the original pur­
pose off'the junior high school has 
been lost.. ■ , - .
The purpose of the junior high 
school has been obliterated.”
The.i original idea was' that ex­
ploratory programs would be 
stressed in an endeavor to learn 
the needs and abilities of each 
student.”
For economy, ease of admin­
istration and other reasons, the 
junior high schools have become 
a part of the senior schools. . . .”
The brief asserts that home 
economic and industrial arts 
classes are being shoved aside in
favor of general academic •subrl Saturday nights shopping ■ is , to 
jects, channelling youngsters into be reinstituted in Penticton, 
the university program. ; "S' ^  One the basis of a store-^hours 
* Tn ■ an ordinary,; junior-senior survey just completed among 
high school class, less than' 50 city merchants* the retaH mer- 
per cent will go on to university.” chants’ committee of , Penticton 
The brief also recommends that Board of "rrade has recommeii- 
vpcational schools be established med that the store closing bylaw 
in the interior, and that doirmi- be amended to provide for 9 p.m: 
t  o r  i e s ’ accommodate students, dosing on Saturdays rather than 
from remote areas: , . Fridays.
Echoing the opmjon rf change in late-shopping
Penticton the only,deviatiwi from
T®^®b®rs,.,the j S c h o o l . B p a i j i . n d y p - 1 . 1, hrrtirs .setim.,,re4
DALAI LAMA GETS ASYLUM 
ON REACHING INDIA SAFELY
NEW DELHI — (Reuters) — The Dalai Lama, religious 
ruler of Tibet, has reached Indian soil and will be granted 
asylum, diplomatic informants said here tonight. They said 
the 23-year-old god-king, who fled from Communist rule of his 
Himalayan kingdom, reached the northeast frontier area of 
India safely after a trek across the mountains from his capital 
of Lhasa. -
A few hour^ earlier, the CJommunist Nfew China news 
agency said the Dalai Lama had crossed into India two days 
ago. It said Indian officers at Tawang, Assam, 18 miles south 
of the Tibetan border, had gone to meet him.
Official spokesman here declined to comment - on this re­
port. One senior officiakof the external affairs. ministry said, 
’I cannot say yes'or no. We are waiting confirmation.’’
Then came the report from diplomatic sources that the Tib- 
etan:ruler had reached India safely.
Late Saturday Shopping 
Favored for Penticton*
Reds Try to Crash 
Canadian Market
CALGA.RY (CP)—Carl 0. Nickle, Calgary oilman 
land editor of the Daily Oil Bulletin, said today Russia 
has approached the Canadian government with offers 
to deliver Iron Curtain oil to eastern refineries at prices 
I under-selling imports from the United States and South- 
America.
Mr. Nickle, former Progressive 
I Ccnservative member of Parlia­
ment for Calgary South, said the 
Igovemment and- several Cana­
dian oil companies have rejected 
Ithe Russians’ offers.
• Mr. Nickle m a d e  his state- 
Iments in an . interviiew in. which 
he. expanded on remarks made 
I in ■’ Edmonton Wednesday that 
“ Iron Curtain oil offers” have 
Ibeen m ade,to eastern refineries.
He said the Russians offered to 
I deliver 250,0()0 barrels of * c^de  
daily, almost the exact amount 
accepted in Eastern Canada from 
lU.S.’ and .South A m  e r i c 'a h  
sources.- ■ - ■ ■ .
“Now that all merchants’ views I EXPORT TO SIBERIA 
have been clarified, this com- In return, the Russians would 
mittee has every hope that store agree to allow Western Canada 
hours will be stabilized and con- producers to export a similar 
sistent for some time to come,’’ amount of oil to . Siberia; Mr, 
says J. P . Stocks, committee Nickle said. Another Russian :pro 
chairihan. posal was that the I goveriimerit
All „  1- i. M X j  X,- make use of thedifference  ̂inAll m erch^ts affpcted by the of Russian crude to subsi-
store hours byla^^ not mcluding Canadian oii; competing in 
cafes, comer storfes and service u  g. markets.,
stataons, -were -contacted in the Nickle said -the' . Russian
spryey.. A, total of ,72 estaWish-L^heme was ..rejected because it 
. were quizzed on their 1 ,j„ake. the Carihdiah oU -in-.
Curtain oil was eased into Argen­
tina and Brazil by means of an- 
agreement which provides Rus­
sia with South American coffee 
at low prices.
The Russian bid to crash ■ the 
Canadian market is' just one of 
the many. outside pressures on 
the domestic oil industry,’,’ Mr. 
Nickle said. “Unless steps are. 
taken by ’ the government to p i^  
tect the domestic industry: these • 
pressures will have a disastrous 
effect.”




“ Concrete and realistic propos- 
ids” to Russia for. agreements on 
disarmament, Germany, Europ­
ean security and outer space.
' At the sara^ time^*h¥/said the that though they strive ,for set-
■ In a speech prepared for the. 
opening session of - the* 10 th araii-̂  
versary meeting of . the 15-coun- 
try- alliance, Eisenhower -said
^ 'e e f  :i;q'Uve m ah atmospher6 .: ,exp ct . TO/u   n i s ncie .. -o^ord nrffes ereater stress on P*. ■
of i tension^ and;; conflict : Rus- Canadian-texte, and better Utera-.h™fl]ll'][lf!l!:
«if* fA r ' . T’ V ! a:___lA.wiSM m«nf4Ae I- ;
' complete' the v,bylaw,
............. . '.-"t
glides Hit Line 
ii Coquiholla Pass
' CHILLIWACK (CP)—A ridge of 
high pressure moved over south­
ern British Columbia today and 
a  clear' sky eased the surface 
flood threat in the Fraser Valley.
Tuesday and Wednesday, heavy 
. r a in . caused flooded basements, 
blocked the Trans-Canada High­
way, and discolored the water 
aupply.
' Slides caused by the unseasonal 
rainfall cut off the Canadian Pa­
cific Railway line in the Coqui- 
halla Pass areas, 28 miles east 
of Hope, and near the Second 
Harrows Bridge In Vancouver, 
The weatherman reported 2.44 
Inches of rain at nearby Abbots­
ford in the 24 hours ending early 
Wednesday, and there were un- 
official reports of five inches dur­
ing 36 hours in the Chilliwack 
area.
Vancouver had .43 Inches in the 
24 hours ending Wednesday after­
noon.
Worst affected by the heavy 
i;ain was this area, where a 
blocked culvert backed up water 
and flooded the road to CuUus 
Lake.
A Greyhound bus with 21 teen­
agers aboard and bound from 
Trail, B.C. -to a Teen-town meet­
ing at White Rock on the Lower 
Mainland, was involved in an 
accident ns a rcsNIt of the rain.
The bus collided with n station 
wagon and a truck which had
stopped at a mudslide at Flood, 
on the Trans-Canada Highway 
near Hope. One girl suffered 
broken nose. Several other chil­
dren were checked, then- releasee 
from hospiatl; here.
A weather .office In Agassiz 
also In the Fraser Valley, re­
ported that March will be rec­
orded as the month with the least 
sunshine and the largest amount 
of rain s i n c e  records were 
started.
Eddie, Uz to 
Many in Mexico 
In Six Weeks
LAS* VEGAS, Nev.' ' (AP)-
sia for-years..,. I ture'-in the texts of lower grades
To meet that test successfully Extension of the school day is 
the greatest need of the non- opposed for several reasons. _
Communist world is unity and “jn areas where transportation 
unity is “the very life blood of is necessary, many pupils have to 
NATO,” he said* leave home before daylight and
The speech was released to the do not arrive home until dark
press prior to delivery. under the present school hours ____
Eisenhower, opening the’ cere- Teachers must ha,ve time ^for p  today that he
monial session of the Western de- work Elizabeth Taylor will marry,
SnSe o S S t K ^ ^ ^  Mexico within the next six
ng, referred only briefly to the ‘ W h^ ^
Berlin crisis with which the al- at ®chwl couW 
ied leaders of North a morion decreased teachmg emciency
and Western Europe arc preoc-j m51 Percent ot
Saturday' _
bL:.Fri^y-jjightv\shoppteg^ whichldoing;,busiriess wpidd 'also -make 
has been ', in e'ffect-for 'th e  past it .'difficult for . Canadian refiners 
two years.' to do business with them. Oil
'■Continuation' o f’ the presentw.. found a market in more ■ than iO
tree OfT?;,,PGr..:.cent,.-o£r.the'.merchants j. hppn soltl ■thrniip'h hartpr while,.-84; per, cant , wanted to con- through barter
tinue;,the six-day. ,shopping w e e ld ^ ® ' for pvamnip that Iron during, Jply; and August. ' ' example, that iron
Wednesday night
cupied
The Berlin situation dominates 
the NATO gathering. 'v
We shall • always open the 
door ’ of honest discussion—even 
to those whose creed is world 
domination,it, Eisenhower said 
“Our government conducts con- 
tinuous-^almost dally — discus-
Growers Sign 
New Contract
6.C. Labor PI juis. 
No Court Action 
Over Bill 43
VICTORIA (CP)—The 116,000̂  
member, B.C. Federation of La­
bor h as . decided ■ against taking 
the provincial government; to., 
court over Bill 43 “at least for 
the'^ moment;’̂ ., federation secre-. 
tery Pat O’Neal said today.
“But we are keeping.such ao> , 
tion in mind And'.shaUlaci
Hop's, ” he said in a'telephone-inter­
view;- , , ' . ' ;■ ■
' .“The executive . council gave 
serious consideration to our̂  legal ' 
advisers’ analysis of the bill,' and 
our fears have been confirmed.
‘‘The' deeper and. more' search­
ing the .analysis that , is made, the- 
more discriminatory and vicious : 
the bill,appears.”
he had said 
they would.: wed in Las Vegas if 
he could get the, consent of his 
estranged wife, Debbie Reynolds;
But he added la te r: .that; he 
had slight hope of getting Miss 
Reynolds to ' agree ■ to ja -Nevada 
decree. She has obtained aC ali­
fornia divorce which, will not bo 
final for; a year. .
Fisher said he could get a di-
_____  _________ _. The 1959 three-party contract vorce in Mexico without his tor­
sions and negotiations with the has been signed by just over half mer wife’s consent.
Soviet Union. We use regular the membership of the B.C. Fruit Both said they have not se- 
diplomatlc astabllshments, spe- Growers’ Association, a spokes- lected the site for then- wedding, 
cial committees, organs of the man announced today. , , “We do not want it to be pub-
Unlted Nations, -.and occasional As the 1954 contract expired g^e said, 
meetings of responsible political yesterday, 1,884 Signed renewals 
leaders. No means are .overlooked had been-rcceived at the Kelowna 
that yield promise of construe- BCFGA office. The number added 
tlve results. . up to slightly over 51 per cent
REALISTIC PROPOSALS * m®“We shall continue those nego- April 3/was not notually dead
latlons and discussions. We shall Hne, bOT 
continue to make concrete and .rncts may be received at any
Opinion-was fdividedion whether 
teereishould^ibe ,a shopping 
night i'(l{frini’g*;the?,early.'mqn of 
the' yehr’ with'■’sq'm’e,'' merchant^] 
feeling' the "amount "of .business 
doneV was--too-, small to warrant 
staying open while others thought 
there; should be, late-opening once 
a week for. 12'niqnths of the year, 
in the Interests 6C consistency.
This question Will -be left to the 
option'of the individual merchant 
who -may stay open . till 9 , p.m. 
every Saturday . -throughout the 
year or have no evening hours 




LONDON -y (Reuters)—Prince 
Charles, 10-year-old heir to the 
throne, is suspected of having 
chicken pox, it was learned here 
tonight.
Prince ainrles, the Prince 
Wales, has a slight temperature 
He is at Windsor Castle where
he arrived today from his board- pcan security and for co-opera- 
ing school in the Berkshire hills tion'in the newly opening realm 
west of London, > I of outer space,
CANADA’S HIGH-LOW
Medicine H a t ...........................65
St. Johns  ................... . 25
Gov’t Restricts 
immigration
OTTAWA (CP) -  New immi­
gration restrictions designed to 
reduce 'the flow to Canada of 
immigrants who are close rela­
tives of Canadian residents went 
into effect Wednesday, i t , was 
i learned today.
The action was taken by cab­
inet order-in-council.
Under the order Canadians or 
legal residents of Canada may no 
longer sponsor brothers and sls-
reallstio proposals for disarma­
ment, for a just solution to the 
problems of Germany, for Euro
TODAT-S BULLETINS
. 60 Catholic Pupils 
. Are Expelled for 
Drying Orders
■ BUDAPEST (AP) -  About 60 
Roman Catholic students have 
been expelled from their semin­
ary for ricfylng orders of Hun­
gary’s Communist - accepted 
Churcli lenders, informed sources 
report.
The expulsions resulted from 
Bludont sympathy for 14 other 
Bcmlnnrlnns who were expelled 
from the Catholic Central Semin­
ary last month, sources said,
The expulsions only leave about 
10 students in the seminary, 
bringing nctlvllies of the school 
practically to n sfandstlll,
There have been no official 
statementB or confirmation of the 
3nte,̂ t reported dlsmissnln.
The first 14 dismissals—for be 
hnvlor “ contrary to the now life 
of. the church and alien to its 
idea s ''—were confirmed several 
weeks ago.
B.C. loins International Phone System
VANCOUVER -  (CP) -  British Columbia will become 
part of the complex International telephone operator dialing 
system Saturday when a new $10,000,000 intcrtoll network Is 
opened with the rest of Canada and the United States, B.C.'i 
entry into the international system will permit operators ‘ in 
most centres In the province to dial long distance calls betwojin 
B.C, and points beyond without the services of operators at the 
called centres,
I
Two Brothers Appear on Robbety Charges
HAMILTON ~  (CP) — Two brothers are to appear in mag­
istrate's court in nearby Burlington Friday on charges of armed 
robbery nnd shoo|lng with intent, Gordon Tnlt, 25, of Hamilton 
and his 21-yenr-old brother, Gilbert, wore arrested Wednesday. 
The arrests followed an unsuccessful attempt by two masked 
men to hold up an Imperial Bank branch in Burlington.
Leonard Takes First Round Lead
AUGUSTA, Gn, — (AP) Stan Leonard, 44-yonr-old Canadian 
from Vancouver, fired a Ihrcc-under-pnr 69 today for the early 
first round lead in the Masters golf tournament.
Patterson to Fight Johansson June 25
NEW YORK — (AP) - -  Floyd Patterson will defend his 
world title against Tngemar Johansson of Sweden In Ynnkoo 
Rladlum on Thursday, June 25, promoter Bill Rosonohn said 
today. Seat! will be sealed from .$100 down to $10.
•f
time during the five years the 
contract remains In force,
BCFGA president Arthur Gar- 
rlsh recently said he would seek 
a government sponsored plebis­
cite among growers on the future 
of the fruit industry If they failed 
to back the Throe-Party Contract.
Local committees have raised 
the number of their signers above 
ho overall average. Osoyoos 
lends with 77 per cent signed.
Other figures: Oynma and Nnr- 
amatn, 73 per cent each; Pentlp- 
Ion, 69 per cent; Summorlnnd, 66 
per cent; Oliver, 65 per cent, nnd 





OTTAWA (CP) -  The federal 
government's Inquiry into rnll- 
wny problems will take the form 
of a royal commission, Prime 
Mlnlnler Dlefnnhnlcer snld today.
The Prime Minister, entering 
his first cabinet mooting since 
the Commons r o o c s s e d  (or 
Easter last Wednesday, told re- 
jiorters ho expects the Investiga­
tion to bo completed, within a 
year.
Asked wlicther Iho commission 
will bo sot up before the Com­
mons reijumes next Monday, Mr. 
DIcfenbnkcr replied:
“It's not far removed, but 
wouldn’t say ,lust when."
The form of the Inquiry — by 
royal commission or olhenvlse— 
liad not been siiedflod until to­
day.
ters and m a r r i e d  sons and . 
daughters who are citizens, by 
birth or naturalization of Israel, 
Lebanon, Turkey, Europe, North’ 
America and Central America, >*
However, the order does not af­
fect British subjects by birth or 
by naturalization from the United 
Kingdom, Australia, New Zea­
land or South Africa, or citizens 
of Ireland, France or the United 
States,
An immigration department of­
ficial said the action will give 
the department s  wider soleollon 
of open placement Immigrants, 
These are Immigrants who come 
to Canada without any form of 
sponsorship or pre-arranged jobsi 
The official said the groups af­
fected by the order still will be 
able to come to Canada as open 
placement immigrants It they 
have certain Job skills. But they 
cannot have eligibility based 
solely on the fact they have rela­
tives tn Canola,
Restrictions on the movement 
to Canada of open plnoomont im -; 
migrants have been In effect 
^Inco J^ly, 10.57, Their movement 
has been rcstrictod to those with 
special skills needed in Canada,
D.S. Financier . 
Files Suit Against 
Foreign Interests
NEW YORK (AP)~Beaet by 
lawsuits himself, international fi­
nancier Alexander L. Guterma 
Wednesday filed a $10,000,000 
damage suit a g a i n s t  foreign 
interests, bla:|ilng them for his 
troubles with the U.S, govern­
ment.
In federal court, ho sued a 
Swls,s trust, n principal stock­
holder of the trust, nnd a Nether­
lands nnd banking corporation.
THIS IS REALLY KEEPING COOL
Mrs. Ed. Welsh sits calmly in n chair ns she Is 
carried from a fire that swept through a row of 
rooming l:ouses in mldlown Toronto. She was one 
of 85 persons loft homelesi In the $150,000 blaze.
Police said the arson squad was Invcslignting 
the cause of the fire which burned 10 l:omcs and 
six business premises. (CP wlrcphoto)
GAGLARDI SIGN 
IN RUSSIAN
. TRAIL (CP) -  British Co­
lumbia Highways Minister 
P. A. Gnglnrdl'a "Sorry for 
tlie inconvenience” signs now 
are appearing In Russian in 
this area,
Offtelnls cvplnlncd that a 
Doulchobor driver who ignored 
a detour sign olalmod he 









OLIVER—Ted Trump will head Crampton, Jim Argue and Steve
By PETER SYPNOWIOH 
Canadian Press Staff Writer
TORONTO (CP) It was a 
$100-a-day advertisement, obvi­
ously addressed jto aircraft engi­
neers and scientists from the 
A. V. Roe plants at suburban 
Malton:
'’file Oliver Rotary Club for the 
1959-60 year.
At the regular-.meeting of the 
""club the members also named 
• George Minns as vice-president, 
'"Tim Robin as secretary, and John
Summerland 
: ,Man Fined on 
; liquor Count
has a team of their engineering 
management in Toronto to make 
on-)the-spot offers fcft* career posi­
tions in its rapidly expanding 'em 
gineering department."
It got 75 replies in the first 
three hours., -
Thus it appears that - while
“The C o l u m b u s  division of Avro and • government officials' 
North American Aviation Inc.llook for a substitute for the Ar­
row Jet interceptor program can­
celled by Ottawa Feb. 20, foreign 
firms are taking a heavy toll of 
the. elite force of 2,500 engineers 
and scientists buiit up by- Avro 
since! 1945. ,
“The raiding has been, constant 
all you have to do is look at 
the aavertisemants in Toronto 
newspapers,”-, says Peters Podger, 
business agent of the’ Interna­
tional Association of Machinists 
(CLC) covering the 13,550 work­
ers formerly employed on the 
Arrow and' its Iroquois engine.
He estimates 750 technicians, 
most of them engineers, have ap­
plied ' for entry to the United 
States. Another 210 have been of­
fered jobs in Britain, with' 200 
more offers expected.
In fact, says Mr. Podger, those 
leaving Canada actually 'outnum 
ber the technicians getting job.s 
inside the country.
He says only, about^ 500 Avro 
workers — few of them tech­
nicians—have found employment 
with other .Canadian firms and in 
many cases the jobs are in sell­
ing or other unrelated fields.
He says - only about 100 techni­
cians were among the 2,500 em­
ployees recalled by. Avro . after
the initial layoff for overhauling 
GF-lOOs and developing a verti­
cal take-off craft for the U.S.
And he says only about 100 
have gone back to Avro under 
the federal government’s plan to 
keep “an 'essential nucleus’' ’ of 
technicians on hand pending, a 
new prograni. . * . '
The figures are backed. by 
company officials. i :
THE PENTICTON HERAID
Thursday, April 2, 1959
■ PRAGUE (Reuters) — .Czecho­
slovakia will deliver 1,800 trac­
tors to Indonesia over the next 
three years for use in the  ̂Borneo 
and Sumatra -rice fields,' it was 
announced Wednesday.
FACSmiLE NEWSPAPER 
TOKYO (Reuters) —, A leadil’tg 
Japanese newspaper, the .Asahi 
Shimbun, announced' Wednes'diiy 
it willbegin Y facsimile trahsmiW- 
Sion .'between Tokyo and Sapporo' 
June; 1, enabling the people in 
the northernmost island of Japan 
to- read -' papers compiled in the .,,, 
capital. By using six transmit;-, 
tors, eight . receivers and twol-; 
monitors, the Sapporo branch of Vj 
the • Asahi will be able' to repro-\ 
duce 90,000 papers an hour. y.
OLIVER — Wm. McClure of 
Summerland was fined $50 and 
• costs by Magistrate J. H. Mit- 
,̂ohell in Oliver police court Tues- 
i'̂ -̂day morning on a charge of 
itconsuming liquor in a public 
i -̂place.
The charge arose when RCMP 
.discovered the accused behind 
’’̂ the dance hall at Okanagan Falls 
K^aturday night.
- -' Also facing Magistrate Mitchell 
3 n  similar charges were Harry 
‘^Edward Bray Jr., who was fined 
1H375 and costs, and Andrew Mc- 
F Farlane, fined $50 and costs. 
l̂ ’Both are from Oliver and the
- offence took place in Oliver early 
Sunday morning..
Albert ;Bond of Edmonton was 
^ ined  $15 and costs for failing 
3 )  ' produce a driver’s licence 
.-when requested.
Eisenhut as directors.
Jessie Widby of Wenatchee, 
governor of Rotary District 506, 
paid an unofficial visit to the club. 
He outlined briefly some of the 
highlights arranged for the dis­
trict conference which will be held 
in Wenafehee during the weekend 
of April ,12. *It was reported to 
the meeting that 12 Oliver R,ota- 
rians and their Rotary Anns will 
be attending.
The club decided to sponsor a 
concert by the Appollo Male 
Choir of Wenatchee to be held ,-in 







OLIVER — Fifty Oliver Air 1 
Cadets were' disappointed when 
they learned ’Tuesday that the 
familiarization flight scheduled 
for.'that ddy in Penticton-'was 
called off owing to - inclem|nt 
weather conditions.
The flight is an annual feature | 
for the Air Cadets and cadet of- 
hcials hope that it is .only al 
case of postponement.
In former years the flight fori 
local cadets was based in Oliver! 
but owing to superior airport fa­
cilities in Penticton if is now! 
based at the Penticton Airport.




Spedal on Car-Top 
Carriers you can’t 
afford to miss
e  No Gutter Straps 
0  No Suction Cups 
•  W ill adjust to any 
width of car
’ The Ultra-Rak ia. the ultimate 
in Auto Top Carriers . . . Come 














W A T C H
13.95
BY HUGH PORTEOUS
JACK WHITE, president of the 
Apricot Fundae Society, remind­
ed us this morning of the society 
'meeting on Friday, night. ’This is 
jthe annual meeting postponed 
'€rom last month because .of the 
Jack of a  quorum. He stressed 
-'that this was a community af- 
~fair. If sufficient interest is not 
shown by this'attendance at the 
“Friday meeting, he w ill recom- 
^ihehd that this affair be discon-
’This has been a  busy week for 
'GEORGE MINNS and wife Aud- 
^ifey. They have been house-mov­
ing. DICK FORTY„a retired of- 
Jicer of the Royal Navy, pur- 
-chased the Minns’ orchard and 
ITdok possession today. ’The Minns 
•have taken up temporary resi- 
Idence in the Sundial Motel while 
• th e ir . hew house on the south 
Jshore'of Vasseau Lake is being 
•built. , , '
z  TED TRUMP balled today to 
; »say he was shipping a baby Gir- 
•affe to Africa within the next 
•few days. A mechanical robot to 
•join his real life brothers.
>  A welcome visitor to Rotary 
•on Tuesday night was'^the REV. 
.GEORGE PATTISON. He was a 
•popular member of the Oliver 
"Rotary Club here during the time 
•he was rector of St. Edwards.
He has now been made Dean of 
the pro-cathedral in Prince Ru­
pert. With wife JANET, he is . in 
the. Okanagan spending' a - few 
days holiday with TOM and 'VIV­
IAN WORTH in Okanagan Falls;
We hear that HARTLEY HAY­
NES has sold his property here 
and is leaving shortly to take up 
residence at the coast. Hartley’s 
departure will leave a: vacant 





Oliver ; Ph. HY 8-2425
accuracy is our 
' primary coheorn
Rely on us fo r the most pains­
taking precision in oli watch 







ofQuality garments made 
Beauiean cloth. Look smart 
when you work in these prac­




_ DEPARTM ENT STORE 









Bom In a sod shack on the bald 
Saskatchewan prairie, G e o r g e  
Alec Gough can readily claim to 
be of .tjturdy stock,
' He has o w n e d community 
theatres in Hedley a n d  Bridge 
River a n d  in October, 1947; 
opened- the Oliver Theatre.
Dolly, his wife, is kept busy 
with her Interests at home and! 
Ih Oliver.
Their daughter Marilyn, is in 
grade 12 and at present plans to 
go in for teaching.
Alec -is one of the original or-, 
ganizers of Oliver Little League 
.and Pony Lea'gue Baseball.
He is an officer of the Masonic 
Lodge, and is on the executive of 
’ the B,C. Exhibitors Association of 
’ Independant Theatres.
GEORGE GOUGl





‘Tined in Oliver 
'Police Court
• OLIVER—Francis James Bap- 
|tlste, an Indian from the Incaneep 
•Reserve, was fined $150 and costs 
;by Magistrate J. H. Mitchell In 
«Jhe Oliver Police Court Wednes- 
•day morning.
I Baptiste was charged with drlv- 
»ing a motor vehicle while his 
Hcondition was impaired. He was 
.arrested on the reserve shortly 
•after midnight on Tuesday night. 
; Also appearing in the Oliver 
•Qourt on Wednesday was another 
|lndian, Ben Louie. He was charg- 
!cd with being In illegal possession 
•of liquor off the reserve and was 
;fined $20 and costs.
RebekahHead 
Pays Visit to 
Oliver Lodge
OLIVER—̂ Fifty-three members 
and visitors from Oroville, Pen- 
t i c  t  o n and Summerland' and 
Oliver were in attendance at the 
meeting of the Golden Heart 
Rebekah Lodge No. 60 when Mrs. 
William Desroslers, president of 
the Rebekah Assembly of B.C., 
paid her official visit to the local 
lodge. .
Distinguished visitors were Mrs. 
F. Taylor, Penticton, past presi­
dent Rebekah Assembly;-Mrs. F. 
E; Atkinson, Summerland, past 
president Rebekah Assembly; 
Mrs. I. R. Betts, Penticton, past 
assembly treasurer; Mrs. G. El­
liott, Oliver, district deputy' presi­
dent; Wm. Cartwright, Oliver, 
Grand Sentinel, Grand Encamp­
ment of B.C.
Mrs. J. D; Sinclair, ,Noble 
Grand, presided, and presented 
an engraved silver teaspoon to 
Mrs. Desrosiers.
At the conclusion of the meet­
ing lunch was served under tHe 
convenershlp of Mrs, S. Lavlk,
Prior to the meeting, Mrs. 
Desrosiers was taken on a scenic 
tour of the valley by Mrs. G. 
Elliott, and had luncheon at her 
home.
During the afternoon tea was 
held at the home of Mrs, W. Grant 
where members had gathered to 
welcome and- 'meet the president.
During her stay In Oliver, Mrs. 




By IAN MACDONALD 
; Canadian Press Staff Writer
• ST. JOHN'S, Nfld. (C P)-Pre. 
;mlor Smallwood of Nowfound- 
•land said Wednesday serious 
'.connirionitlon is being given to a 
,proposal to take action against 
•the Canadian Labor Congress for 
;"llloKnl Bwlndle,"
I Ho made the statement to re­
porters in commenting on an an- 
nounoomont by CLC President 
.Clnudo Jodoin that 1 lie congress 
ils launching a “strike and de-
Jenco fund" for Newfoundland oggors, (Mr, Jodoin said the ob- 
dootlvo is to raise $1,000,000 by 
psklng for a $1 contribution from 
cad) of the CLC's 1,000,000 mcm- 
J)ors.
• Mr, Smallwood slid there no 
Jongor la a strike of the Interna­
tional Woodworkers of America 
JCLC) in central Newfoundland 
and “tho IWA’s illegal strike in 
western Newfoundland has been 
jjalled off."
• “Where is the money going? 
JVho Is it going to? What is It 
being used for?"
I Mr. Smallwood gave notice in 
tlio legislation he will introduce 
tm amendment to the Labor Re­
lations Act,
I Tho Newfoundland government 
March 6 passed an amendment 
to tho act which gives the lieu­
tenant
OLIVER T ^ I M e
WEDNESDAY - THURSDAY, APRIL 1-2
“THE HUNTERS”
Cinemascope —  In Technicolor
Robert Mitchum - Robert Wagner - May Britt 
Richard Egan ,
FRIDAY- SATURDAY, APRIL 3-4
“THE PRIDE AND THE PASSION”
Filmed in Spain —■ In Technicolor
Cary Grant - Frank Sinatra - Sophie-Loren .
' MONDAY - TUESDAY, APRIL 6-7
“THE LONG HAUL”
A Story of Long Haul Trucking . .
Victot Mature « Diana Dors- Patrick Allen
W EDNESDAY - THURSDAY, APRIL 8-9
“THE BROTHERS KARAMAZOV”
Yul Bryiiner - Maria Schell .outstanding German actress) 
Claire Bloom - Lee J. Cobb. “
Showings at 6:3.0 and 9 p.m. In Technicolor
DON’T  FORGET
TUESDAY IS PROGRRAM NIGHT
Hewetson’s
New Line in Children's Shoes. 
Black or Brown Oxfords or Strap
'.with- ' i. * • • -
Weather Proof Soles
GUARANTEED 3 MONTHS 
AGAINST
1. Sole wearing through
2. Sole damage by water .








Black leather. Laced 
to play good ball 
as low as ---- -
Q UALITY  SHOES 
Oliver B.C.
R
lu s t.. right
$3.49
OLIVER
H A R D W A R E  
Main St. ' Oliver, B.C.
FOR;.,. .
Comfortable Homes
A T . .
Reasonable Prices ,
Contact Louis Fodor'
















Our -precision tune-up will give 
your motor new pep, power and 
operating economy. We'll thof- 
oughlV inspect and adjust your 
Ignition,.- carburetion, fuel and 
* • electrical systems.
Your engine will have a new 
get-up arid go rind’ use' ieltl *90$ 
too.
W E GIVE T IP  TOP 





being “convicted of onyjteinous 
crimes."
Mr. Smallwood said outside the 
legislature the omendment will 
make it necessary for the oUor- 
ney-gcnornl to prove In the Su­
preme Court that a substantiul 
number of tho union's chief offl* 
oers hove been convldted of such 
crimes,
Tho legislature will adjourn 
April 10 for two or three weeks 
so Finance Minister Spencer may 
prepare a budget. ,
TERMINAL RIFT SHOP
V For,Gifts/hat are DIFFERENT - UNUSUAL and showing 
, / . EXCELLENT TA STE
The terminal G ift Shop Is A “M UST STOP”
For You ,
Our wide selection of Gifts for all occasions must be seen to be 
appreciated., Drive in Drop in to'see uv. , . We will not 
disappoint you,
TERMINAL COFFEE SHOP .
Tempting Food Served fast.
CHOCOLATE BARS
SPECIAL
Six 10c Bars for ... ..... 49c
TERMINAL COFFEE $H0P
Ollveri B.C. Phene HV 8-2221









P A I N T S
• Heacfquarters For
. Sherwin-Williams Paints
OLIVER GO-OP sto re
OLIVER; B.C.
Everything to safeguard your health'
Quality you cm rely 
on every time
Make us your convenient, one-stop 
headquarters for ’ all , health needs. 
You can have complete confidence 
In our up-to-date stock of name 
brands.
PRESC RIPTI0N$^9E a  s p e c ia l ty  w i t h  u s  a n d
SERVING YOU A p l e a s u r e .
WHITE’S PHARMACY
OLIVER, B.C.
You always receive 
Hotel Reopel.
a warm welcome af the
In the evening we in.vite you to enjoy coffee with 
us. Every morning we help your day along with 
steaming hot tea or coffee served in your room.
Rooms and Accommodation:^
A home away from home. The newly decorated 
bedrooms ore spotlessly clean,.shining and cosy.
Room with Both ..................... $5.00
Room without Both ....... ........ . $3.00
Meals . , .
Delicious.
^ ^ J w o t e i ^ e o p e i
BOB and HAZEL .HAPPELl, Proprietors
OLIVER, B.C
SEPA R A TIO N  ALLOW ANCB
LONDON (Reuters)—Two busi­
nessmen Wednesday received a 
total of £88,000 ($246,400) tor the 
loss of their Jobs, They are Lord 
Portal and Geoffrey Cunliffc, for 
mcr chiefs of tho Brillsl) Alum 
inium Company, Cunllffe got 
£58,000 and Portal £30,000, They 
resigned when the majority hold 
Ing in the company was acquired 
last January by Reynolds Metals 
of AmeHca and Tube Invest 
ments of Britain.
8PBGIAL AUDIBNCB
VA-nCAN CITY (Reuters) 
Pope John Wednesday rcoelvml 
in special audience about 150 
Negro writers, ,< artists and scl 
entists from A f r i c a  and tho
THE BEST CAR BARGAINS ARE IN  OUVER■■■■■..  » ■
A T YOUR
aENERAL MOTORS DEALER
CHEVROLET - OLDSMODILE - PONTIAC - DUICK 
AND VAUXHALL CARS 
CHEVROLET - CMC AND BEDFORD TRUCKS
SEE
CHRIS GOODMAN
Oliver Repraiantatlvc For ’
HOWARDS SERVICE LTD.
OSOYOOS
A T TH E
DISPLAY ROOMS IN
BYERS
YOU GET AN EXPERT OVERHAUL JOB ON YOUR 
AUTOMOBILE AND FARM MACHINERY AT
D Y E R S  S E R V I C E
YOUR DO W NTOW N CHEVRON STATION
PUT YOUR AUTO 
IN GOOD HANDS
There are no short cuts 
to longer car life and 
lower operating costs.
Expert maintenance, our 
kind of cor care, is the 
only way. Try It . . • 
see how you save.
Foresight beats hindsight every time. Periodic 
check-ups keep you driving safely always.
unlimited sdection!
and by-the-yard linoleums
Vinyl covered Sandran 
DOMINION
MARBOLEUM
Felt backed. The wide 
your dicoratlng easy.
range of colors makes
DOMINION
JASPE
This beautiful, durable and particularly 
flooring comes felt and canvas backed, Colour 






This exclusively strong felt backed linoleum 
blends beautifully with fabric and wood textures, 
Smart In any living or business area.




“I’M NOT HANGING AROUND’*
SCREENED FOR CANDID CLOSE-UP
MILLION AND HALF OPERATION
Growers’ Processing ^ 
Firm Gets New Name
An important step was final­
ized today when B.C, Fruit Pro­
cessors Ltd., the grower-owned 
processing c o m p a n y  officially 
changed its name to Sun-Rype 
Products Ltd.
Sole reason for this change is 
1o incorporate the well known 
brand name in the . company 
name — ^  trend in business to­
day. No change in policies or 
staff is involved.
The processing company was 
formed 13 years- ago to utilize 
cull ,and surplus fruit, much of 
which was being wasted at the 
time. Since that time' the com­
pany has expanded to a point 
where it is finding it difficult to 
obtain sufficient quantities of 
fruit to supply the demands of 
the market for Sun-Rype pro 
ducts.
The company now operates 
five processing plants in Woods- 
dale, Kelowna, Oliver and Cres- 
ton. Investment in facilities ex­
ceeds one and a half million dol­
lars. Sales offices are located in 
Vancouver, Calgary, Edmonton, 
Saskatoon, Regina and Winnipeg.
Sales last year reached an- all 
time high of four million dollars.
Since its inception, the com­
pany has processed more than 
300,000 tons of fruit. In terms of 
loose boxes of apples laid end 
to end, this means that the boxes 
would stretch from the west coast 
of Canada to the east coast and 
back again.
17 PRODUCTS NOW 
Over five million dollars has 
been earned for this fruit. Some 
17 products are now manufac­
tured including apple juices, nec­
tars, pie fillings, apple sauce, 
dehydrated apples and infant 
juices for the H.J. Heinz Co.
Latest product to be developed 
by the firm is'sparkling cider., i 
Importance of this grower- . 
owned processing company to the 
fruit industry can be shown liy ' 
last year’s operation. Over 25 
per cent of the entire apple crop 
was processed through the five - 
plants. This included all the cuUs 
and half the Cee-grade apples. 
THIRD OF APRICOTS 
One-third of the apricot crop 
was processed by this company 
in 1958.
The company is staffed by 35 
members and has a maximum of 





>1 CHES PLANS HIS “SHOT’*
-k g ’
V-
. .. . ..
Thuridciy, April 2,  ̂959 THE PENTICTON HERALD ^
Canada Gains 
25 Citizens
Canada gained 25 new citizens 
yesterday at Penticton.
Oaths of allegiance were taken 
before Judge M. M. Colquhoun in 
Penticton court house as 13 men 
and 12 women completed natural­
ization.^
“As a fellow Canadian, I  con­
gratulate you,” smiled Judge 
Colquhoun as he contpleted the 
brief ceremony. . • .
YOU NEEDN’T STARE LIKE THAT
. —Photos by 'Steve CanningsBIGiHORNS AT a f t e r n o o n  SIESTA '
BIG-HORNS, CROWDED BEACHES AMONG SUBJECTSSCOUTS'SECRET PROJECT 
GETS PfiRENTRL INSPECTION
OKANAGAN FALLS — A group of Okanagan Falls Cubs 
and Scout§ have been a very busy bunch this spring. On Easter 
Monday they invited their^ parents t o . come and view the re­
sults of their labors.
Mr. and Mrs. Ken Traviss, Mrs., James , Sinclair,. Mrs. Jim . 
Anderson, and Mrs. Tom? Worth accepted, the invitation, hiking- i  
to the top oLPeach Cliff commanding a Avbnderful view of the 
Valley.
Here they found a new cabin made of tree limbs and 
boughs, the cracks being chinked with .mu^ and.moss and the 
floor being of fine boughs.
The boys are presently , adding bunks and other fixtures.
The parents were gratified at what the boys had accom­
plished on their own and decided that many mysteriouis hours ' 
away from home had been well spent. ̂
> A rest at a camp-fire was enjoyed before starting the re­
turn journey.
/  • Boys participating in the venture were Allan and Colin 
' Smith, Sandy Brown, Dave and Jimmie Anderson, Andrew Tra- 
viss, Stuart Sinclair, Tommy Worth, Bobby Steeves and Freddie 
Lindsay.' . , ,
Film Latest Project
Of
By VIO M ISU TKA
lail Sentence, $160 in 
Fines Imposed in Court
Two charges faced an ,bkana-.Ing-ilquor, but'paid $50 for drink-
fean Falls resident this week 
when he appeared in Penticton 
police court.'
Frank Kruger, 32, pleaded 
guilty to a charge of being In 
possession of liquor off his reser* 
vatlon. He was fined $30 and 
costs by Magistrate H. J. Jen­
nings.
Kruger denied a charge of 
driving, while his licence was 
under suspeilsion, and was re 
mnndcd to Friday.
In other reoopt. court, action, 
two men faced two' slmllai' 
charges, with different results.
Snndor Mandl of Penticton aqd 
Joseph Gescc of Osoyoos were 
charged with supplying liquor to 
an Indian, and drinking in public,
Mandl will serve two monihs in 
Jail on default of payment of 
5150 in fines for two convictions,
Gesce was acquitted of supply­
ing. in public.
William Henry Allercott of 
Penticton was fined $10 and costs 
for being drunk in public.
Three speedsters were also 
fined, one of them after denying 
the charge.
Carl C. Pedersen pleaded not 
guilty to speeding in a Penticton 
school zone, but was fined $25 
and costs.
August Solbcn was assessed $20 
and costs for exceeding the speed 
limit In the city, and John A. 
Loudon of Penticton was charged 
$25 and costs when he admitted 
speeding n e a r  Kamloops re­
cently.
"In Effingham, 111., the mayor's 
wilary is $800,a year, that of the 
doRcatchcr is $1,200 a year, — 
Press report. A lot of mayors are 
paid too much.
t
TALK o r  THE VALLEY
A FREAK ACCIDENT yesterday sent log scaler Doug 
Barnes, 46, to hospital with broken leg, Doug, a long-time em­
ployee of the B.C. Forest Service, leaned on a lioavy peavy 
while helping turn a log at Penticton Sawmills. His hook slip­
ped, dropping him three feet at the wrong angle. Penticton Fire 
Department rescue and safety squad took him to hospital with 
his lower right leg fractured. Doug, who lives at 518 Alexander 
Avenue, is reported In good condition.
DOO LOVERS have boosted to $200 the reward being of- 
fered for the arrest of Kelowna's pooch poisoner. Kelowna 
S.P.C.A. yesterday put tip $100 on lop of two $50 rewards pre­
viously announced by dog owners. Six dogs have died In the 
past month,
APRIL FOOL’S DAY seems to have been quiet In Penticton, 
but here's one they pulled on the staff of the Kelowna Courier. 
Someono loft a message to phone a number and ''see , about 
picking up a box.*' The number turned out to be that of a local 
funeral parlor.
SEEN IN PASSING — service station operator Tom O’Ckm- 
nell this morning figuring how t& untangle his swinging ''Shell" 
sign from adjacent power lines. A gust of wind apparently 
swung the big sign into the lines overnight.
Boosting B.C. is both work and 
play of Chester Lyons, former 
Pentictonite,. in charge of special 
projects for the parks branch of 
the B.C. department of .recrea­
tion and conservation.
In his work, Mr. Lyons directs 
such tourist attractions as “stops 
of interest” along B.C.; highways 
and restoration, of the town of 
Barkerville, historic centre of the 
gold rush which gave the first 
major impetus to development 
of the province. He also addres­
ses service clubs and historicdl 
groups on various aspects of 
B.C. history or development.
In. his spare tiitie, Ches has 
written five travel books on 
British Columbia including the 
Okanagan travelogue “Milestones 
In Ogopogo, Land.”
CO M PLETING  B.C. FR .M  
Now, ns a result of his keen 
love of the B.C. out-of-doors, 
photography has grown to a color 
film which has been accepted by 
the Audubon Society. Ches will 
complete the film this summer. 
Beginning next fall, he will, carry 
this screen record of British Co­
lumbia’s people, wildlife and 
manifold scenic attractions, to 
a u d i e n c e s  throughout North 
America, as one of the Audubon 
Society's lecturers.
Ches will be only the second 
Canadian to become an Audubon 
Society lecturer.
His film Is similar In treat­
ment to the one on the Southern 
Appalachian Highlands of North 
Carolina which Dr. G, Harrison 
Orlans of Toledo, Ohio, is bring­
ing to Penticton tonight, Dr. 
Orlans' movie story will be the 
final presentation in the 1058-59 
Audubon Screen Tour series 
sponsored In Penticton by the 
South Okanagan Boy Scouts 
Council end the Audubon Society.
Tlie preRenlallon begins at 8 
p.m. in Pcntlolon High School 
auditorium.
HIGH HTANDARDR 
In Penticton during Easter 
weekend to visit his mother, Mrs, 
D. L. Lyons of 457 Tennis Street, 
Ches expressed gratification that, 
he had received Audubon So­
ciety recognition.
“I'm particularly pleased be­
cause the Audubon people have 
rather high standards for their 
films,” he smiled.
The film, technically described, 
Is an “ecological study of the 
five life zones of Brlllsh Colum­
bia,” and will run abbut 70 min­
utes.
In keeping with the Audubon 
1 Society's theme of conservation, 
the film will portray the plant 
and animal life that Is basic to 
the climate and geography of 
each zone and will show how the 
people live and what conserva­
tion problems are apparent,,
In the Penticton area, which 
is part of the Dry Interior life 
zone, south from Kamloops, in- 
uludliig McitR und Ashcroft, 
Ches will show the California 
Big-horn Sheep herd in the hills 
I above Vascaux Lake, and the 
I White Lake - nesting grounds. of
the long-billfed curlew as possiblelational facilities will also be em- 
conservation problems.̂ ^̂ ^̂  ̂ - with the suggestion that
Accompanied by Steve Can- there is already a problem- in 
nings, well-known local natural- making j room .for all .holidaying 
ist, Mr. Lyons visited the big- visitors, in the fact that beaches 
horn sheep’s grazing! grounds are crowded to near capacity in 
during Easter weekend to com- the summer; The film will sug- 
plete his studies for the film., gest that room for 3 or 4 thou- 
Problem here, Ches points but, sand more people could be made 
is that the grazing land which on the beach at Penticton, for in­
supports the herd is limited and stance, with removal of the 
could be reduced by further cat- likeshore- packinghouses to: some 
tie grazing rights. With restric-other location, 
tion of food supply, the animals USE
resistance to disease^ at least, 
would be lowered and the herd _ • u
would be threatened • with ex- . Conservation is basically us- 
tinction mg our resources to provide the
Equally important from' a c o n - f o r  the most people,” 
servation standpoint, was the Lyons explained,
long-billed curlew which Ches The film will begin with a por- 
described as“ one of the most trayal of British Columbia’s West 
spectacular birds in - N o r t h  Coast, life zone where human de- 
America. . pendency is mostly on the forests
"As far as we know the only and* reforestation is essential, 
place In B.C. where this bird Next will come the Gulf Island 
nests is on the White Lake flats zone, the drier coastal belt 
where the new ' radio telescope around Victoria and up as far as 
is being installed,” he said; ‘Til Courtenay and the Gulf Islands, 
try to show the possible danger In the Cariboo zone,'which will 
here to the future of this rare follow the Dry Interior in,,the 
bird species. On the other hand, film sequence, the basic cco- 
thero may be’ no danger at all. nomy of grazing, ranching and 
The reserve which the radio tele- logging will bo shown, 
scope people are putting on n Finally, the film will portray 
largo tract surrounding their site E r i t i s h . Columbia's "Alpine 
may have the effect of permnn- Zone,” which Ches calls “the 
cntly protecting this bird’s sane- root of the world.” This Is com 
tuary/* prised of the province’s slopes
b u r r o w in g  TOAD above tlmborllne where the hu
His film will also show other man story is mostly one of rcore- 
wildllfe and plants that’ have atlon skiing, hiking, hunting, 
adapted themselves to this area and mountain climbing, 
including the spndo-footod toad The film generally will tiy  to 
which burrows into the ground dispel the “aura of mystery” 
to escape the summer heat, the which British Columbia hn.s for 
highly intelligent rnlUesnnko, and Enstorn Canadians as well as 
the scorpion. htoat Americans, Ches states,
The saga of pooplo in the Dry Production is now 60 to 70 per 
Interior will show tho basic In- cent completed with all the plant 
dustry of fruit growing for which and animal aspects pretty sWel‘ 
conservation of wnlor In all its finished and Just.the human Cle 
ramifications and wise use of|mcnt to weave in. 
land are essential,




SUMMERLAND — T h i e v e s ,  
entering via a skylight, escaped 
with an undetermined amount of 
merchandise including cartons of 
cigarettes and petty cash from 
Summerland' Groceteria , early 
yesterday morning.
Lawrence Rumball, proprietor, 
said today that the thieves’ oper­
ations were in " the main part of 
the store and- not in the office 
where the safe is located!
Burglar alarms on certain doors 
were avoided,' indicating that the 
culprits knew their way around.
This was the seventh time that 
the Groceteria has been broke 
into in the past few years.




erally good, watch for rolling rock 
and mudslides. ,
Local-^Good,. detours seven and 
nine miles south.
Canada is glad to have you 
It’s a big country; we need you.” 
LARGEST IN MONTHS 
The group, noted by the judge 
as one of the largest in some time, 
look their oaths on bibles pre­
sented by the British and Foreign 
Bable Society, and also received 
certificates of welcome from Mrs. 
Kenneth Davenport, Regent of 
Penticton lODE.
The new citizens were welcom­
ed by Frank Guimont, whose 
French, ancestors landed'in Que­
bec in ,1642.
“We' expect you to take part in 
our social aftd political life, to 
help mould a distinctive Cana­
dian nation,” he said.
“Exercise y o u r  franchise, 
urged Mr. Guimont, adding-his 
hopes that the new citizens would 
strive to improve their English, 
learn French and study Canadian 
listory.
FETED AFTERWARD
Following : the ceremony the 
group was feted at the Valley 
Hotel by the lODE.
Those taking the ''ath of alle­
giance were:-
Giovanni Ariganelio, *L i s k j e 
Keuning, Hendrik Keuriing, Wilr 
lemina -Wyngards, Willem (Wil­
liam): .Wyngards, .! Leo • “Martin 
Heemskerk, 'Arie Jacob ' Brus’seî  
Nanny.. Margrethe. Rasmussen, 
Gunnar Rasmussen, Armand Jo­
seph Pierson, Marianne Keuhn, 
Johannes Franz' Kiiehn, Jantje 
Geertruida Maria Sanders, Hel­
ena (Helen) Pocsik, Lotte Muzzy, 
Casper DeBeer, Waclaw Lesz- 
ezynski, Maria Pleva, Birgit 
Majvor, Windh (Wind), Waltraut 
Hildegard Holzhaus, Franz Ed­
ward Otto Huhn, Wilhelmine Lina 
Huhn;' Elizabeth Agnes Tilstra, 




To look Back' , 
With Canadian Club ^
Willard Ireland, B.C. provincial 
archivist and librarian, authority 
on B.C. history and an entertain­
ing speaker, will be the Penticton 
Canadian Club’s April guest. ;r.;
Mr. Ireland will address the 
the club’s monthly dinner meeting 
Monday, April 6, on the Topic . “A 
Look Back.”
He is a graduate of the Univer­
sity of British Columbia -and! 
later took his M;A. at the Univelr- 




HOME ON WHEEIJ!I 
ClioR sandwiches hia filming 
Into time he can spare from bin 
parks branch duties as hp and 
Ills wife and young daughter Irâ  
vcl about the province. They live 
in a homo on wheels — a housle 
trailer-typo dwelling mounted on 
Iho deck of a truck.!
A Penticton, woman, Mrs. E. T.l "I used to bo qulle a hunter 
(Margaret) Reed of 125 Calgary beforo I got, the movie camera 
Avenue, has boon elocled presi-Ches smiled, "Now I’ve sloppec 
dent of the Kelowna and District hunting. You work much hardot 
White Cano Club, to get worthwhile rcsulla with
George llombllng of Vernon Is movlo camera than you dp wit 
vice-president, a gun, and it's much more re
The club, alflllntcd with thojwarding.
Canadian J4ntlonnl Institute for 
the Blind and n part of the Cana­
dian Council for tho Blind, is 
primarily a social organization 
whore members may discuss 
topics of tho day and engage in 
group rccroational activltios.
' Membership .from the Vernon,
Lumby, Kelowna and Pontlclon 
areas is between 40 and 50,
“It's very nice tliat I've been 
elected,'' Mrs. Reed commented 
today, “but it's quite a responsl 
blllty when tlic club is not In your 
own town.”
Transportation to the meetings 
is provided by the Lions Clubs 
of the three Valley cities.
$ 1 0 , 0 0 0
' invested in
MUTUAL ACCUMULATINO FUND
as of Jan. 31,13SO 
oould have been 
cashed lor exactly
MOOO
on Jan. 30, 1060 
--nine years later
(Initlil offN tn i price $2.50) 
(30 Jm., 1059 bid price 7.80)
Continuous reinvestment of divi­
dends of • managed, diversifisd 
portfolio of Canedlen "growth” 
companies has helped to achieve 
this outstanding record for Can- 
ida'e first and largest Compound 
Cumulative Mutual Fund.
We will be glad to send' 
you full narlioulnre on 
KlAF—and how Investo 
mente may be made In 
lum p aums or under the 
eonvonlent Estate Plan 
with Bolieduled payments 
as low as f  12.50 per 
m onth. *
NARKS INVESTMENTS
SOI. IWAIN «ti<is:kt 
PB N Tie TO N , B.D .
HY 2.4133
V e t’s  Taxw
“24-Hour Service”|
.V Radio Controlled 
; Across Town or Countiy ^
318 Martin Street 
PENTICTON
Hy 2-4111
m ^  CUP THIS AI
irriktHARD OF HEARING
C E N T in C A T B
D — . 
IT'S WORTH $1 Of
on the purchase of 
any -BELTONE 
HEARING A ID  
DURING TH IS 
CLINIC.
D. E. WEBBER 
Bonded Consultant
On Friday and Saturday
ApriM O thancUIlh  
Three Gables Hotel, Pentic1on :|
from 10:00 a.m. to 8 i00 p.m.
You are cordially Invited to come in and 
discuss your hearing problems with Mr, D,
E. Webber, acknowledged hearing aid au­
thority. Ho will demonstrate the many 
different models' of Boltones and sclentif-' 
ically tost your hearing without .charge or 
obligation.
" Y o u  m e a n  l e  s a y —  
l u s t  3 - a - d a y  m a y  
s e n d  b a c k a c h e  a w a y ! "
Sounds foodl Logtcil, tool You iso tho nornul Job of Iho 
kidneyi It to renufo oiesii w iiUi ind acids 
—to ollsn Iho ciuto of btcktelM—front Iho 
tnum. Dodd’o KIdnoy Pills tllmulslo Ihs' 
bldn.yt In Ihli fiincllm and is n iy brini you 
ihit wtleomo rolUI Irom biekicho thsy nitro 
miny olhsrs. Try Just S-s-dsy. You can dspsnd 
dn Dodiri*M»in Iht blot Inkf wllli lltii fia bind* a4
announces the 








Baltonai are tha same price In 
Canada as In U.S.A.
You look so natural-̂  
hear so well!
You fool aolf-confident beeauia 
th is  new Beltone Carillon model . 
looks 10 bocomlna • • • provides 
hlghor fidelity hoarlng at ear* 
iovol, with BO TH  oars, o'van for
aovere lo sse s.■ • .
Many Other Bellonas
•  Bohlnd-Tho-Ear-Ald
4! Bono Conduction Olaiies 
ETIeeltp • Brooch - Barrett
•  A lio a Beltone for Very < 
Severe Loitoi
E. C. GorIingjcCo.Ltd.
524 W eit Pender St. 
Vancouver 2, B.C.
*
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Nuclear War Statistics 
Are Frightening This Spring
leading authority on civil de­
fence, former federal . co-brdinator 
Major General F. F. Worthington, has 
finally said what many of us have been 
. saying for years.
“The idea of tactical evacuation is 
just impossible.”
Worthington went on to say that 
with today’s weapons there will be no 
time to clear a large city after an at­
tack warning has been received. But 
he says that, prior to attack warnings, 
as many people as possible should be 
removed from a target area. And, he 
adds,' residents of small communities 
should be told and made to stay put..
These statements were made quite 
recently during discussions on the 
dangers of nuclear attack and possible 
protection for the populace against ter­
rifying fallout.
,When General Gavin was head of 
the Army Research and Development 
organization in the United States he 
was asked how many deaths could be 
estimated from fallout if an assault 
force dropped nuclear bombs on Russia 
so that prevailing winds would carry 
fallout, in a south-easterly direction 
over Russia. His reply is frightening 
and demonstrates how little control 
scientists have over- their monster 
once it is exploded.
“Current planning estimates,” the 
general said, “run on the order of sev­
eral million deaths.” This shocks us, 
but does not surprise us. But the sec-, 
ond^half of General Gavin’s reply to 
Senate Committee 
shocks and surprises.
: “That would be either way depend­
ing bn which way the wind blew. If 
the .wind blew to the south-east they 
would mostly be in the USSR, al­
though they would extend into the 
Japanese and perhaps down into the 
Philippine area. If the wind blew .the 
other' way they would extend well 
back ixito Western Europe.” 
i  In other wprds the nuclear borhbs 
tossed against a belligerent foe would
. K H R U $ H C H e\/7
iCSM  -THR€AT^
also spread death and destruction 
among people having nothing to do 
with the conflict.
What would happen on the Ameri­
can continent if the > Russians struck 
with similar weapons? One coastal 
newspaper asked earlier this week why 
figures on possible fallout • casualties 
were being kept secret. The fearful 
part about this is that the figures have 
not been kept secret. They were re­
leased years ago by the United States 
Civil Defence Administration.
Based on 1950 population figures 
it was estimated that if nuclear wea­
pons with a combined yield of 2,500 
megatons were dropped on the United 
States 36 million people would die on 
the first day of the attack and 5’J’ mil­
lion would be injured. Mathematicians 
should have a pleasant evening work­
ing out the increase in deaths and seri­
ous casualties brought about by recent 
' boosts in theW ength of nuclear wea­
pons and the normal increase in popu­
lation since 1950.
These figures do not include deaths 
which might follow within a two 
month period, nor do they include 
the possible number of further casual- 
 ̂ ties “caused by genetic effects* tumor 
induction, and the like.”
General Worthington, in his state­
ment last week, said he thought the 
majority of homes could be made rela?
. tively safe against fallout by the adop­
tion of simple rules. But he added that , 
the precautions should be taken how, 
not after the first attack.
With the hrmy'taking over civil de­
fence under Mr. Diefenbaker’s govern­
ment we look forward to some guid­
ance and protection for civilians. True, 
the skies are blue, the air soft with 
spring, and throughout Canada there is 
not a nuclear worry in the world. Bht, 
having survived the Blitzkrieg, we 
would like to know just what we can 
do to survive n  further outburst of 
; man’s madness^ while all the time hop­
ing our efforts will be wasted.
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HARD TO SEE THE THAW FOR THE ICICLES
REPORT FROM THE D.K.
Transport Chief 
Decides to Quit
By M. M9INTYRB HOOD 
Special London (England)' 
Correspondent for the Herald 
LONDON Sir. John Elliott,
I chairman of the London Transport 
Commission, who bore the brunt 
of last summer’s . London bus 
strike and all the squabbles' with 
bus and underground railway 
workers since 'then, has hajd 
enough. He has decided to quit. 
He has asked to be released from 





: .-To defind ithe role of Britain’s 
Prime Minister Macmillan in the East- 
West manoeuvering over the Berlin 
crises has proved an elusive assign­
ment.
Is it the role of “foreign minister 
of the West,” keeping Western strat­
egy on the move when physical diffi­
culties lessoned Mr. Dulles* diplomatic 
activity?
: Is it the role of a British leader con­
cerned above all things to defend spe­
cial “British interest” against Soviet 
threats on the one hand and American 
pressures on the other?
\ Is it the role of “mediator” between 
the would-be irresistible force with the 
onfe-and-off smile whom we know as 
Mr. Khrushchev and the Mr. Eisen­
hower whose policies have sometimes 
looked too much like the immovable 
object?
Not one of these descriptions, com­
pletely fits Mr. Macmillan’s activities, 
But the first one comes nearest to 
doing so, even after allowing for his 
natural interest in coming British elec­
tions. There can be no doubt of the 
tremendous importance of Mr. Mac­
millan’s efforts. These have aimed to 
prevent the Communist and Western 
positions from petrifying into frighten­
ing shapes, to whose defense the gov­
ernments on both sides of the Iron Cur­
tain might find themselves regretfully 
but all too publicly committed.
Mr. Macmillan seems to be helping 
both sides to avoid this mistake, But 
not without incurring some risks of a 
different sort. One of these is the ad­
vertising of differences T -  not all of 
theih minor, but all secondary to big­
ger facts that impose unity — among 
the leading Western nations on how; 
best to meet the Khrushchev Berlin of­
fensive.
His contribution has been rather 
that of an agent of the West. He has 
had the opportunity to test certain ap-
Watkinson, /minister of transport 
and civU aviation, has agreed to 
his request, and now the hunt is 
on for a successor. • There is ho 
question of any disagreement be­
tween him and the executive of 
the ministry. He simply says he 
wishes to devote his. time to other 
interests—which include writing.
; Sir-. John was a journalist for 
four years before joining the 
Southern Railway in 1925. On the 
railways being nationalized, he 
became chairman of the London 
Transport .Commission, and was 
reappointed in September, 1955, 
for another five-year term. He 
would therefore normally retire 
in September of I960,, but he 
won’t wait that long.
FACED MANY CRISIS 
During his iienure of office as 
chairman of the LTC, S ir' John 
has .been confronted with many 
critical situations. Possibly the
It is my great pleasure to take 
I this opportunity to express my 
gratitude to the wonderful pro­
duction of the delightful corpedy 
"Teahouse of the August Moon,” 
put on by the talented members 
1 of the Penticton Little Theatre.
I  know my friends and I, as 
[well as many other people, were 
really entertained by this de­
lightfully amusing comedy. On 
our 75 mile drive home after the 
show, I  came to the conclusion 
after a discussion w 11 h my 
friends, that the evening was 
spent most worthily. This , play 
will pleasantly linger in our
1 memories for a long time and if I Don’t be a sleep cheat. A sleep 
in the near future this group cheat doesn’t suffer from insom- 
performs again, I  am sure we nia. He .can sleep, but he doesnlt, 
will not hesitate in travelling at least he doesn’t  sleep enough, 
this distance again to see ‘ the His problem might be that he 
Penticton Little Theatre. has an extra evening job which
In such an outstanding pro-prevents him from getting to hied 
ductlon as "Teahouse of the on time. Maybe he Is a person 
August Moon", it was somewhat who simply plays too .hard and 
difficult to pick out the outstand- gets home too late.
worst of these was last summer, 
when 50,000 London bus workers 
went on strike, and remained out 
for a period of seven weeks.
' More recently, the inadequacy 
of, the London 1 Transport services 
set going a chain of retaliatory 
measures from passengers in the 
form of' "sit-down” :' strikes. In 
several instances, they, refused to 
leave underground trains which 
had been rerouted or had stopped 
short of .their sch^uled destina­
tions . '
In these crises. Sir John en­
countered a good deal of harsh 
criticism. Last, year, 600 bus 
Workers operating out of the 
Bromley garage called for his 
dismissal from his post. A sug­
gestion he made that the - streets 
should be cleared of parked_cars 
to make w ay  for buses ' also 
aroused a controversy^
Sir John is retiring at the age 
of 60. But that he, is still active 
is shown by the fact' he • recently 
was appointed: jo the hoard of 
directors of Thomas Cook and Son 
and associated companies.
His only comment on his re­
tirement was,brief and pointed.
"  I  have no intention of staying 
on until"! am !he old man of Lon­
don Transport.”
The disgruntled bus and under­
ground workers might use an­
other phrase.
This is a letter to all the read­
ers \vho have written letters to 
me in the past week or so. Some 
letters I have answered witli 
personal letters; others I will 
refer to here. .And i f  there are 
any kind readers who don’t find 
themselves in either of those 
categories, then they get a special 
thank you from me for their inter­
est in this column and for their 
kindness in writing just to say 
"Hello” or "I agree’ or'even "It 
stinks” . '
Mr. George B. Lunn of Sarnia 
writes to.express his interest in 
my recent references to the edu 
cationai standards in various 
Canadian provinces and in Rus- 
sia. He would like to get-a copy 
of the. study I referred to,_which 
was prepared by Anthony Frisch 
It is not a book—yet; it is a 
lengthy mimeographed document,
If Mr. Lunn will write to his 
member of Parliament (Mr. J 
W. Murphy M.P., House of Com­
mons, Ottawa—no postage stamp 
needed on the envelope when 
writing to an M.P. in Ottawa 
while Parliament is in session),
I, am sure Mr. Murphy will ho 
able to obtain a copy for him 
from his colleagues Doug Mor­
ton.M.P. and Frend Stinson M.P., 
who have been distributing it 
here. It is worth reading, and 
will give any parent sleepiest 
nights.
Another letter from Samian 
from a reader who writes a 
breezy and interesting letter 
which, among other things, sug­
gests that Polymer' Corporation, 
the Crown .Corporation - owned 
and financed by all taxpayers, 
has about 50 per cent hard work­
ers and as many feather-bedders 
That’s one man's opinion; what’s 
yours?,
COFFEE BREAK 
A reader in Montreal enjoyed 
m y, piece about instituting 
"work break” in our daily routine 
of coffee and talk, but complains 
that my "numbers break” for 
remembering telephone numbers 
kept him busy all morning work­
ing out hasty words for his 
friends telephone numbers. Its 
fun, isn’t it?
The need for: legislation to. out­
law union' racketeering is men­
tioned by: several readers .whose 
names \ I  wHl tactfully not men­
tion. 'This • is a h o t: potato. It 
seems that the’best approach has 
been adopted by . the rank anc 
file of the Mine'/ Mill union in 
Sudbury, who. firmly decided 
that they would have the kind of 
union' which they vvanted. The 
trouble is that the gre'at demo- 
cractic privilege of the secret 
ballot is seldom recognized as 
the obligation which it is,-unless 
we are to lose it
Don’t be a  
Sleep Cheat
■ '' ‘ J'
BY HERMAN N. BUNDE8EN, M.D*
proaches in  face-to-face conversations ing performers, as generally on Usually, though, I think you will 
w ith  th e  lead ers  m ost concerned, in- t*^^.'whole.eve7 one played theirith the leaders ost concerned, in< 
eluding Mr. Khrushchev. Mr. Macmil­
lan has been able to report to his West­
ern colleagues not only Mr. Khru­
shchev’s reactions but his own assess­
ments of their sincerity and validity. 
That he has been exerting a substantial 
influence on Western, including Ameri­
can thinking ever since the postsput- 
nlk Washington meeting. in 1057 has 
been evident. It has been an activating 
influence as well as one on behalf of 
so-called “flexibility.”
-—The Christian Science Monitor
parts well, Therefore we con- those late shows are the real vil 
gratulate Alfreda Melhulsh fo r lains. You get trapped at the, 
I her fine direction. beginning of a live show or a
However, the most outstanding ^
I performances in the play was 'by •
BIBLE THOUGHT
It Is of the Lord’s morolcs that 
wn are not oomtimedt boonuso Ills 
oonipaHslons fall not.—LamenUi* 
tloiiH 8:32.
Ton' thousand dangers, moral 
and physloal, pass us by when 
God is our defender.
0..d . ROWLAND, Publisher 
JAMES HUME, Editor
Puh'liihtd tvtry atUrnoon (xotpl Bun- 
Sty and holklaya at IBS Nanaimo Ava. 
W , Pantloton, 0,0., by tha PantlotcSa 
liarnid J-td.Mumtiet Uatiadinn Dally Nawapanei 
PuiillHliara' Aiadoiatlon and tha Canadian 
I'rvm,, Tna Canadian Praia 11 axoluilvaly 
aiillllod to tha uaa toi rapublloMlon ol 
all nowi dlapatohai in thli papir oraditid 
to i| 01 to Tha Aaiooiaian Praia 01 
neuttri, and alio to tha looal nawi pub 
llahert harom. All riaiui 01 rapultoation 
or ipaolal dlapatohai haraln art alio 
raaarvad.
H U a s c n iP T IO N  r a t e s  —  earrln
dnlivory, city and dlitrlot. 00 a par wiali, 
earrltr boy oollaotini avary 8 waalci, 
Buhiirban ariai, whara oarriir or dill 
vary larvloa li maintained, ratal aa
BhllVOi
rty tt'all, in D.O., IS 00 par year, 
sum fnl (I monthai ft* nO fa» ft mnntha 
Outelda l!,0. and U.B.A., fISOO par 
yean aintila onpy aalai nrlea, A eanti.
MKMRRmAUDn BUREAU 0» omcUbATION 





Miss Margaret Hughes, Miss Joyce Warrington and Miss 
Decna Clark were chosen as candidates for Queen Val Vadetto 
of 1040.ff* ■
MARCH, 1080
Penticton w as to be the* scene of the first South Okanagan 
and Similkameen drama festival April 13,14 and 15, with entrants 
from the entire district taking part.
APRIL, 1020
Citizens who had their water pipes thawed by the munlol- 
pallty, during the winter and had not paid were given "seven days 
to pay up or take a little ja\mt to the small debts court.”
MARCH, 1010
The Co-operative fruit growers, after months of negotiations, 
merged with the Penticton Fruit Union. The business was to be 
carried on under the name of the latter. Local growers were 
optimistic over the venture and felt that a long pull together 
Instead of a tug-of-war would place the fruit industry In the dis­
trict in an unassailable position.• «
AUGUST, loeo
An amateur regatta, the first of Its kind in this dlslrlot, was 
planned for Kelowna August 11 fend 12. Over ?750 was offered In 
cups and prizes.
the talented and handsome Peter CHEATING THEMSELVES 
Hawkins in the role of the cun- A recent article in the Amerl- 
nlng rascal Sakinl and by the can Medical Association publlca- 
beautiful and charming Voghn tlon, "Today’s Health,” warns 
Faebish. Who Will ever forgot her that these sleep cheats are only 
exciting performance as the on-cheating themselves. For they 
chanting geisha Lotus Blossum. are taking chances on losing their 
This extremely talented young Jobs, their marriages — and even 
lady performed her role with their lives, 
charm and vivacity while dla- Common sense will tell you that 
playing a captivating eonfldcnoo you can't stagger on forever with­
in becoming a truly groat actress out sufficient sleep. Eventually, 
with her lines at all times being lack of proper sleep will catch up 
spoken with great olarity and with you. 
audibility that carried wonder-THE SIGNS 
fully to the far roaches of the Signs of chronic sleep shortage 
I auditorium. Wo wore also fo^ In the order in which they are 
1 lunate to bo charmed by her de-likely to nppeiir, are: 
lightful dancing. I am sure this 1. Poor timing and muscular 
opinion Is not merely shared by control. . . . .
mysolf and It is therefore hoped 2. Strained vision, with objects 
that In the future wo can con-shifting in size and shape, 
tlnuo to SCO Voghn Fneblsh in 3- Impaired hearing and reduc- 
more starring roles to such np- ®d sense of touch, temperature 
proclatlve audiences as witnessed pressure. - 
I "Teahouse of the August Moon.” ,4. Inorcased irritability, dopros
It Is also honed that wo 
Ibo able to ogafn bo Ihrllled by J ’ P® 
the porformanoe of Peter How- 
kins, a gifted actor and former PHANTASY 
member of S.S. -Sloamous play- I” s(>mo cases, '"®*̂ ®.** ® 
ors who has always given noth-Pl®”®y Upward \t®
Ing less than groat porformanoe8. ®**‘®®iky, Becoming to me AM̂  ̂
The rest of the oast; David p̂®.
Jansen ns Captain Fishy, Ron n case
1 Carrol ns Col. Purdy, Frances 
iJolinson, oto,, nil played their 
parts well and gave good per­
formances.
My frlcnd.s and I  would like to 
express our thanks to the director Watching the old war movies 
I Alfredo Melhulsh, Peter Haw-causes anxiety about our chances 
kins, Voghn Fneblsh and the en- of winning another world w a r ,  
tire cast for the wonderful show, when Errol Flynn and Van John- 
Let's hope that in tha very near son would-be so much older, 
future this cast of tine players
will again present a play as en<{ Tts admirers complain that the 
Joyable and memorable as “Ton- United Nations, now In Its 14th 
house of the August Moon”. year, Is misunderstood — a feel- 
Yours truly, Ing which any 14•yca^old will
J.T.F, underalapd,
DIVERSION
From Quebec' City r “Ex-Mari-too
timer” tells me that any com-.: -
ments on the Canadian Broad- ,; ■ : 
casting Corporation - “certainly.: 
hit the nail on the head” . Rev. • 
Brian Kelley from the same city ■ 
on the other hand considers that . 
my allegations of a lack of proper ; 
impartiality on the CBC are un- :; 
founded, and tells, me that I  • 
should give more specific ex- -K: 
amples of the CBC’s one-sided ' ‘ 
programming which I criticised.
am sure that many readers 
have vivid thoughts on this con­
troversial topic, both in favour 
of the CBC and opposed to it, 
and I would be most interested to 
hear your comments.
THE DEAD ARROW 
Many former aircraft workers 
at Avro are still looking for other 
work, and like everyone else seek­
ing employment wc feel sorry for 
them, even for those who have 
turned down jobs paying $80 per 
week and up as not being suit­
able. The affair of the Arrow 
was a one-day wonder; public in­
terest died quickly, even before 
the Western Farmers’ march on 
Ottawa took over the newspaper 
headlines. But while it lasted, 1 
enjoyed the letter from Mr. G.
W. Brookes, who reads the Pem­
broke "Observer” and who com­
mented chiefly on that subject.
appreciated also his kind re­
mark that he commends me for 
my "timely and outspoken com­
ments on a variety of subjects 
which apparently other columnists 
either fear to divulge or, like a 
hot potato, are unable to handle”. 
Thank you, Mr. Brookes.
Deane Finlay son, the leader of 
the Conservative Party in British 
Columbia, wrote a letter on the 
topic of my opinion about some; 
CBC programs; and from Port 
Arthur Mr. William Kyber writes 
one of many letters I have had 
about old age pensions. There is 
no doubt a widespread, feeling 
tliat our oldsters should, like ex­
airmen, ex-politicians, ex-Mount- 
ies and all other pensioners of 
ti\e state, be permitted to enjoy 
their retirement in balmier clim­
ates and yet draw their pension 
from Canada. 'I  couldn’t agree 
more. I have had an exchange of 
letters with Health Minister Waldo 
Monteith, south-western Ontariols 
congenial and industrious repre­
sentative in the- Cabinet, and I  
\yiir come back to this subject 
shortly. >
Thanks again for your letters; 
they are- always welconie, all 
fifty-seven varieties of them, and 
“Press Gallery,. Ottawa” always 
finds' me. Or write to your M.P. 
in the Parliament Buildings, Ot­
tawa, . to save yourself a stamp 
arid ask. him to give me hell— or 
heaven: and tell his your troubles
Scientists Breed 
Superior Salmon
where fantasy oozes Into fact.
How can you tell whether you 
are getting enough sleep?
One. way is to try getting up 
witliout an alarm clock. I  think 
you will flrid if you have gone to 
led early enough you can awaken 
on time without any mechanical 
aid. Of courser if yoii fall asleep 
during the day, it is an indication 
hat you still haven't had enough 
sleep, no matter how you were 
awakened in the morning.
QUESTION AND ANSWER 
D.K.: Are spinach and vege­
tables which cause acid bad for 
cldney stones?
Answer: Spinach and most vege 
tables ordinarly have no influ­




Wo must bring ourselves to on 
honest solf-appraisnl, and we 
shall find that the ills of society 
while oppressive are not without 
tholr cure, provided we are ready 
to forsake solf-indulgonce which 
has led to a citizenry of undis­
ciplined adults. When wo disci- 
plino ourselves, we shall be in 
a ppsltlon to correct our child­
ren,
MEOIIANIOS OF DEMOORAOV
(Huron Expositor, Seaforth) 
What is a voters’ list? How 
does a school obtain Its revenue? 
What is an assessment roll? AH 
are matters about which the aw 
orngo citizen is completely ignor 
ant. At the same time they are 
matters 0. which our democracy 
to a greot extent Is based.
MIHNOMEll
(From Ilnmlllon Spectator) 
"Wearing her customary dark 
glasses, camora-sliy Greta Garbo 
is photographed at a Rome a ir­
field . . . "  says B pioturc cap 
tion. Camera-shy, Indeed! How 
many movies did she make?
SAILING ALONG 
(Peterborough Examiner)
A C.N.R, boxcar was blown 
tour and a half miles by the wine 
recently. Would It do anything 
for freight rate.s if those things 
wert put under sail?.
By SAUL PBTT 
SEATTLE (AP) — While it Is 
still not clear that most human 
beings benefit by a college edu­
cation, it’s a fact that most ‘ sal­
mon do^
A salmon who is a college man 
is more likely to succeed than a 
non - college salmon. He is 
smarter, healthier, m a t u r e s  
faster, travels widely but finds 
his way home more often and has 
a better chance of marrying and 
having children.
Here at the University of Wash 
ington, scientists breed a super­
ior type of salmon. They are rcj, 
leased from the university ponds 
as babies. They travel out to sea, 
some as far as central Alaska, 
turn around, and after as much 
as a 4,000-mile trip that takes as 
long as four years, they return 
home—through a one-foot door.
Most don't return. But the 
point is that 30 times as many 
college-bred salmon return home 
to spawn as do non-collcge sal­
mon.
MAJOR INDUSTRY 
This is important to a state 
such as Washington, where fish 
ng ranks as the third most im' 
portant Industry, The more sal 
mon that spawn, the more there 
are to oMoh. But with the way 
mankind has changed the sal 
men's environment, the salmop 
needs help.
A salmon will try hli darndesl 
after a long sea voyage to return 
0 his precise blrthplaooi No­
body knows why but he does. It 
was difficult enough before the 
white man began to change the 
scenery around. It is even more 
difficult now.
Returning home, a salmon has 
to swim long and hard. Ho has 
to dodge sharks and fishermen 
and boats and waste materiala 
that could kill him and log Jams 
and power dams—If he can get 
around them. Then ho struggles 
up rapids, over rooky bods, into 
tiny streams and finally Into his 
original maternity ward.
The University of Washington 
has sot up an artificial spawning 
ground where the salmon is sure 
of a good diet. This spawning 
uruu Is cluse to the ocean. Thus 
the salmon faces fewer obstacles 
on his return.
IDENTIFICATION MARK 
lie still does a lot of trave 
ling. Many have gone out 2,000 
miles—you can tell a University 
of Washington salmon anywhere 
by his clipped fin. Returning 
from the Pacific, he swims 
through Puget Sound, through the 
government locks of a oana' 
through Lake Union, where ho* 
finally turns loft to the unlve:’ 
slly.
Here he Jumps up a fish ladder
with running water. The ladder 
las eight steps. Each is one foot 
ligh and each has a one - foot 
wide opening. Thus, in a series of 
eight leaps the, salmon jumps a 
otal of eight feet getting up to 
lie  university tanks. Here, with 
he help of fisheries experts, the 
jest of the returnees are cross- 
jred to produce a sturdier, health- 
er salmon. Then their babies are 
sent off on onother cycle.
Normally, only about one-tenth 
of one per cent of naturally-bred 
salmon return to their spawning 
grounds. Dr. Lauren R. Donald­
son, who heads the university 
'Ish program, reports that he has 
been getting as  ̂much as a three- 
per-cent return In recent years.
Since he began his work in 1948, 
hie has released about 1,500,000 
salmon and had a total of about 
3,000 return.
MATURE FAST 
What's more important, the 
special breed of Chinook salmon 
created by Dr. Donaldson ma­
tures relatively qqjckly. Instead 
of returning In four years, many 
return in three. And the three- 
year-olds are at> least as big and 
many are bigger than normally- 
bred four-year-olds.
They leave in the spring and 
return in the fall. They cavort 
in the tanks until Dr. Donaldson 
and his uBHoclatos individually 
wrestle the salmon — many weigh 
20 pounds — into sclcntifio do­
mesticity. The ova and sperm of 
the best are removed for cross­
breeding. Then the parent sal­
mon die. Salmon always do after 
they spawn.
In the spring, each fingerling 
will have n rear fin clipped for 
purijoscs of identification before 
being released.
When the program began, Don­
aldson had many critics. Some 
called tl:o whole thing "Donald­
son folly.” Thus, back In 1051, 
it was a tense moment when he 
waited for his first salmon to re­
turn through that one-foot open­
ing.
"Wo walled and wnllod,” he 
said. "Finally, they starlod com­
ing In. They were just little n:nls 
but they hod our brand on them 
and I could have kissed each 
one of them,”
You can't blame him. They 
were his first graduating class,
Words of the Wlso
Much wisdom often goes with 
fewest words.
—(Sophocles)
Whoever degrades another de­
grades me,
-W alt Whitman)
To be bored by essentials is 
charncterlBtla of small /ninds.
—(IL U. Johnscu)
IN and AROUND TOWN
PENTICTON
A former resident, Mrs. Donald 
Fraser, widow of Dr. Fraser of 
Toronto, is a guest in this city 
with Mr. and Mrs. Charles Mar­
shall, 125 Bassett Street, v Mrs. 
Fraser will spend the summer 
months visiting with relatives and 
friends in Peiiticton and Kaleden.
Miss Helen Raptis and Kenneth 
Tumble have returned to Vancou­
ver after visiting in Penticton 
with tlie'former’s mother, Mrs. 
K. J. Raptis, 393 Rigsby Street.
Mr. and Mrs. W, A. Rothfield 
left yesterday to motor to Vancou­
ver where they will make a short 
visit.
Holiday weekend visitors in 
Kaleden with Mr. and Mrs. Jack 
Swales were their son and daugh­
ter-in-law, Mr. and Mrs. Ted 
Swales, and family from Creston.
Mr. and Mrs. Lenny Gabrielson 
and five children are here frorfl 
Red Deer, Alberta, to visit Mr. 
arid Mrs. J. H. Martin and other 
relatives.
Mr. and Mrs. John Robertson 
of Kaleden were Easter weekend 
visitors in Spokane.
%
lEWESS AND SLAVE GIRL
Trying on costumes for the Summerland Players’ Club presents- ' 
tion of “Tobias and the Angel” by.James Bridey, Mrs. J. B. Lip- 
bert, right, who plays the part of Sara, daughter of a. rich Jew,
was photographed with Mrs. David Walker, a slave girl in the pro­
duction. The play will be April 10 in the Summerland high school 
auditorium. Mr. A. K. McLeod is directing. (Photo by Ron Wilson)
Keremeos Interest 
In W edding Ceremony
KEREMEOS — A wedding of 
interest not only locally but in 
many parts of this province and 
Manitoba, took place on Easter 
Sunday afternoon in Revelstdke 
United Church, with Rev. J. Mil­
lard Alexander officiating, when 
Mrs. Ivy Mabel Marston of̂  Kere­
meos, elder daughter of Mr. and 
Mrs. W. G. Smith, also of Kere­
meos, was united in marriage to 
Dayies Morgan of Dominion, 
Manitoba.
For the quiet wedding the 
bride wore an ' afternoon, frock ol 
royal blue Lamella, ,with off- 
white hat and gloves and navy, 
shoes. A corsage of pink rose­
buds completed the wedding en­
semble. '
The only wedding attendant 
was Mrs. Allen Knight: of Revel- 
stoke, who chose for her sister’s 
wedding, a sheath dress of bro- 
qade, with harmonizing beige 
jacket, feather hat aiid gloves and 
copper - colored s h o e  s. Mrs. 
Knight’s corsage was of blue car­
nations, matching the brocaded 
motif in'’ her frockk. Mr. Knight 
was best-man.
Mr. and Mrs. Morgan, following 
a short honeymoon, will reside in 
Dominion, where Mr. Morgan is 
on the > high school staff; they 
plan to reside in Keremeos folx 
lowing the closing of ' school in 
June.
LORNA J. MITCHELL, Sodial Editor
I. F. (Van) DeWcst, supervisor 
of the Pe'ntlcton unit of the Sun 
Life Assurance Company of Can­
ada, is leaving this week on t 
jusiness trip to the company’s 
lead office in Montreal. While 
there he will attend a five-day 
conference of Sun Life super­
visors from Canada and the 
States, at which all phases of the 
fe insurance business will be 
discussed.
Mr. and Mrs. William Quinn 
and two small daughters have left 
Kaleden for Calgary where they 
will take up residence.
I . • . '
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Oke have 
returned home after spending the 
past three months in Vancouver 
vith their son and daughter-in 
aw, Mr. and Mrs. P(arry Oke 
While at the coast, Mr. Oke, who 
I S  president o f  the Penticton Ok 
Age Pensioners’ Organization, and 
second vice-president of the pro­
vincial body, organized two new 
OAPO breinches at'- Sechelt anc 
Squamish. -
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LET'S EAT
' ....  ■ . . . _____■ ■■■ • ..........
Dried Beef Promoted
To Gourmet Category
Principal of York House School 
for Girls in . Vancouver, Mrs: 
Clare Brown .Harris, will be iri 
Penticton April 9: and 10 at the 
Hotel Prince Charles and will be 
availably', for iriteri^iews with 
parents' interested in having their 
daughters board at the school.
Mrs. Harris, who . was ap­
pointed principal last year to 
succeed r e t i r i n g  Mrs. Lena 
Clarke, iS i the administrative 
lead of the scho< ,̂'. which has 
leen in existence, in Vancouver 
for 27 years.
Remember when dried beef breakfast menu in Baltimore at
was about the cheapest type of 
beef you could buy? Then, it was 
a food homemakers often'served 
creamed at the end of the week 
when the food budget was at its 
slimmest. It tasted good but was 
dubbed ordinary fare.'
FAVORITE TIDBIT 
Today, the price is sky high! 
Dried beef comes packaged in 
glass tumblers (very bard to 
open, too) and because it’s ex­
pensively snobbish, has become 
a favorite tldbid on the nibbling 
tray at parties. Usually it's 
shredded fine, iriixed with cream 
cheese, pickle relish and the 
like, rolled into balls and pre­
sented on pics. Such treatsp are 
not for me!
OLD-FASHIONED WAY
D yed-in-the-w ool New Eng­
lander that I am, I  like my dried 
beef prepared in the old-fash­
ioned way. Whenever !■ see it 
listed on a restaurant menu I 
oi^cr i t—  whatever the time of 
day, whatever the price.
Last week I discovered it on a*
Treasures Found in 
Colonial Cupboards
?1.60 a portion. I  decided to 
skimp on lunch m o n e y  and 




Dried Beef Baltimore, 
on
Toasted English Muffins 
Broccoli Chopped Egg. Garnish
Cottage Cheese Patties 
European
Coffee Tea Milk
If Oik House School 
Head to Visit Here
KEREMEOS
Mr. and Mrs. R. E. Marven of 
Salmon Arm spent'Easter Sunday 
visiting with Mr. and Mrs. F. C. 
Harris and family.
Mr. and Mrs. Waiter Magee 
and children; returned home after 
spending a week visiting relatives 
and friends in New Westminster.
Miss Mary Weller of Vancouver 
spent Easter with ’her ' parents, 
Mr. and Mrs. C. G. Weller.
Em il. Egli is spending Easter 
holidays visiting with his father, 
E. Egli.
Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Glada. and 
children have moved to Salmon 
Arm where Mr. Glada is em­
ployed.
OKANAGAN FALLS
Mr. and Mrs. Austin Lamb and 
tlieir daughter, Diedre, left Mon- 
cay for Vancouver. Diedre will 
: ly to Victoria to complete her 
training at Victoria Teachers’ 
College. Mr. and Mrs. Lamb are 
returning home early in the week
ABRP Harry Webster of tlie 
Skeena, stationed at Esqulmalt, 
spent the Easter weekend with his 
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Harry 
Webster.* The Skeena hajs just 
returned to .Esqulmalt folloiving 
three-month cruise to Alaska 
across to Midway, south to Cali 
fornia, returning north along the 
Pacific Coast.
Mrs. Gertrude Laurie left last 
week to spend the nekt few weeks 




Wool checks are making spring fashion news all over the world. 
Here, from Germany, is a cleverly cut suit dress. The fabric is a 
huge grey and beige all-wool houndstooth. Excess fullness at th^ 
waist, usually absorbed by darts, is carried in two soft folds, over 
a high-placed belt. ■;
PARENTS SUPPORT SYSTEM
Uniforins Almost Universal for
. si:,' . ' . . .
New Zealand School Children
For ns little ns five dollnrs you 
can mart your own collection of 
beautiful glnsB IronHuro?, Saya 
Doris Thlstlcwood in the April 
Chatelaine, "In an age of mass- 
produced apart mont buildings
and marvelously efflolont split- 
level houses with furnishings of 
Scandinavian severity, more and 
more Canadian women ore de­
lighting in the old glass inherited 
from their grandmother's clut­
tered parlors,"
The collector of old glass has 
a handicap and challenge be- 
cause pieces rarely show any in­
dication of their age.
Canadian glass collectors men- 
Burc the importance of their 
pieces according to the three 
methods of glnHs-maklng — free- 
blown, blown-molded and pressed 
glass,
The old glass most easily found 
in this (iOLinlry, says the uiilhur, 
is known commercially as pat­
tern glass. It was made chiefly 
in the Unltoil States by the press- 
cd process and originally was In­
tended for table use. Complete 
sets Included pitchers, plates of 
different; sizes, sugar bowls, com­
potes and celery dishes.
Eastern Canada, settled first, 
is richest in old glass, but In 
homes all over the country, there 
are small and largo collcolions 
of fine glass which provide both 
satisfaction in the lindlng and in 
the using.
DRIED BEEF BALTIMORE:
Pull 4-oz. dried or chipped bee 
into medium-size pieces. Place in 
strainer, Scald w i t h  boiling 
water; then drain to remove ex­
cess salt,
In heater frying, pan, put 
tbsp. butter. Add d r i e d  beef, 
Cook-stir u n t i l  beginning 
"frizzle" or curl slightly at 
edges.
Sprinkle in 3 tbsp. flour and 
% tsp. popper. Turn over beef 
with fork until coated.
Slowly add 1% c. whole milk, 
stirring constantly. Bring to boil­
ing point,
Beat yolks of 2 eggs. Add Vi c. 
cold milk; stir into hot creamed 
beef, Stir-cook 1 min. but do 
not boll. ,
Serve very hot, spooned over 
buttered, toasted halved English 
muffins.
COTTAGE CHEESE PATTIES 
EUROPEAN:
Combine 1 1b, cottage cheese 
with U 0, grated rye brood 
crumbs, l,tsr>. Iionoy, U tsp. salt,
1 tbsp. melted butler or margori 
Ino and 1 tsp, crushed caraway 
seeds, Mix thoroughly.
Form into flat cakes contain­
ing 1 rounded tbsp. each. Dust 
lightly with flour.
Saute in butter or margorlno 
on bother sides until golden.
Servo with dairy sour cream 
and honey to rriund out a meal 
otherwise low In protein.
TRICK OF THE CHEF 
Vary canned vegetable soup by 
reconstituting It with b o t t l e d  
clnm .lulco instead of water.
reflect the main purpose of the 
school to provide, academic iram-r 
ing, laut also' to instill a sense 
of leadership in the pupils, to en­
courage interest . ih ;. community 
affairs, arid to build arid to help 
each girl develop, her full poten­
tial as an individual. The:'23- 
m'embers- of the teaching; staff 
under Mrs. Harris are experts 
in iriany fields! -from mathe­
matics to folk dancing and,choral 
singing. The school is non-deno- 
mihational and accepts' girls of 
kindergarten age through to ma­
triculation. ‘
IMPRESSIVE RECORD 
Mrs. Harris is excellently 
equipped for her position as ad­
ministrative head of York House, 
both academically and in terms 
of practical experience. Her re­
cord is impressive. ' '
Bom Clare Brown In Vancou­
ver, she graduated from St. 
Clare School there, then went to 
Branksome Hall, the private 
girls’ ■ school in Toronto. After
NARAM ATA
Easter visitors at the, home of 
Mr. and Mrs. J . E. Gawne were 
their daughter, Miss Jean Gawrie, 
and Miss Carol Gibson of -Femie, 
bo^ students at UBC.
Mr. and Mrs.' William- Gawne 
and the latter’s- brother, John 
Drossos of the .teaching: staff at 
-the Keremeos school, are: spend- 
irig a short holiday, in Vancouveri-
Herb Partridge, whg isattend­
ing -the Vancouver Vocational 
School; has returned- to the coast 
after spending a .five-day holiday 
in Naramata with his parents, 
Mr: aqd'Mrs. H. A. Partridge.
Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Noyes have 
arrived home after spending the 
past,several weeks in -Vancouver.
Rev. R'. S. Christie of Vancou-
AUCKLAND, N.Z. (CP) — De­
spite occasional. protests, uni­
forms are almost universal for 
school children in New Zealand. 
But with the growmg number of 
schools, uniforins are becoming 
too uniform. The schools are run­
ning out of distinctive color com­
binations.
The uniform for boys varies 
little from the age-of 5 to 18. It 
consists of a small head-huggms 
cloth cap, open - necked shirt, 
matching-shorts, and. knee-length 
woollen dockings. ' - 
Grey and navy blue is .about 
the limit of .colors for shirt and 
shorts. Variety comes in different 
colors; and badges-on caps, and 
colored'rings of different designs 
found the tops of the stockings. 
TUNIC-TYPE GARMENT.
For girls there is a-ilittle - more 
variety in' color,' hut "the winter 
uniform usually consists * of a 
“gypi frock" ’tunic-type ! garment 
worn otter a blouse. Frocks bear­
ing some i;elation to current fash­
ion, but made from standard ma­
terials to 'Standard- derigns, .are 
worn in summer.
. Objections to 'the uniform sys­
tem usuaUy come from pupils
time
tern on the ground that it gives
no advantage to richer children 
and ensures that none outsjiines 
the other sartorially, at least 
during school hours.
In earlier times each city had 
only a few senior schools and the 
highly distinctive uniforms were 
known to all residents. Now, how 
ever, in cities such as Auckland 
and Wellington there are dozens 
of schools, arid few'people know 
all the uniforms at sight 
To add to the -confusion, the 
shortage of colors and combina­
tions of designs has led to uni- . 
forms of some schools being clos­
ely alike.
Feeling has risen in one Wel­
lington district where a new 
school has adopted a uniforin_ 
much like that of an old,-estalv! 
lished high-prestige school in the 
same area. , •
Some parents have u rg ^  j  
change to a more distinctive uni* 
form by the older school. Othe^ 
believe a fight should be mada 
to establish rights to fhe original 
uniform and to prevent imitatiorii •;
ver, who is lecturing t h i s . w e c k  a t  who have spent spme. t i m ^  
the CHiristian Leadership Training North. «f“helris
School, was accompanied to Nara- ihes, however,
mata, by Mrs. Christie and chil- discipline and school spirit amon^,
dren who are occupying one of Rupils.
the school’s cottages while here. , ®, ■ : voted to equality of opportunity
Mr,'®and;Mrs. Don Loewen with 1 for all, parents support the sys- 
Diane and Jimmy were here from 
Aspen Grove to spend the Easter 
weekerid holiday with Mrs. Loew- 
en’s parents, Mr., and Mrs. G. W 
Raltt. •
C A P i T Cl L
T O m iE  - FRL - SAT.
Shows at 7  and 9 p.m. - Sat. Matinee at 2 p.m.
-the sficwb'me oFa lifetime JV the screen’s most Jubilant ji^lool
Tommy S heree GARV
- . 1 Holiday weekend guests in,graduat ng irom^ the , Uniy^^^ Mr. and Mrs,
she took her M-A. were their daughter,
at ^Q ilipbia University, ^
York. She was assistant to Miss from Vancouver.
Mary Bollert, dean of women at' ’
UB(3, and later became^ secretary i t . A. Woods left Iasi week for 
of the Students’ Christian Move- vem on^here  he will make an 
ment in Toronto and worked also jnagfjnjte visit with his son, Pat 
with the student division of thq^Q^ds,
Later she married and spent Mr, and Mrs. Peter Graham of 
some time in the United .States Vancouver , are spending the 
before returning to Vancouver to E a s t e r  week holiday at their 
take up her present position a't Naramata lakeside home.
Since its Inception York HousolYork House. She hos, two chll-j Mrs. Harry Partridge
MRS. CLARE BROWN 
HARRIS
lias taken both boarders and day | dren 
pupils, until last year when it was 
decided to experiment in operat­
ing exclusively as a day school.
This year, however, when the 
term opens in September, board 
ers will bo back and then the 
school will draw its students 
from all parts of Canada.
York House is In process of 
transition. Founded, and until re 
conlly owned, by a private com
Beverley Niddety 
Young Hostess at 
Birth^y Patty
left today to. motor to the coast to 
attend the wqdding of theIr son 
Lloyd' and Miss Maureen Ofallon 
of North Vancouver.
iaMHEBB
! TONIGHT - FRI. & SAT.
First Show at 7  p.m. - lost 
Complete Show at 8:30 p.m;
Joseph-Cotten and Vivcca . - 
.. Llndfors *
“Halliday Brand”
* P L U S








Plus News and Cartoon
OKANAGAN PALUS-On Frl 
day afternoon Mrs. Bert Nlddory 
« « . - enterlalncd o group of children
'\mr\y, i r i s  now bclng ''trnnB lorm ed|g]‘
I n t o '  n non-profit educational ®®verley8 lh l^
trust, incorporated under the 
cletles Act, In which the Principal 
shareholders will be parents o* 
the children who arc, or have 
been, educated there. Tho “chool 
Ik not endowed, but is supported 
by fees, the sale of bonds to 
parents and donations from them.
INDIVIDUAL FORM 
OF TEACHING
The curriculum corresponds to 
tho requirements of the B.C. de­
partment of education and is de­
signed to produce a more Indi­
vidual form of teaching thon Is 
possible Jn larger schoolo.
,Thd extra-mural activities and 
ho gym and games program also
and Dale Spence of Wcstbrldgo, 
Lawana and Linda Chapman ond| 
David Anderson.
TWO HUIRTH, ONE JACKET
London designers go along wllh 
wnlsliincs, sligittiy longer skirts, 
full and slim skirts, sometimes 
two skirls to one jacket. In a 
splatter of sprightly spring col 
ors — greens, yellows, rich golds, 
gentian blues, pumpkin tones, 
purples, flamingo and oriental 
pinks, accented with navy and 
black. All designers like white 
and beige tor spring, too,
The Canadian Red Cross Sod 
Ply has been serving Canada and 
the world since 1909.
Pulp and paper generates an 





by ^ a v a a e
Slice it thin,, butter It < 
generously and watch it disappear!
Here's a tasty nutsweet bread 
that’s easy to make when you use 
Fleischmann’s Active Dry Yeast. 
If you bake at home, be sure to 
bake some soon!
PINES
DRIVI-IN TH IA TR I
TWILIGHT
DRIVE-IN THEATRE
TONIGHT - PRI. -5A T. \ 
Shew Starts 7:00 p.m.
Randolph Scott and Barbara Hala
“ Seventh Cavalry”
PLUS
Marjorie Main and Art Hunnicutt
‘ICottles In the Ozarkt^
TO NIG HT • FRI. & SAT.
First Shew starts 7iS0 p.m. U t t  
eemplale shew at 8:4S p*m.
John Erickson and Lola Albright
“Oregon Passage”
CIntmaScape - Taahnlceler
P L U S
Zsa Zsa Gabor and Erie Flaming
“Queen of Outer 
Space”
CieemaScepe - Tathniceler
Slim flottees for 
dress or casual 
wear featuring , . .  
Rippio Crepe Soios 
and Neoiite
7.95 and 8.95
Suedes and Rucks, Shagg Leathers and Elks, In a wide range 
of new Spring Colors: Grey, Ice-Blue, Sundown, Beige. >
# UHlTt*
161 Mein St. Ph. HY 2-4S81
3uHet Bread
1 1 Scold 
1 tup milk
Stir In
S leliUspeens grenulolid 
suger
S*/i lie ipeeni sell 
Vt sup peenul butler 
Cool to lukewarm,
2* Meantime, meoiure Into bowl 
1 sup lukewarm water
Stir In
a tcoipooni irenuleled 
lupor
Sprinkle with eontiinti of
a envelopai Plalichmonn'i 
Active Dry Yeoit 
Let ilond 10 mlnulei, THEN it ir  
well.
Stir In lukewarm milk mixture and 
a cups ence-illled 
. oll-purpoie Hour 
and beat until imeoth and elaillc.
Work In additional
3 cupi (about) enie-elfisd 
allpurpose flour
<3• Turn out on llghtly-flourod 
board and, knead until imoolh 
and elaillc. Place In oreaitd 
bowl, Bruih lop wllh melted 
ihorlenlno. Cover. Let rite In «  
worm place, free from droll# 
until doubled In bulk—'Oboul SO 
mlnulei.
4 .  Punch down dough. Halve the 
dough, let ra il 15 mlnulei, then 
ihope each half Into o loaf. Place 
In grooied loaf pom (S'A x 4'A  
Inchei, top Inilde meoiure). Iru ih  
wllh melted ihoj-lening. Cover. 
Let rlie until doubted In bulk— 
about 40 mlnulei. Bake In a hot 
even, 400", 30 to 3S mlnulei.









Gay Loses Tough One 
In Junior Badminton
I SECOND OR BETTER . .  . By Alan Maver
■ WELL, THE VteRNONS proved one thing Tuesday night, 
they are the champions of the Kelownas and the Nelsons. Now 
the going gets tougher as they must pick up their bed and 
walk.
The walking got a little easier however, when it was an­
nounced after the game that the B.C. government was going to 
spring 52,500 to help defray the expense of Vernon’s upcoming 
excursion in search of the Allan Cup. ’ •
, A nice gesture since having an Allan Cup champion is just 
about the best publicity any province can get.
We would hardly say that the present^ government is truly 
our dish of tea, but this is one of their measures we heartily' 
approve.
We do wonder, though, if it was a little grating on certain 
partifs highly placed in the government to have to dole it out 
to Vernon.
. After all who would have thought at the end of the regular 
season that anyone but the Packers, 28 points in front of the 
pack, would claim the booty.
The big concrete monument spanning the lake at Kelowna 
and many fine improvements taking place at Kamloops in­
fluenced our thinking not at all.
We must admit that it amuses us to think that Vernon’s 
defeat of Kelowna may have rung up a big TILT sign on the 
government cash register at Victoria.
BEING ON THE SUBJECT of money behooves us to re­
mark on another interesting tid-bit which appeared yesterday.
It seems that Medicine Hat's mayor, taking a leaf out of Jim 
Norris’s book, has forwarded $100 cheques to all the Toronto 
Maple Leafs. . •
Unsigned and useless at present. Mayor Velner has promised 
to sign them should the Leafs knock over the Boston Bruins in 
the Stanley Cup semi-final. i
We wonder if the NHL Players .Organization has noticed 
the danger iff this trend. It could well set a precedent whereby; 
players would be paid nothing until they reached the playoffs 
and then the club that could scrape-up the biggest bribe should . 
prove the eventual winner.
Ridiculous?, RIGHT!
I '  ' . ,
WITH THE SUN shining and spring just around the comer.
It looks as if today we are giving hockey it’s last big fling in 
this hallowed spot. Next on the agenda is the Belleville Mc­
Farlands. -
' . Heroes? — Yes. Champions? — admitted. Tourists and play­
boys? — never. It looks from here as if these World Cup 
. junkets are getting a little out of hand.
long they were in danger 
of losing their Canadian citizenship. It is certainly, to be hoped 
that the city of Belleville is paying the shot for tliis winter 
ice-follies.
BACK ON THE LOCAL scene, the Penticton Vees in an 
attempt to plug a few more holes in their leaky ship of finances, 
are sponsoring; a Smoker this Friday at the Canadian Le^on 
’ starting at 8 o’clock.
The^ are scheduling 'fun, games and refreshments, with 
, all of the proceeds going to the club.
Tickets can ’be. purchased: from any of the executive, or 
j a t the Harris-Music .Shop, - Triangle Service, .Bella Parts or the 
■ C.P. Telegraph office. * . .
• ■ All of this seasons games -will be hashed over and replayed 
' and all the team members still in town have guaranteed that 
; they figure to win more this“iime than the first time out.
■ SOMETHING WE COULDN'T .overlook were some smart 
i remarks made by head-shrinker deluxe. Dr. Brock Chisholm; • 
- Speaking to a group of teachers. Dr. Chisholm told them that ' 
i they should teach their pupils, “there a re . more' important 
y things than the sports pages.’’
We, happening 'to be in the sports page business, consider 
; this the rankest kind of discrimination. For years now we have 
' felt that if there was a trade that served no useful purpose it 
i ■ was the brain-washing business practiced by  Dr. Chisholm.
. Did we express this opinion publicly? NYET!
, Our feelings regarding this profession were fairly , neutral 
i and unbiased until an experience we had while in the service 
changed things.'
nobody goes to one of these exalted oracles unless he 
, Is forced to — and in the services we were forced. This, by 
: the way, is pretty standard procedure in the milltaryr ,
' After our interview, as it was so quaintly called, we came 
away with only one strong conviction — one of us was crazy.
Dr. Chisholm's remarks have’only served to strengthen our 
i long-held belief that it wasn’t  us.
ABBOTSFORD (CP) — Seeded. Gordon Hallstrom, Riondel de-‘ 
players scored victories here feated Glen Johnston, Riondel 
Wednesday night as the annual 15-7, 15-5; A. Barloewen, Duncan 
British Columbia junior badmin- defeated Dan Hawkins, Victoria 
ton championships got under way. 15-3, 15-3.
The championships end Satur- Boys under 14 doubles 
day. . Don Graj^ and Gordon Hall--
All five members of B.C.’s ju- strom, Riondel defeated Billy 
, nior team which competed in thep̂ ®®̂ ®*̂  Victor Conley, Van- 
Canadian championships at Que-®9^ver 15-4, 15-10; Howard Mee-’ 
bee last week scored victories, Dan Hawkins, Victoria
Rolf Paterson of Vancouver M®̂®®’̂®*! Dan and B. McDonald, 
edged Mel McKenzie of Victoria ̂ hbotsford 15-11, 15-4.
15-11, 9-15, 15-6. Keith’ Tolman, Girls under 18 singles 
Vancouver also advanced in the Carol . Ashby, Vancouver de­
boys’ under 18 singles with aM®®ted Virginia Lindall, Victoria 
comeback 15-17,15-12, 15-8 victory ̂ ^‘2. U-0
[over Errol Gay of Penticton.
The doubles in the same cate- 
igory saw Rolf Paterson team 
vvith his brother, Ed, and take 
straight sets from Dave Dawson 
and Jim Peters of Victoria 15-2,
118-13.
In other under 18 singles 
I matches Sidney Shakespeare of> 
Vancouver defeated G. Senadeni 
of Vancouver 11-5, 10-12, 11-3 and 
Gray defeated Don Shannon of 1 Riondel 18-14, 17-15.
Other results included:
Boys under 16 singles 
Robert Schmelz, Victoria de- 
I feated Bruce Rollick, Riondel 
15-7, 15-3; Stuart Frew, Van­
couver defeated J. Osachotf, 
Castlegar 15-18, 15-3, 15-3; Stew­
art Armour, Brcnbvood defeated 
[Tiih Horcoff, Castlegar 15-5, 15-7. 
Boys under 16 doubles 
Hugh Rothe and Robert Schmel 
I Victoria defeated Gordon Hall­
strom and'Glen Johnson, Riondel 
115-7,. 15-7.
Boys under 14 singles
SroRTS BULLETINS
'  THE PENTICTON EEC- 
BEATI9 N. COMMISSION will 
sp(5hsor a baseball umpires: 
clinic, with Professor. Bill 
Raptis conducting. ''
;• Request .that all prospec­
tive 1 and ■ present umpires . 
from Kelowna to Osoyoos 
and over as far as Keremeos 
please take note.
First clinic' to take place 
in Queens Park at one p.m. ' 
. on Sunday, April 5. This to 
1-..,be on dress, manners, etc.
• ■ Second clinic to be held on 
Thursday, April 9, in the 
dressing room at the Pentic­
ton Memorial Arena, 7:30
Object of these ; clinics is 
to, improve , the calibre of 
umpiring.. Provide nSore uih- 
pires as they are needed and, 
organize umpires for aU 
scheduled games for this 
summer. < •
Girls under 16 singles
Wendy Williams, Vancouver de­
feated Rita Cummings, Castlegar 
11-1, 11-4; Diana Godfrey, Vic­
toria defeated; Tanya^ Kinakin, 
Castlegar 11-9, 11-5. '
Girls under 14 singles. .
Wendy Defoe, Castlegar de­
feated Joan Cosa, Victoria 15-1, 
15-2', AlisonAJBaysmith, Victoria 
defeated. Dolores Sandstron, Sil- 
verdale 15-4, 15-5; Joan Meredith, 
Victoria defeated Kathy Osachoff 
Castlegar 12-10, 11-9.
Girls under 14 doubles 
Sharon Wolther and Carol Blan 
shard, Abbotsford defeated Kathy 
Osachoff and G. McPherson, 
Castlegar 18-17, 15-7.
-̂.vr'.y.w.l
STAN KELLY, Sports Editor
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Red Sox Manager 
Expects More Wins
THERE WILL BE another.' 
registration of Babe Ruth 
Letfgue ball players this Sat­
urday afternoon at Kings 
Park and a pft^ctice. will be 
held at the same time. ,
Registrations have been a 
little disappointing to,V date, 
with 70 boys signed upl ’
. The executive would like : 
another'25 or 30 boys if pos-. 
sible. There are quite a num­
ber of Little League gradu­
ates who haven’t come for­
ward and the league Wopes 
thftf they will be out on Sat­
urday to enroll.
There is also a shortage of 
coaches. Anyone who can 
spare the time to handle one 
of these teams can find out 
more about it from Lynn 
Coates at Reid-Coates; Hard­
ware.
The league officials would 
like all boys who have uni­
forms out from test year to 
please turn tliem in. >
By CHARLES MAHER
SCOTTSDALE, Ariz. (AP)— 
The fact that Boston Red Sox 
have been one of the hottest 
teams in the majors this spring 
strikes, manager Mike Higgins as 
an omen of practically nothing.
But Higgins still thinks the Red 
Sox will win more games this 
season than last and he expects 
them to. stay a little closer to 
the Yankees coming out of “the 
gate. ,
The Sox finished third in 1958, 
13 games behind Ne'yv York. Oh 
paper —, where baseball is not 
often played—they appear, capar 
ble of coming at least that close 
and maybe a littie closer this 
season.
For onie thing, they’ve picked 
up Vic Wertz, a first baseman 
who didn’t play much last year 
but who drove in more than 900 
runs in his 11 previous seasons 
in the majors. To get Wertz, Bos: 
ton had to give Cleveland - Jina 
Piersall, an outfielder who cov­
ers a great deal of ground with 
a great deal of skill. But Pierasll 
-[hit only .237 and the Red :Sox 
still have  ̂lots' of outfielders.
INHUMAN WILLIAMS
Chief- among them are< Jack 
Jensen and Ted Williams. Jensen 
won the most valuable : player 
a^’ard last year.^hitting .286 and 
driving in ^ 2  runs, and Williams 
won his sixth American Leagup 
batting title with a .328 average 
for 129 games. Williams is 40 
years old'now. If he were human 
it might make a difference; ’ 
“Ted looks better than he did 
last'year;’’ Higgins said. “I don’t 
see why he shouldn’t be able to 
play as many games.’’ But he 
will be a doubtful starter for the 
early weeks because of a neck 
ailment. .
•The Red Sox' also have Pete 
Runnels, a . 170'- pound second
CM/CAOOWH/re sox
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B.C. Lions 
Sign Two
VANCOUVER ( CP ) — B.C. 
Lions’ coach Wayne Robinson an­
nounced the acquisition of two 
fine new imports Wednesday, 
They are Vince Scorsone, two 
seasons back an all-American 
guard for University of Pitts­
burgh, and a breakaway back 
from the National Football League 
named Billy Wells.
Scorsone, who is both guard 
and linebacker, has spent the past 
two, seasons in the U.S. army. He 
was fifth draft choice of the Wash­
ington Redskins, but he choose 
the Lions over Washington.
Wells, currently in Hollywood 
for a shot at the acting profession, 
was a highly capable performer 
with Philadelphia Eagles, also 
with Pittsburgh Steelers.
A1 Dorow, Lions quarterback 
holdover, is particularly enthused 
about the coming of Wells. AI 
roomed with him at Philadelphia, 
when he was quarterbacking for 
the Eagles,.and he claims Billy 
can do a lot of things in the back- 
field and do them all well.
The Eagles are assisting Wells 
in every way possible to get a 
clearance to play with the Lions. 
They have asked the other-clubs 
to waive him out of the NFL. 
Why are the Eagles so co-opera­
tive? Apparently they still think 
as highly of Wayne Robinson 
now as tl^y did when he played 
for them and was one of the top 
linemen in the NFL.
baseman who was the league's 
second-ranking hitter in 1958 with 
a .322 average. And they’ve got 
Frank Malzone * (.295) at third. 
Their shortstop probably will be 
either' Don Buddin (.237) or 
Pumpsie Green (.253 with Minne­
apolis).
Higgins expects his pitching to 
be improved. He particularly 
awaits improvement by -Tom 
Brewer, ' who had mumps last 
spring and wound up 12-12. Other 
returning -.Ditchers include-, Ike 
Delock (14-8), Frank Sullivan 
(13-9), Mike Fornieles (4-6) and 
Willard NLson (1-7).
Six-foot, four - inch Haywood 
Sullivan, who was disabled last 
season, rejoins a catching staff 
that- includes veteran^ Sammy 
White (.259) and Pete Daley 
(.321 .in 27 games).
THREE CANADIANS ENTERED
Palmer Looks for 
Repeat in Masters
By MERCER BAILEY
Eilers Meet Calgary 
In Cage Semi-Final
CALGARY (CP) — Saskatoon 
'Aces and Calgary Maxwells Wed­
nesday advanced to the semi­
finals of the Canadian Womens 
Basketball Championships, with 
easy vlotorlca 0 v c r Montreal 
Unity Boys Club and Winnipeg 
Soo Millers.
Saskatoon dofoated Montreal 
63-44 anti will go against Toronto 
Teamsters in one semi - final 
game tonight. The Maxwells, last 
year's ninnerup .to Vancouver 
Ellers, got another slint at the 
champions by virtue of an 80‘43 
trouncing of Winnipeg.
Neither Saskatoon nor Cnlgnrj' 
had mucli troul)le, Winnipeg was 
no match for tlio Maxwells who 
ahowert n marked improvement 
over their first nppearunoo in the 
tournament when they lost, to To­
ronto.
Like W i n n i p e g ,  Montreal 
lacked tho nhlllty to finish off 
Iholr plays,
OUT OF 1‘LAY 
The defeats, the second for 
both Montreal and Winnipeg, 
eliminates them from further 
compelltlon.
The two finalists will meet Fri­
day night for the national tltlo, 
Tho winner will also form tho 
nucleus of Canada's entry in next 
summer's Pan-Amftrlcnn Games 
in Chicago.
For a few minutes Montreal 
made It 'close, After falling be­
hind 0-1 in the early minutes they 
came hack strongly to narrow 
the margin to 22-21.
Tire clubs stayed within two 
points of each oilier in tho firs 
few minutes of the second hal 
but Judy lloll, deadly accurate 
with outside set shots, dropped in 
, four fast points and tlio Aces 
pulled ahead to stay,
RIG RCORKRH
The Maxwells ran up the high­
est score of tlio lournnmcnl, us­
ing a fast break wlilch Winnipeg
seemed at a loss to defend 
against, Darlene Currie netted 27 
points, mostly on layups set up 
by tho Calgary fast break, 
Connie Nixon with 19 and Bov 
Coward with 17 also hit double 
figures for Calgary. Ileano Mous.
seau was tops for Winnipeg with 
n i n e , ...............................
The Maxwells had a 45 per cent 
shooting average,' by far the best 
ony club has shown so far, They 
hit on 32 of their 71 field shots 
and 22 of their 32 free throivs.
Oliver G6U Tourney 
Scheduled Sunday
OLIVER — A . big day is in 
store for golfers on Sunday,, April 
5, when a Comedy Tournament 
will be held at the OliverrOsoy- 
oos-Oroville Golf Club at Oliver.
Although m a n y enthusiasts 
have been ■ jumping the season 
in the last few weeks, Sunday 
marks the official opening of the 
golf season. \
The fun begins at 1:00 p.m. at 
the. club house where a pot'luck 
lunch will be served.
Prizes will be, awarded during 
the afternoon play to the lucky 
winners.
President Henry RUck» and 
Captains Pic Piocinl and G. M. 
Argue, > who are orgonizlng the 
day's activities, wish to invite 
all prospective members, old 
members and anyone interested 
in golfing to come out Sunday 
afternoon.
Poole is on 
Way to Second 
Shuttle Title
DETROIT ( A P ) — Defending 
men’s s i n g 1 e s champion Jim 
Poole moved into the semi-finals 
of the U.S. Badminton (Thampioii- 
ships Wednesday night with three 
victories. Five- Canadians were 
eliminated in the; third round.
The first - seeded American 
from San Diego, Calif:, was 
forced to rally against Malaya’s 
Kew San befbre winning 15-7; 
9-15, l5-7. .
Don Davis of Seattle defeated 
Ed Hreljac of Montreal 15,-7 
i5-ll.
Noel Fehm of Orange, , N.J. 
wop .over Wayne McDonald o ! 
Vancouver 15-4, 15-13. Ted Moehl- 
mann of St. Louis had an easy 
time with Howard Moody of 
MontreaM5-4, 15-5 and Vic Pri 
tula of Detroit defeated Me! 
Chapman of Toronto 15-10, 15-9.
Judy Devlin of Baltimore, 
women’s d o u b l e s  defending 
champion) headed the /field into 
the singles semi-finals. The tal 
first-seeded Miss Devlin ousted 
Norma S l a u e r  of Washington 
11-2,11-3.
Earlier Miss Slauer defeatec 
Ann Murray of Winnipeg 12-10, 
3-11, 12-9.
AUGUSTA, Ga. (AP)—Arnold 
Palmer, a muscular young man 
from Latrobe, Pa., sets out today 
vvith h o p e s  of. accomplishing 
something; no other golfer has 
ever done — successfully defend 
!iis Masters’ title.
Since grand - slam' king Bob 
Jones and Qiff Roberts launched 
this classic event 25 years ago; 
some of the biggest names in the 
game have won it. A few have 
won it more than. once.\ '
But none has been able to tame 
this demanding .6,980-yard Au­
gusta . national' course and the 
talent-rich field two years run­
ning:
And Palmer, .isn’t favored . to 
shatter precedent., ;
In fact, when today’s first 
round got under way there was 
no outstanding favorite in the 
field. Among those claiming most 
of the attention were Sam Snead, 
Ken Venturi and Jack Burke, Jr.
TOP FOREIGNERS *
The. top threats . in the 10-man 
foreign field'appeared to.be Aus' 
tralia’s Peter Thomson, who 
has won four of the'last five Brit­
ish Opens;, South Africa’s Gary 
Player, who fired a 64 in his final 
tiineup round,-'and Spain's Angel 
Miguel, individual champion oi 
the 1958 Canada Cup matches in 
Mexico. City, Player, making his 
third M a s t e r  s appearance, 
missed a grand opportunity to set 
a course record when he three- 
putted the final green Wednes­
day.
Three Canadians were in the 
tournament — Stan Leonard o:: 
Vancouver, Henry Martell of Ed­
monton, and Brivpe Castator 0 ! 
Toronto. Leonard -won the $40,000 
Tournament of Champions at Las
Vegas last year and tied for 
fourth place in the 1958 Masters.
Invitations were extended to 
Martell because he won the Ca= 
nadian Professional Golfers’ As­
sociation crown last year and to 
Castator because he captured the 
Canadian amateur title.
Leonard was matched today 
against Player and' had • a morn­
ing teeoff. ~
Par for the layout is 36-36—72. 
Lloyd Mangrum set the record at 
64 in the opening round of the 
1940 Masters. Hogan holds the 72- 
hole record. of 274.
SNEAD QUALIFIES 
Ben Hogan, a two-time Masters 
champion, predicted this year’s 
victory' will go to a long hitter, 
Snead certainly qualifies there. 
Venturi came • within a whisker
Round Table After 
More Loot in May
ARCADIA, Calif. (AP)-Round 
Table, the money-winning cham 
pion among horses, will resume 
Ilia racing career May 30 in Chi­
cago.
•rralner Willie Molter said to­
day. Travis M. Kerr’s star will, 
skip the Hollywood Park meet­
ing-this summer and concentrate 
on grass races in tho Chicago 
area. Round Table will run in six 
turf races, starting with the $50,- 
000-ndded Balmoral,
of winning this tournament In 
1956 as an amateur. After losing , 
to Burke by a stroke following a 
frustrating final-round 80, Ven- 
turri vowed he’d yet w e a r  a 
green coat, emblematic of a Mas- 
ters champion. He has been scor-. 
ing well in practice, is second to 
Snead in the betting line of a lo­
cal oddsmaker. !
Burke captured a lot of atten- . 
tion with his practice rounds of 
66 and 64, but acknowledged he j 
was playing a gambling brand of 
golf he’d never dare in touma- 5 
ment play. ' :
Hottest golfer among the tour­
ing pros is slender Art Wall, who - 
captured the Azalea open at Wil­
mington, N.C., Monday and leads 
in money winnings w ith  more 
than $18,000 this year.
Hawks After Big
MONTREAL (CP) — Chicago 
Black Hawks storm out .of the 
hills today to take up their his­
torical' task—impeding the pro­
gress of the hardy French pio­
neers. • ' :
The original Black Hawk, after 
whom Chicago’s National Hockey 
League team is named, was a 
Sac Indian . vvhose . r a i d s  on 
French and E n g l i s h  settlers 
helped slow down the taming of 
the wilderness. '
OLD COUNTRY SOCCER
First Dmsion Games Off 
As Polio Strikes in U.K.
Blue Bombers Snag 
Halfback Stransky
WINNIPEG (CP)—Signing of 
halfback Bob Stranaky with Win­
nipeg . Blue Bombers for the 1939- 
season was announced Wed­
nesday by Bomber general man­
ager Jim Ausley.
Stransky, a 180-pounder gradu­
ate of the University of Colorado, 
oined the Western, Interprovin­
cial Football Union club test sea­
son. Ho played three game.a with 
Bombers.
Ho was number two draft 
choice with Baltimore Colts of 
the National Football League 
when ho came to Canada, orlg 
nally intending to sign with Ed 
monton Eskimos, Bomber offi 
ciala put him on their, own nc- 
gotinting lists, however, and the 
six-foot player's first trip to Ed 
monton was as a member of the 
Slue Bombers.
Boys Sell Matches 
Get Hockey Trip
GODERICH (CP) — Coach 
Vince- Leah and his red, white 
and blue Mustangs, all-star rep­
resentatives of the Winnipeg'Tom 
Thumb Peewee Hookey League, 
will compete in the Yoiuig Can­
ada We e k  Tournament here 
thanks to funds raised by the 
players themselves. :
.The youngsters earned more 
than $1,300 through the sale of 
thousands of. books of matches to 
Inance the 1,500-mlle' trip here, 
Mrs. Leah and team manager 
Stan Bradley also accompanied 
the 19 players,
'These boys have acquired n 
sense of responsibility by cam 
ng their own way," said Leah, 
Winnipeg Tribune sports writer- 
columnist. “And tho trip provides 
them with an experience every 
peewee team In the country 
should have."
The current Hawsk are sue- 
ceeding remarkably well in.'im- 
peding the .progress of Montreal’s ; 
flying Frenchman—the Montreal 
Canadians — toward the' Stanley ■ 
Cup. 'The. NHL champioiis-,,have ' 
\von the cup three times xtinhing.
SERIES TIED
But' the Hawks; when they ; 
coma down from their Lauren- 
tian Mountain retreat tonight for 
the fifth game of the best-of- 
seven semi - final, represent a 
major threat this year.- 'ITie 
series is tied 2-2.
Canadians have ‘vowed to shoot 
accurately.,
Frank Selke, Canadians gen­
eral manager, repeated bitterly 
Wednesday that what cost the 
Canadiens their Tuesday game in 
Chicago was shooting •— not • 
enough of it. ■
“If we had shot the puck in­
stead  ̂ of trying to blast a way 
right in on goal perhaps victory 
would have been ours.. I cannot ■ 
repeat too ’ often that it is by 
shooting and shooting that games 
are won,” he said.
The Hawks believe a win here 
Is absolutely essential—and not 
only tliat, they believe they can 
do it.
“We’re about due I0 win one 
in Montreal, We've only won one 
game there all season, and our 
lime has to come," said Chicago 
general manager Tommy Ivan,
“If • the Hawks can do it, 
we’re in."
FIGHT RESULTS
n.V M. MolNTVRK HOOD 
Special to the Herald
LONDON-For tho first time in 
English football hlHiory, a whole 
series of first division games has 
icon postponed because of tho 
illness of a single player, Tho 
player is Jeff Mall, Birmingham 
City’s internallonni right hack, 
who was suddenly stricken with 
poliomyelitis which laid him low 
while on tho way homo from an 
out-of-town game. All of the Bir­
mingham playing staff have been 
ordered hy the health authorities 
to stay at home and rest, and 
undertake no strenuous e.xcrdso 
for two weeks.
On the advise of tho medical 
ottlccrs of Birmingham, tho Foot­
ball League has postponed one 
game agaln.st Blackburn Rovers 
and two against Arsenal, and a 
fourtli game, scheduled with New- 
east,lo on April 4, is also in doubt 
Tlio players of teams which have 
played against Birmingham in tlio 
Inst week or two are olso being 
closely wntchdd.
Meanwhile, Mall Is in hospita 
in an iron lung and is pnralyzet 
from tho neck down. Ho Is con­
sidered to be In critical condition, 
lls Is tho first ease of polio to be 
reported In Blrminghom, t h i s  
year,
The Professional Footballers' 
Ansnolntion, or union, at its an­
nual meeting, brought a wide 
range of subjects, under a verbal 
inmmer. Its members, headed 
iy President Jimmy Hill, Fulham 
inside - right, blasted refereeing 
standords, branded the present 
players' contracts as illegal, de­
manded an extra 110 fee for 
matches which are televised, and 
upheld the right of any player to 
have his personal business mans 
gor, Swansea manager Trevor 
Morris enmo under fire for rofus 
ing to transfer «Mcl Charles to 
Arsenal, which offered £.35,000 
and three players for him, when 
Cliarlc)i expressed a wish to sign 
for Arsenal,
Tho players have naked for 
meeting with the heads of thei 
Football Longue and the Football 
Association to thresh out their 
grievances. Quick reaction came 
from Foolheall .League president 
Joe Richards of Barnsley, who 
said tlie tone of tiie players' dls
nuHilons was disgraceful. The 
demands of tho Association, he 
declared, were becoming quite 
unroasonnhio, He said t " I t  makes 
mo sick tliat professional players 
are engaging agents," 
PRESIDENT nnOPPED 
Fuel has been added to the fire 
hy the fact that the PRA presi­
dent, Jimmy Hill, has been drop­
ped from his club’s first team, 
presumably on account of hlsr 
statements against tho Football 
League, Ho admitted that ho had 
a row with Tommy Trlnder, Ful­
ham chairman, because of some 
remarks he had made concerning 
the Football Association on a 
television broadcast. lie believes 
this to bo the cause of his being 
dropped from tho team. 
ENGLAND’S TEAM 
England's selectors are in a 
quandary regarding tlio selection 
of the eleven to meet Scotland at 
Wembley on April 11. The recent 
showing against tlio I.,caguo of 
Ireland and tlie Under-23 French 
side has left them wondering how 
to put together an effective at­
tack, Individual stars a-plenty 
are available, but tlio difficulty
is to strike a match-winning 
blend.
As I see it, the rest of the team 
presents no problems, Baynhnm 
of Luton or Hopklnson of Bolton 
will bo in goal, in place of Coiin 
MacDonald of Burnley, who has 
broken arm. Don Howe of West 
Bromwich Albion and Graham 
Shaw of Sheffield United, are sure 
to be the backs. At half-back, the 
likely line-up is Clayton of Black­
burn Rovers, the evergreen Billy 
Wright of the Wolves, who wll 
receive his 100th cap, and Ron 
Flowers, also of Wolves,
Tho wing positions will go to 
Danny Clapton of Arsenal on the 
right and Scanlon of Manchester 
United on tho left, Tho three
side forward positions provide the 
problems. Johnny Haynes of Fu 
ham should be at Inside left. Don 
nis \flolIet of Manchester United 
Is tho best prospect for centre 
but that position may go to his 
toam-mnto Bobby Charlton 
make way for Peter Broadbent 
of Wolves at inside right. There 
are several others who rate con 
lideration, but that is how the 
probable team looks to mo.
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Dallnhi Tex,—Roy Harris, 108, 
Cut and Shoot, Tex,, nutpointocl 
lonnie Flocman, 183, Midlothian, 
Tex., 12, Joey Glnmbrn, 157, Buf­
falo, N.Y. oulpolnted Al Andrews, 
160, Superior, Wls,', 10. '
Augusta, Ga.—Garmon Bnsllin, 
155, Chltlennngo, N.Y., slopped 




Gonzales and Hoac( 
Go on Winning Way
ATLANTA, Ga. (AP)-Pnnolio 
Gon’zalos and Lew Hoad ran 
their pro tennis tour records to 
lG-7 each Wednesday night with 
victories over Australians Ash­
ley Cooper and Mel Anderson.
Gonzales, fivo-tlmo pro cham­
pion, overwiicimed Cooper fl-4.
Hoad ended a throe-motch los­
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lO c ^  A GAME
Bring your family and tn|oy 
our modern alleyi.
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UNEVEN DUEL IN STRIKE HIT MEXICO CITY
MATSQUI (CP) — Four candi­
dates have filed 'papers to con­
test a municipal council seat here 
April 11. The council post was 
left vacant by the resignation of 
A. H. Blackham and will be con 
tested by Jack H. Sawatsky, 
George T. White, Henry E. Tay­
lor and Mrs., Harriet Stein, the 
first woman' to seek a council 
seat in more than 20 years.
HIGHEST BIRTH RATE
DUNCAN (CP)^King’s Daugh­
ters Hospital here recorded its 
highest monthly birth rate in 
March with 75 births. The previ­
ous record was 63 births estab­
lished in May, 1958.
BCE DRIVER RETIRES '
VANCOUVER (CP)—Joe Mul- 
lett, 65, who. drove this city’s 
first trolley bus has retired from 
the B.C. Electric after 39 years 
service. Vancouver’s first trolley 
run'was more than 10 years ago.
COUNCIL CUTS BUDGET 
WEST VANCOUVER (CP) — 
Municipal council here has cut 
about, one mill — $46,000 — from 
its provisional budget, but still 
has a two-mill increase over last 
year’s assessment due to financ­
ing a new hospital, purchase of 
land, a waterworks program.
CANADA 'CANNOT AFFORD 
TO SUBSIDIZE AGRICULTURE'
TORONTO — (CP) — J. M. Appleton, vice-president of the 
Quaker Oats Company, said Wednesday Canada cannot afford 
to subsidize agriculture.
A young country’s "innate reverence for the soil” and for 
those who til) it — because they are the source of food — re­
sults in an emotional rather than logical approach to agricul­
tural problems he told the Ontario Educational Association.
Mr. Appleton termed the “march” of western wheat farm­
ers on Ottawa last-month a serious commentary on the na­
tional ability to deal reasonably with agricultural, matters.
It was all very well to talk of protecting the "little man” , 
said Mr. Appleton, but little men could not be supported as ain 
economic group.
He said the belief that farmers have been exploited by city 
dwellers has not been true for 200 years.
Urban residents pay most of the taxes and these support 
experimental farms arid the many services designed to make 
farm life profitable and attractive, he said.
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A fallen member of the Mexican Railroad Workers’ Union and a .'hand grasping his shirt. Five hundred rail union leaders were 
• policeman duel with their feet during a scuffle in which police under arrest in Mexico as railroad operations were crippled by
■ broke up a meeting of union members. Policeman at left holds strikes. (AP wirephoto)
' '  toargas gun and afrlght a union man is restrained by an officer’s ________ • ' ____________ ' ___________  ■
Fulton Seeks Delay in 
RCIVIP Contract Talks
Justice Miirist^ m ^ ^ ^  this question arose,
a i»stponement of this intended that there should be 
„f month’s, scheduled conference to -neci«c discussions” on the re- .. .re^ew the federal - provincial on the re
, R ^  SJwever h i now would write
■that it be held later this ^eM. attomeys-general and seek
His .announcement m ^  their approval to a delay iri* the 
, ,. couver inter^ew W e M a y
., ,?ame shuffle in the ROMP following
Col. Nicholson’s resignation.
officials
^rnergen^  ‘ n S r ® "  held''‘'̂ iat"eV" tw ry ea r:’:̂  Mr.  ̂Fuh clause m the contracts. . .  « date
A dispute over the interpreta- did not set a date,
tion . of such a  clause-r-that NO COMMENT 
Si(M .ln Newfoundland’s RCMP agree- There was no i^ e d ia te  com- 
e-fCt ment—led to the recent resigna-ment from the attomeys-general 
l ^ i i  tion of R C M P Commissioner on this proposal.
tr Under the ROMP contracts
re




Dry Run of Tour 
Starts Next Week
During the dry run, Mr. Butler!'*^® Carrothers’ report on bar* * • ^ .. . .  (’•.'iininfr r iirh ts  for civil servants.
Civil Servants
Off Strike Action
VANCOUVER (CP) — British 
Columbia’s civil servants have 
called off officially a striko 
which disrupted provincial gov­
ernment services and set off 
broad repercussions that resulted 
in emergency legislation last 
month.
A statement put out Wednesday 
by the executive of the U,0(X)- 
strong B.C. Government Employ­
ees Association said irii effect that . 
further, strike action against the 
provincial government would be 
useless.
BCGEA general secretary Ed 
O’Conrior said; "In the face of 
the continuing injunction against 
picketing, and in view of anti­
picketing legislation, the execu­
tive feels there is no alternative 
but to officially conclude the 
strike.”
The two major issues, he said, 
were wages and the tabling of
By THE CANADIAN PRESS called befo  the Newfoundland services. Four years later con-
• ■ tracts were-signed with Alberta,
Manitoba, New Brunswick, Nova 
Scotia arid P r  i n c e Edward 
Island. In 1950, the . RCMP ab­
sorbed the p r o v i n c i a l  police 
forces in Newfoundland and Brit­
ish Columbia.
The easting contracts vrtth all 
eight provinces are due for re­
negotiation by May 31 next year.
As far: as is known, the New­
foundland incident marks the 
first time a dispute has arisen 
over the reinforcement clause 
Attorney - General Bonner of 
British Columbia has indicated 
previously that he has applied
________ this clause several times in con-
I  nection with Doukhobor disturb-
L H Nicholson. '   C  , ances in the B.C. interior.
'* Coi Nicholson said it was ,a the federally-administered' force ».i>ve got • them • (extra RCMP)
,x .breach of contract when Ottawalmakes_,_up the. provincial_policejjust like that,” he,said.
-refused the province’s requestl with all provinces except ..Ontario 
for RCMP reinforcements during and Quebec, which have, their
the loggers’ strike. It also is on own forces. The RCMP _also has 
this ground that Newfoundland!separate agreements for^policing 
has filed suit against the federal niore _ than 125 municipalities, 
goveriimerit in Exchequer Court cities; an(l towns 
TWO MEETINGS  ̂  ̂ Saskatchewan, in 1928, was the
Premier Manning of Alberta, [first province to purc^se^RCMP 
had proposed Tuesday that-;he«
VICTORIA (CP)c-The pig was 
labelled by^a medical researcher 
today as ' “one of the most dan­
gerous animals alive.”
Dr. E. J. Bowmer, director bf 
the provincial division of labora­
tories at Vancouver, told the B.C. 
public health service’s annual 
convention that the pig is dan­
gerous because he communicates 
at least four diseases to man.
One of them, for instance 
trichinosis, a person can catc 
from eating raw or undercookec 
pork,” said Dr. Bowmer. “And 
it’s very hard to diagnose too.” 
He said dogs, cats, rats; bees 
and turkeys also pass inany-let- 
tered diseases on to humans.
Dr. Bowner said even ele 
phahts had something to contrib­
ute to mari in the way of , com 
municable diseases.
MERCY FLIGHT
Gary Reed, 19 months, was 
flown here from Prince George 
Wednesday night by an RCAF 
mercy flight when doctors at 
Prince George decided a  kidney 
ailment needed immediate treat­
ment.- ’The boy, from Vander- 
hoof, is in good condition iri hos 
pital.
INCREASE IN WAGES 
VANCOUVER (CP) — A wage 
ncrease of 34%-cents an hour has 
jeen awarded the Heat and 
forced Insulators Union for its 
150 members. They’ll get the 
34% cents this year and a- further 
12 cents next year to set their 
1960 hourly rate at $2.99.
EDUCA’nO N  FINANCE 
VANCOUVER (CP) Mrs. 
Arthur Skelton of Seattle, a mem­
ber of tiie board of the U.S. Na­
tional Congress of Parents and 
Teachers, told the B.C. Parent- 
Teacher. Federation Wednesday 
that parents and teacher groups 
should better understand educa­
tion finance. She said people 
seem afraid of the subject.
WHY IMPORT?
Some 35 per cent of all refrig­
erators and freezers sold in Can­
ada in 1957 were imported- from 
the U.S.
By DON ATTFIEIJ) 
CniuuUun Press Staff Writer
OTTAWA (CP)—A dry run of 
this summer’s Royal Tour of 
Canada starts next week.
Esmond Butler, the handsome 
Cariadlan who became the first 
person from outside the United 
Kingdom to be called .to the 
Buckingham Palace staff, will 
play the role of the Queen.
His escort will be Lt.-Gen. 
Howard D. Graham, commis­
sioner of the Royal Tour.
Mr. Butler, chosen just a year 
ago by the Queen as her assist­
ant press secretary, arrives in 
Ottawa Sunday.
After talks Monday and ’Tues­
day with Gen. Graham, he begins 
a whirlwind trip along the 12,000- 
mile route to- be followed by 
Queen, Elizabeth a n d  Prince 
Philip on their six-week coast-to- 
coast visit.
10-DAY TOUR 
It was learned today the" dry 
run will take 10 days, after which 
Mr. Butler will return to London 
to advise the Queen of prepara­
tions that have been made arid 
to receive any suggestions for 
changes.
A spokesman for the Royal 
Tour headquarters said there will 
not likely be an interim itinerary 
issued this week as expected ear­
lier. Although changes in stoi>- 
ping places had been made since 
a preliminary itinerary was . an­
nounced Jan. 20, it now was ex­
pected there would be no new 
itinerary until a complete pro- 
[gram could be issued, perhaps in 
mid-May., -
, _ „  , . gaini g g    ,
and Gen. Graham will visit most T^e threat of strike action won
of the some 85 stopping places onUynge increases, Mr. O’Connor 
the itinerary and discuss pro- said. But it had not been possible 
gram plans with local and pro- to set the Carrothers’ report ta» 
vinclal Royal Tour committees.
MUST BE INFORMAL 
Their objective, in part, will be 
to assure programs planned fol­
low the tour themes of informal­
ity, of letting the public see their 
Monarch, and of making the tour 
as restful and interesting as pos­





fore the general contract-review 
conference iiS held, the attorneys- 
general meet in an attempt to 
clarify the reinforcements clause. 
Attomeys-general Lyori ot'Man- 
and Donahoe of Nova 
a both commented that they 
preparing to discuss the
__ acts generally—and the one
..ause in particular — and-Mr. 
Donahoe said he would be willing 
to attend the special, meeting sug­





By V. M. NAIR
KALiMPONG, India (Reuters) 
;stea oy J  Figh^^ in Tibet has flared up
In Vancouver, Mr. Fulton noted jjetween Communist Chin­
ese forces and pockets of anti­
communist Khamba tribesmen 
about 25 miles south of Lhasa, 
usually reliable sources ’said to­
day. ,
The fighting began ^t noon 
Wednesday as the Communists 
trained heavy guns on the rebels 
for the first time since the rebel­
lion began.
Reports of the fighting ap 
peared as Nationalist Chinese 
government sources In Taipei 
claimed that Khamba 'tribesmen 
had rallied 300,000 men and were 
preparing to retake the capital 
city of Lhai^, where the revolt 
began March 10.
The Nationalist sources said 
the Khamba force was concen­
trated along the border of Tibet 
and the Chinese province of Si- 
kalng “r e a d y  to march on 
Lhasa.”




HAMILTON (CP)-A  bank ac 
eountant was wounded in the
• shoulder today when he waged a 
. 13 - shot gun battle with two
• masked men In the Imperial 
Bank at the comer of Brant and 
Caroline streets In nearby Bur­
lington.
After the two men fled without 
, any money, two men were cap 
■ lured by police in a wild chase 
, during which one was shot In the 
back. *
, Burlington police said they arc 
, holding ,two brothers from Winnl- 
pcR, both In their early 20'a,
Thee bank accountant, Andre 
’. Michels, '26, of Burlington, was 
shot when ho reached for his re­
volver bftor seeing two men 
walk Into the bank w e a r i n g  
I masks and carrying guns.
! Hank m a n a g e r  William C,
! Plzor t o l d  constable George 
' Moore that ho was In his oltlor 
1 when two men walked In and 
J. t in te d  to lilm “drop the tele-
wound, Mr. Mi- 
.c m l i ' i m  at the two men, Thir- 
’IMb’fapTs wore excinmgod in tlio 
,lMinil'*boforo llio men fled with 
oulN’tisklng for money,
• Half an hour later, two men 
were arrostod after police chased 
and surrounded a car In an or­
chard on a h i g h w a y  outside 
Waterdown, five miles from Bur- 
llnglon,
T o  m akes
g o o d  c o f f e e
oi n i n s t a n t
s t a r t  w i t h .
N a b o b
SUPPLIES DROPPED
Local press reports In Taipei 
also said the Nationalist air­
dropping of supplies to Tibetan 
rebels ’had boon “progressing 
satisfactorily.”
Sources hero said the now 
hombnrdmont appiu'enlly was the 
start of on all - out Cldncso at­
tempt to put down the rebels.
Reports from the Tibetan city 
of Gyangtso, about 100 miles 
southwest of Lhasa, said Wednes­
day that more trouble was brew­
ing thoro and that the Chinese 









Phon# your eorrlar f ir i l .  Th«n  
If your Horold U not deliver- 
od by 7:00 p.m. (usl phono
VET’S TAXI 
HY 2-4111
and a copy will bo dispotch 
od to you at onto. This 
Special dollvory service Is 
r t v n l l n h lA  n i g h t l y  b e l w n o n  
7:00 p.m. and 7:30 p.m.
V ,  ■ ,
NABOB HAS THE FLAVOR-ANY WAY YOU MAKE IT
R e g u la r  g r in d  f o r  y o u r  p e r c o la t o r ?  F in e  g r in d  f o r  y o u r  
d r lp o la t o r ?  O r  I n s t a n t  N a b o b  In  y o u r  c a r a f e ?  W h ic l r e v e r  
w a y  y o u  l ik e  y o u r  c o f f e e  N a b o b  w il l  g iv e  y o u  t h e  f la v o r  
t h a t 's  r e a l ly  t e m p t i n g .  M a d e  f r o m  t h e  f i n e s t  c o f f e e  In  thR i 
w o r ld ,  r o a s t e d  a n d  g r o u n d  w i t h  t h e  m o s t  m e tic ii lo u « ?  r a m  








i i i i i i
rukturrtllyM .nipoclelowlyh.the O ld S ty le
i i i i i i .
fo r  /^/?F£ ZOOMS' DEUVEP'*
HY 2-4058
O IO K 8 ’ O A P IL A N O  ........ ..
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Deaths
HOUSES
CLARK — Helen Frederica Clark 
of Keremeos, passed away in 
the Penticton Hospital Tuesday, 
March 31, 1959, at the age of 57 
years. She is survived by her 
loving husband, Herbert; two 
daughters, Mrs. Helen Ross, 
Chinook, Montana; Mrs. Ber­
nice Taylor, at home; one son. 
Sergeant W. B.-Van Blaircomb, 
Vancouver, B.C.; six sisters, 
Mrs. Elizabeth Pendleton, Seat­
tle, Washington; Mrs. Freeda 
Shaw, Powell River, B.C. ; Mrs. 
K. Duman, Blaine, Washington; 
Mrs. M. Newstrom, Oliver, 
B.C.; Mrs. E. Steele, Remack, 
B.C.; Mrs. W. Eden, Campbell 
River, B.C.; two brothers, 
Frank Richter, Keremeos, B.C.; 
Hal Tweddle, Cawston, B.C., 
and ten grandchildren. Requiem 
mass will be sung in Victory 
Hall Keremeos, Friday, April 
3rd, at 10:30 a.m. with Rever­
end Father McCarthy celebrant, 
Interment in Family Plot, Kere- 
m e 0 s Cemetery. Penticton 
Funeral Chapel in charge o! 
arrangements. R. J. Pollock anc 
J. V. Carberry directors.
Cards Of Thanks
GRIFFIN — We wish to express 
our sincere appreciation to our 
many friends, especially to the 
A.F. & A.M., the doctor and staff of the Penticton Hospit^, 
for the kindness and s ^ p a th y  
extended to us at the death of a 
beloved husband and father. 
Also our deepest thanks for the 
many beautiful florap tributes. 
—Mrs. James Griffin and fam­
ily- ■ —
555 MONTHLY—Small two bed­
room side by side duplex. Close 
in. Unfurnished. Gas heat, 
range, hot water. Please stale 
employment ^referenrej. Box 
E72, Penticton Herald. 72-77
Employment
HOUSES
ULTRA - MODERN two-bedroomi t nr-Ar hoc 
home with automatic heat, __220 LOCAL
H E L P  W A NTED - M A LE
TWO bedroom house, 22P wiring, 
new interior. Phone HY 6-5331, 
1 2 - 1  noon or 6 - 8 evenings.
72-77
THREE-BEDROOM House, newly 
decorated, 555 per month. Call 
at 235 Hastings Ave. days or 
phone Oliver HY 8-2698 even- 
^gs. T7-T9
wiring, lovely landscaping. Will 
rent with or without option to 
buy. Phone Inland Realty, HY 
2-5806. ' 73-78
DUPLEX, unfurnished. F r o n t  
room with dining area, "^ o  
bedrooms. Natural gas heating,
220 wiring. At high school., wAXTrn
Phone HY 2-3581. 76-1011 WANTED
tion for young man 17 to 25 
years of age. All applications 
to be accompanied by refer­
ences and must be in the hand­
writing of applicant. State 
scholastic standing. Reply to 
Box No. F73, Penticton Herald.
73-79
PARTLY furnished, m o d e r n ,  
three-room cabin. Three miles 
from town. 535 per month. 
Phone HY 2-4605. 76-78
FE M A LE
MODERN cosy furnished cottage, 
natural gas heating' and cook­
ing. Downtown area. Phone HY 
2-2020.____________  77-101
Herald Want Ads are fast, effi- 
c i e n t, economical salesmen. 
Use them to reach buyers, | 
events, employees.
Merchandise Merchandise
A R TIC LES  FO B SA LE A R TIC LE S  FO R SAI..B
Rentals
APARTM EN TS__________ _
TOWN HOUSE APARTMENTS^ 
Penticton’s finest Available Apr. 
15th. One-bedroom suite. Check 
these features:Twin sized bed­
room, free TV, large parkmg 
lot, private lawn for summer 
pleasure, quiet location. Phone 
HY 2-6879. 76-82
W I L C O X  H A L L
Spring Clearance of Used Appliances
HOTPOINT REFRIGERATOR—11 cu. ft........... . . i . . ...............5175.00
ELECTRIC RANGETTE—With thermostat oven  ..................S 55.00
GUERNEY 40” GAS RANGE—Like new ............................. 5165.00
McCLARY 40” ELECTRIC—Completely automatic  ...........5175.00
BENDIX AUTOMATIC WASHER—2 only ................. ...............5 49-95
WESTINGHOUSE REFRIGERATOR ............ .................... •••? 99.95
MARQUETTE REFRIGERATOR-,.
11 cubic feet. Very good condition............................ * • • •
HOTPOINT ELECTRIC RANGE—Real buy a t .......... . . . . . . . . 5  24.95












YOUNG WOMAN for retail shoe 
store. Apply giving age, educa­
tion and experience, if any, to 
Box A77, Penticton Herald.
77-79
Thb covered bridoeir\ Townshend, vt*.
2 2 0  FEET LONG AND PUT 
TOGETHER WITH WOODEN PiNSt
MM$ p//»sr s w i r  ON M y  
UNO TO mXtStHtS THe 
pmunt/LomPBRHCTLy 
M  THB PROPER HOLES
• lnS«l. !■. «aU ilM iwm4
Auction
SADDLE HORSE SALE 
Saddle horses, Shetland ponies, 
riding equipment, etc. Hunt’s 
Spallumcheen Auction Mart near 
Vernon. Horses of all kinds ac­
cepted up to start of sale, Thurs­
day, April 16th, at 1 :00 p.m. Stan 
Hunt, Auctioneer. Phone Linden 
2-3120.
STOCK PRICES
TODAY’S PRIC ES  
Supplied tiy
SO UTHERN  OKANAGAN 
S E (T lB n TE .S
Rn/V*.UMNttVrrk tCtMItttL
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H E L P  W A N TED
ECKHARDT APARTMENTS — 
•Unfurnished one-bedroom suite, 
electric fridge and stove sup­
plied, use of automatic washer
and dryer. Apply Suite 1, 33; 
Eckhardt Ave. E. 77-98
l a r g e , cheery, apartment, fur
nished or unfurnished, in du 
plex, natural gas heating anc. 
ccxiking.' Four blocks from 
Main Street. Phone HY, 2̂ 2020̂
IN LOVELY Century Manor. One 
bedroom apartment., 5Yig, elec­
tric^ r  a n‘g ei“ drapeSr, Phone 
HY 2-6858 or HY 2-6170.
68-101
PLANT NOW
Apples . . .
All Varieties










Phone HY 8-2655; Oliver
| \  .
f u r n is h e d  S U I T E, ground 
floor w ith  private fridg. and 
water. 250 Scott Ave. Phone 
HY 2-3214. 77-101
MODERN roomy suite in duplex; 
natural gas heating. Close to 
shopping area. For details 
phone HY 2-2020. 71-101
FOR RENT — Three-room base­
ment suite, furnished for light 
housekeeping. Phone HY 2-347L
FULLY FURNISHED, three-room 
suite, immediate occupancy 






’ ; Floribundas 









PORK LOINS, Cut for Chops 
49e lb.
Home-Made BEEF SAUSAGE 
10 lbs. for 53.00 i 
Buy Your BEEF BY THE 
QUARTER and Save at 
PENTICTON STORAGE 
LOCKERS
75 Front Street 77-79
MUST Sell—Leaving Town: Eight 
piece walnut dining:-room suite 
5150. Torchiere lamps 512. Ocica- 
sional table; 56. McClary com­
bination wood and gas range 
5185, and miscellEineous items. 
Phone HY 2-5575. 76-81
WINE veloui chesterfield and 
chair, 525. Thor Gladiron, 525. 
Kitchen stable, ,515, HY 2-4505. 
r 75-77
100% WHOLE WHEAT Health 
Bread, Health Food Supplies at 





Girl or Boy 
Apply ‘
CIRCULATION MANAGER 
■ Penticton Herald 
______ Phone HY 2-4002_______
I S ITUA TIO N  W A N TED —FE M A LE
I REGISTERED NURSE with sec­
retarial experience. Full of- 
part-timework. Apply Box B77, 
Penticton Herald. 77-79
SPRING Cleaning, 51.00 per hour. 
Phone Elsie, HY 2-3214. 76-81
DIGGING____________ _
WILL do tree hole digging at 10c 
per hole. Phone Albert Klettke, 
HY 8-2336, OUver.______ 63-79
SALESM AN W ANTED
SALESAAAN WANTED
Preferably with experience in 
the, building trade and must 
know his materials. This is a 
position with unlimited oppor­
tunities to the right man. Also 
a wonderful sales opportunity 
for a man with proven sales 
record as a district crew man­
ager handling ' a brand new,. 
fast-moving line. Never be­





V.P»ICifiaoo-i8»3J•Mlan̂ ritant; waiet A BRILLIANT PHVSICIAN 
NSViR ATS MEAT AND AlUAYS PRESSED 
M  TNS COSTVm OP THE ANCIENT OmOS 
HE LIVED TO BE-93 AND BECAME A 
FATHER AT THE AGE OP 90
A  SHELLPISW  
sXUDES A PAPER-THIM SHEU, 
W HIC H  SBRVeS PS A  
CRADLE POP ns  EPOS
R«al Estate
HOMES LO TS
HERE'S A DILLY!! Reduced 5800 
for a quick sale. Total price 
now 55,800. Try 51,000 down. 
Balance at 6%. Two bedrooms, 
basement and other interesting 
features; This has to be sold. 
See Phil Locke at Penticton 
Agencies Ltd. Phone HY 2-5620 
days or HY 2-6420 evenings for 
further particulars. 77-79
BEAUTIFUL view lot on Vanequ 
ver Avenue,- 70 x 140. Sewer. 
Phone.HY 2-6219. 77-101
Real Estate
BU SIN ESS O PPO RTUN ITY
REST Home for, sale. Twelve 
rooms which could'be remodeled 
into a rooming house.' Partly 
furnished.” All ready to step in­
to. New gas furnace. Apply. Box 
R70, Penticton Herald. 76-81
ARE you looking for a new 
home? Come and see this three 
-bedroom • N.H.A. house with 
carport. - This is quality built 
I and well planned. Has many 
I , extra features you’ll like and is 
centrally located. Call Ollen & 
Webber Construction Ltd. at 
HY 2-3574 or HL 2-2254. 76-101
FOR SALE — Lunch and coffee 
shop, doing good business. Ill 
health forces sale. 125 West- 
.minster Avenue* Penticton.
61-101
N O TIC E
To Residents on Oliver 
Rural Routes
FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE 
We accept new and renewal 
subscriptions at
Our Local Office
For carrier delivery to 
YOUR home
Phone Hy 8-3481 
THE HERALD OFFICE
“TODAY'S NEWS TODAY”
BOYS and girls are required for 
delivery routes in Oliver; also 
street sales. Phone HY 8-348:. 
or call at the Herald office to­
day-
industrials Price
Abitibi ...............................  36%
Algoma .............................. 37
Aluminum ............   28%
Bank of Montreal ............  59%
Bell ............................. -40 -
BA Oil ............................. 40
B.C. Forest ............. . 16%
Bank of Commerce ......... 59%-
Cons. M & S ................... 19% '
Dist. Seagram ................. 31%
Hudson M & S ................. 58%
Imp. Oil ............................ 43%
Tnd. Acceptance ...............  38
Int. Nickel .......................  907a
^laci^Iillan . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  42
Massey - Harris ...............  13%
Texaco * Cda. . . . . . . . . . . .  71%
Noranda . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  52
Powell River . . . . . . . . . . . . .  39ta
Royal Bank ...................... -79 ,
Royalite ............................ -V 9% .;-
Steel of Can. i*̂74 : • ,;i
Trans * kltn. . . . . . . . . . . . . •• ;;ll^ia
Mines
Cassiar Asbestos ..........' .’VlOiOO |
Gunnar .............................. ’17 • ‘
Sherritt .............................   4,00 ‘
Steep R ock.........................  13-%
Cowichan Cop........... .........  1-10
Pacific N ickel......................... 42
Quatsino ...............................  .21
Sheep Creek ........................  1.55
Oils
Cen. - Del Rio ............   7.65
F. St. John ................   3.00
Pac. Pete .........................  14%
Van Tor .............'..............  1.00
Miscellaneous
Alberta Dist. ......................  3.15
Can. Colleries ................... 7.00
Cap. Estates ...................... 12.00
In. Nat. Gas ....................  5%
Sun “A” ..........................   1314
Woodwards .....................   23 %
Printed Pattern
W A NTED TO  BUY
8.5 CUBIC FOOT McClary Fridge, 
brand new, still crated, 5190. 
Call C. R. Bowman, No. 15, 
Blue and White Motel. Phone 
HY 2-2720. 77-78
Swap
WILL trade 12-foot plywood boat 
with 60-inch'beam, mahogany 
top and fibre glass bottom, that 
will tow two water skiers, for 
small car, 1952 to 1957 model. 
Write Box 104; Okanagan Falls, 
B.C. 76-78
1 MODERN three bedroom well- 
built home in Greenacres sub­
division. Rumpus room. , Auto­
matic heat. Covered patio. 
Landscaped. Mortgage 5%%. 
Substantial d o w n  payment 
Phone HYatt 2-5996. .. 76-101
HAVE 52,000 CASH, wish to pur­
chase home value about 55,000 
or 56,000. Deal direct with 
owners. Phone HY 2-6097. 77-79
1 ATTRACTIVE year old N.H.A. 
home. Two bedrooms, large 
living room, lovely kitchen, van­
ity bathroom. Full basement 
with rumpus room. Gas heat­
ing and 220 wiring. Sewer; loam 
lot. Phone owner, HY 2-5899.
76-81
A G EN TS AND BRO K ERS
SACRIFICE SALEBOYS AND GIRLS
n S S s p a S f ''jo b " w V to e  p S 1 51.000-00 Down'.....575.00 Monthly 
ticton Herald. Contact the Circu- OWNER MUST SELL 
lation Manager at HY 2-4002.___ | • IMMEDIATELY
Personals
Automotive
A U TO 'IO B ILES  FO R SA LE
Howard & White Motors 
Ltd.
Goodwill Used Cars, Trucks 
G.M. Parts and Accessories 
Agents for
Tilden U-Drive '
496 Main St. Phone HY2-5628
35-tf
1940. Ch r y s l e r , 1959 plates.
Good looking, good transporta- 
'' tion. Leaving town, must sell. 
Can be seen on Evans’ Loop by 
W. Peaker’s. Price 595- 77-79
614 Winnipeg Street. Quiet furn­
ished light housekeeping rooms. 
Close in. Phone HY 2-5888.
THREE-ROOM basement suite at 




For Details on New Low Yearly Rotes Phone 4002
C H A R TER ED  ACCOUNTANTS
BRIGHT, furnished single room 
suitable for two. Includes fridge 
and gas stove. Call at 400 Van 
Horne or phone HY 2-3731.
64-90
NICE room for gentleman, in 
quiet, private home 351 Nanai­
mo West. Phono HY 2-2477.
J _________________ '72-97
FURNISHED light housekeeping 
room for gentleman'only. Close 
in. Phono HY 2-4085. 64-101
ittOARD AND ROOM
idOARD and room tor a gontlo- 
man at 760 Martin St. Phono 
HY 2-6800,  70-101
Herald Want Ads are ready every 
day. Phono HYntt 2-4002.
E. A. CAMPBELL & CO.
CHARTERED ACCOUN'TANTS 
BOARD OF TRADE BUILDING
212 Main St. - Telephone HY2-2836
9-tf
SCHOOLS
Only One Year Old — Close to 
Schools, Tr.ansportation and Shops 
—Large Living-Room — Separate 
MASSAGE, S t e a m ,  Wax andlgining-Room, T\vo Good Sized 
Whirlpool Baths, Colonic Irriga- Bedrooms --W onderful Kitchen 
tion, Ultra Violet Treatments, witl) lots of CupboaM space — 
Facials, Reducing and Exercis- Separate Utility - -  Excellent 4- 
ing Courses. LEES’ MASSAGE Piece Bathroom -  Part Basement 
CENTRE AND SLIM GYM, — Auto. Gas Furnace and Hot 
488 Winnipeg Street, Phone Water.
HY2-3042. 29-291 PLEASE CALL
_  , _ 1 T. Campbell at HY 2-2744 , '
FinnnCjinl Evenings at Summerl’d HY 4-5796
1952' TWO-TONE Dodge, very 
good condition. New upholstery 
on seats. Two heaters. Tires 
practically , new. 5650 cash. 
Phone HY 2-4972. 76-81
1954 BUICK Hardtop, automatic, 
power brakes 'and steering. 
Two-tone, radio, Excellent con­
dition. See at Cabin 4, Jubilee 
Motel, evenings. 76-78
1941 FORD SEDAN in good run­
ning order. First 575 takes it. 
Phone HY 2-6915 between 5 and 
7 p.m. * 77-78
PENTICTON
BUSINESS SCUOOL
Complete Business Courses 




0n« Inwrllon, t>»r Inch Jj-ljJ
Thru ooiiccoutivi dcyii, p«r Inch Oh 
BIX ooiiMoullv* dnyi, per Inch I  .0*
WANT AD OABII HATIfiB 
Olio or two dnyi. 8c por word, poi 
Iniorllon.
Throi coiiiocutivo dxyi, SHo P»r rvord, 
por limorliun, .
BIX conoemiiivo dayo. Bo por word, 
pot Inoertlon,
Minimum chorjo ,fl0 oonlo,
If not paid within 7 dayo an additional 
oharao of 10 par tout.
BPKOIAL NOTIOEB 
11,88 oach foT Dirtho, Doatho, Punor. 
ala, MnrriOKoi, KimaKomonto, Ho- 
coptiun Nnticea and Cardo o( ThaiiKi 
IBc pot count lino tor In Momorlam, 
minimum chargo It.BO. B5% extra 
tf not paid within ion dayo of pub­
lication dau.
C O M IN G  KVIONTS A N D  
ANNaUNOlOMIfiNTB  
Slaoh inoonion, por word 3c. Minimum 
chargo noc. DIaplay, 80 per Una. 
COPY m SAUU N lOB  
8 p.m. day prim to publtcatton, Mon- 
dayo thiougli Prldayo.
IB noon Raturdaya (01 pubitoatlon on 
Moiidnyo.
0 a,m. oancollailono and Oorroutlono, 
Advortuemonlo trnm outatdo the City 
ot Ponticion mual bo accompanied 
with caan to itianra pnblieaimn, 
Advortiaomoiiti ahould bo checUad on 
the rirot puhitcatiun day,
Nowapapora cannot ba roaponilbla foi 
more than one incorroct inaortlon, 
Namca and Addieaaca ol Boxholdaro 
lira nold oonridanlial.
Itcpllea will ba hold for 80 dayo, 
Inoluda lOo additional If ropileo are 
to bo milled.
THM  PIQNTIOTON H K ltA L D  
C tA B m P IK D  OPFU 'W  HOUItB  
8ino n.m. lo ft.30 p.m,, Monday through
Friday
*inn to iBian noon naiurdaya,










101 Loughoed Building 
304 Martin St. • Penticton
Craig Bldg. 
'  31-33
PRIVATE money available fori 
mortgage or discount of agree­
ments for sale, Box G7, Pentic­
ton Herald. 1-tf I
Coming Events
'■ Lynn Schell 
Evenings at HY 2-4600
BO W S FIELD'S
Ir EAL ESTATE INSURANCE 
Phono HY 2-2744
SCRAP METAL
TOP market prices paid for scrap 
Iron, steel, brass, copper, load, 
etc. Honest grading. Prompi 
payment ’ made. Atlas Iron &
Tolopliono HY2-6020
BRANCH 40, Canadian Legion 1374 Main St. 
will host a “Vimy Dinner” on 
April 9th at 6:30 p.m. in the.
Alexander Room. All First S e n s a t i o n a
World War Veterans are wel­
come. Pick up tickets at the O ffoV
Leglon office before April 7th.I v-7iTer
76-80
B ta i r u d '^ S s r  PH(fr%r°Va* 1SUMMERLAND Overture Concert|ranch^stytolmmc,’‘only 
MUVOP BC Phono Mu 'i-6357 Association's final presentation, from downtown West Summer-couver, b .u  pnono mu xudor.i cassentl Players Woodwindhand. Automatic heat. Hoatllator
Quintet, on Friday, April 3rd, fireplace; Attqchod carport and 
nt 8 p.m. In the High School heated workshop. Full price is 
Auditorium, Outstanding per- 5J2,700. Owner would consider 
formance, 76-77 $700 down or take ngroomont or
mortgage ns down payment.
I Phone , .




All Cdn Com 7.82 8.50 1
All Cdn Div , 6.43 7.00 1
^mer Growth 14.16 15.43.,. I
Assoc Inv 8.32 8.40'-v l
Cdn Inv Fund 9.31 io.2i '- . ;J
Commonwealth 8.17 8.95 ■■I
Corp Inv- 9.34 10.15;:.'. 1
Diversified B 3.90 4.25 i:’., 1
Group Accum 5.48' 5.99'-' .̂v|
Group Inc 3.91 4.27.<'-,'1
Grow Oil & Gas 7.62 8.01'".;\:l
Inv Growth 6.39 6.91’i'^i
Inv Mutual 11.59 12.53-^1
Leverage 6.59 \7.24 ,1
North American 9.13 9.92
Mutual Accum 7.63 8.34
Mutual Bond 6.05, 6.34
Mutual Inc 5.30 5.79-
Super Amer 7.05 7.57
• Supr. Ex-55 37.83
Supr Ex-56 ' 31.03
Supr Ex-57 5.32 ft b.; 1
Supr Ex-58 5.67 5.92 , .
Supr Grow 1.92 2.05
SuprInc 4.02 4.32
Trans Can A 30.55
Trans Can B 28.60 ■ • ■.




Timed Inv 5.90 j5 ;9 o :a :
1957 DODGE motor, six cylinder, 
perfect condition, low mileage. 
Complete with starter, oil filter,, 
air cleaner, etc. Clutch, trans­
mission and drive shaft. Call 















376 Main Street Phone IIY2-43G1
27-27
UHIROPOPIST
J. Harold N. Pozer,
FOOT^^SPECIALIST 
In nltendance every Tuesday 
25 Wade Avenue Bast
Phone HY 2-6083










For Your N.H.A. Homo 
See Woodlonds First 
Penticton Agencies Ltd. 
Phono HY2-5620
269-tf




Pltonc HY 2-5806 
'•WHERE RESULTS COUNT”
W AN T JO BREAK 
THE RENT BARRIER??
Trailer Sales
We Buy, Rent, Sell and Trade 
all makes and models 






Follow the STRAIGHT line to 
spring it’s fashion’s smartest! 
So flattering to half-sizes — 
squared collar narrows neck, 
trim skirt slims hipline. Tomor­
row’s -pattern: Girl’s outfit.
Printed Pattern 9182: Hal!
Sizes 14%. 16%, 18%, 20%, 22%, 
24%. Size 16% requires 3% yards 
35-inch fabric.
Send FIFfY CENTS (50c) In 
coins (stamps cannot be accept­
ed) for this pattern, Please print 
plainly SIZE, NAME, ADDRESS 
STYLE NUMBER.
Send your order to: Penticton 
Herald, Pattern Dept,, 60 Front 
Street West, Toronto 1, Ont.
NEW  P R IM A TE
n e w ' YORK (AP)—Archbishop 
James was enthroned Wednesday 
as prirriate of the Greek Ortho­
dox Church of North and South 
America. The 48-year-old arch- 
Dishop, a handsome, bespectacled 
man with' a grey beard, is spirit­
ual leader of approximately 1,- 
300,000 persons in about 350 pap- 
iiJhes.
PROTEST VIGI L 
LONDON (AP)—A group of 40 
students opened a three-day vigil 
near Prime Minister Macmillan's 
official residence Wednesday to 
protest British policy in Nyasa- 
lond.
BO RD ER C liA SlI
LONDON (Reuters) — One Al­
banian soldier was killed and an­
other seriously injured Wednes­
day wlicn 15 Greek 31 o I d i e r s 
crossed the Albanian border and 
laid an ambush near Brachan, 
the Soviet news agency^'Tass re­
ported Wednesday.
Legals
T h i s  S a t .  A u c t i o n
NEW
_________________________  . Three bedroom NHA homo In now
nil subdivlslon. Ultm modern kitchen 
OR TRADE---DonlPTS in all typos (oaturos mahogony ' cupboards
of used ^  ooramlc tile. Largo living
and Logging Supplies, no\v andL^Qf^ fireplace, Dining rwim. 
used wire and rope, pipe nnd bathroom. Full bn.so-
flttlngsi clwlti' plate a n m ^ ^ j  automatic ojl furn.ioo 1
shapes. Atlas iron « Metals jj, „ small two-bedroom
Ltd,, 2.)0 Prior St,, Vancouver, Q„|y 53,2.50 down. To view bhone home with full basement and fur- 
n.C. Phono MU 1-63.17, l- tf ln v  2-5692. 70-101 |naco, that may end .your rent
_  ... problem. The living-room has fir
IMMEDIATE OCCUPANCY floors and the Ijouso has a very
Best buy, $1,650 down payment, L |j,q inyout. The asking price la 
Good terms, l 55,300 with low down pay­
ment. So, why not call Don at
cuiroivf WORK
Rotovating
Custom work done with new 
equipment, 60-lnch wide rotor. 
Ideal for gardens, lawns, or­
chards 50,00 per hour, $5.00 mini 
mum,
Phono HY 2-4125
Best locntlon-Wlndsor Avenue. 
IPbst soil—largo lot,’ Irult trees 
and small fruits. 
iPIno construction. Thtoe bed­
rooms. Automatic gas furnace, 
220 wiring, Kitchen and bath­
room Just redecorated. Full 
basement. MatcHing garage. 
iPhone IIYaU 2-6311., 76-101
2-5620 or 2-4445 today?
PEN TIC TO N  
AGENCIES
LAND REGISTRY ACT 
(Section 101)
IN THE MATTMR OP Lot 4, 
Block 2, Map 4'1, in the Munlcl 
pallty of Poachland.
PROOF having been filed in my | 
office of the loss of Cortlflcale of 
Title No. 752,')0P to the above-1 
monllonod lands In the names ofi 
Benjamin Franklin Gummow of 
Penchland, B.C,, and H e n r y  
Washington Brown ot Wostbnnk, 
B.C., in Trust, see D, D. 75230F1 
and bearing date the 25th of Aug­
ust, 1058,
I HEREBY GIVE NOTICE ot| 
my inicnlion at the expiration of 
one calendar month from the first 
publication hereof to issue to llte 
said Benjamin Franklin Gummow 
and Henry Wnshlngton Brown In| 
trust, a Provisional Certificate of 
Tillo in lieu of the said lost Cortl- 
flcnto. Any person having any 
information wilh rotoronco to nucli 
lost certificate ot lllle Is requested 
to oommunlealo with the undef- 
signed. ,
DATED nt t'lio Lnnd Rogistiy 
Office, Knmlooim, British Colum­
bia, llvls 16th day of March, 195.3.
APRIL 4 - AT 2 P.M.
FOLLOWING ARTICLES 
C h e ste r - Quuntlly of lioddlng a jld  lln
THE
JModorn style bed 
field and chair 
Combination radio and rec­
ord player 
Buffets — all typos 
Full size Hollywood bed with 
padded head board 
4 new hardwood dinette 
chairs (light color, plastic 
scats)
Pair of metal single hods 
Pair canvas lawn chairs
on and dishes 
Hardwick gas rimgo’, *
Inglls wringer wnshor\wlth 
pump




Sovornl doors and windows 
8 amp M,r>. skill saw 
Single shot ,22 rifle 
Pair 7x50 binoculars ml
Remomhor . . . Smithson's are open regular store hours and 
operate business every day. In the event you cannot attend 
our auctions call in and see our selection of Furniture, 
Appliances, Adding Machine, Letter Files.
Truck plywood van and a tandem wheel trailer with tyictal 
van (can l)o converted to small house trailer), pair wheels 
and frame to make a boat frailer. Tractor Fresno (scraper 
and lovelier),




U d  EIIU SlrcDt ritonc HY 2-3
TO  BUY OR SELL CALL SMitHSON'S
BEHIND THE SCREEN
1 Think I've 
My Sons' Says Bing
HOLLYWOOD (AP) — Bing 
Crosby has admitted what other 
famous fathers have discovered-: 
“It’s not easy to rear children in 
Holl5̂ vood. '
Speaking of his four elder sons, 
the crooner commented in an in­
terview: “I think I ’ve failed them 
lay giving them too much work 
and discipline, too , much money 
and too little time and atten­
tion.’’
’ Symptoms of Crosby’s "fail­
ure”, as a father: 'l\vo sons have 
been arrested for drunk driving; 
all four have haunted the. gay 
' world of Las Vegas (Philip and 
Dennis married showgirls); the 
parties of Gary and Lindsay have 
brought complaints from * neigh 
bors.
■ Bing is not the only star to be 
troubled by his children. His 
brother Bob’s son, Chris, 15, once 
•was arrested when police said he 
tiied to steal a cur.
OTHERS TOO
, Edward G. Robinson Jr., has 
. been in the news repeatedly with 
drunk arrests.
John Barrymore Jr. made the 
papers recently with a , hlt- 
’ and-run, drunk driving charge. 
His half-sister, Diana, wrote n 
teary book about her long battle 
with • alcoholism
Charles Chaplin Jr. has a po­
lice record for drunkenness
Barbara Ann® Burns, daughter 
of the late comedian Bob Burns, 
was sentenced to 90 days for drug 
addiction.
- - Chris Crawford, adopted son oi’ 
•Joan Crawford, was arrested on 
a delinquency charge in Green-
H er^dd's B ridge 
E xpert to  E n ter
THE PENTICTON HERALD
Thursday, April 2, 1959
with an air rifle. And then there 
was Cheryl Crane, daughter of 
Lana Turner, who killed her 
mother’s lover but was absolved 
of blame.
Of course, these headlined 
scions of the famous don’t tell 
tlie whole story,
SOME GOOD
There are far more sons and 
daughters of stars who never 
have made the:'scandalous news. 
Examples: Actress Maria Man- 
ton (Marlene Dietrich); budding 
perfOTmers Pat Wajme (John); 
Jody McCrea (Joel); Ricky and 
Davied Nelson (Ozzie and-Har­
riet); James Mac Arthur (Helen 
Hayes); writer Arthur ..Marks 
(Groucho);, director Andy Mc- 
Laglen (Victor); and baseball 
executive Joe Brown (Joe E.)..
But there are enough troubled 
stars to point a trend. Why is 
this?
There appear to' be twd big 
reasons:
1. Tlie position of a movie star 
can be an overpowering one, 
leaves little time for family mat­
ters. Many film children are 
roared by slrangfefs or shunted 
off to boarding schools. ' 
PARENTS BUSY
Said Robinson Jr: “My mother 
is a fine artist. She. was, often 
travelling in Europe, having ex­
hibitions, etc. My father was 
making pictures all the time. I 
went to boarding schools, I hated 
them, except for one I attended 
in St. Louis. It was small and 
friendly, like living in your own 
home.”
2. It can be hard for anyone to
B. Jay Becker, whose column 
on bridge appears on this page 
of the Herald will head the Am­
erican team that will ,try to re­
gain the world bridge champion­
ship from'Italy next year.
He, and: his teammates quali­
fied ̂ f or the job by winning . the 
Amwican Contract Bridge Lea­
gue championship in Seattle, 
Wash., on March 26, triumphing 
over 80 teams that had enterec 
the contest. In so doing, the Bec­
ker team also won the Vander­
bilt trophy. '
It w*as the sixth such victory
for Mr. Becker and, his 35th 
world or national championship. 
Members of the triumphant Van­
derbilt team; whiclt defeated a 
team led- by Charles H. Goren, 
are Becker, John R. Crawford, 
George.Rapee, Tobias Stone, all 
of New York; Sidney Silodor of 
Havertown,. Pa., and Norman 
Kay of Merchantville, N.J.
The team goes, to Rome in 
April of -1960 ' fo r , . the World 
Bridge Olympiad which will coin­
cide with the Olympic games 
being held at the shme time. 
Italy, the. defending world cham­
pion, has worn the crown for 
three years. An Arnerican team 
has not won the world title since 
1954; ‘
ELMO J U S T  SA ID  
(A  NAUG HTY WORD
W ASH H IS  
MOUTH O UT 









C K O K
- port, N.Y. after a shooting spree 1 bear a noted name.
CONTRACT BRIDGE
By B. J u y  B ecker
(Top Record Holder in MastersMndivldual Championship Play)
rHUBSDAT.
6:00 Nevri, Gingerbread 
llonic
6:1S Road Shon, b:30. 
New*
6:3S Road Show • 
Dinner CInb
6:45 (S Mtn.i Okanagan 
Rond a  Weather 
Report
S;00 New*, Dinner ClDb 
0:30 Sport*, Dinner. Clob 
-6:65-New*
3 :U» Dinner Club
3::io Down In the Vallej
8:00 New*8:tS Personality Paradt 
8:30 .\iHlgnnient 
g:00 Rnrh to lb* Bible
Ronr.
6:30 Bing Crosby Show 
10:00 New*. Sport.
Swap and Shop 
10:30 Drenmtime 
11:00 News, Prenehle’s 
Platter Party
13:00 New* * Sign etf «
FRIOAT, .
6-8 a.m. — Shannon Show 
1:40 (S min.) March 
around B’last Table 
8:00 News, Sports, SM 
8:00 New*. Cofte* Time 
8:35 New*
8:30 Swift’s Money Man 
10:00 New*. Coffee Time 
10:45 W1in Am 1 
10:55 New*
11:00 Rovlag Reporter 




11:30 Talk of the Towa 
11:45 Lnnrheon Data 
13:00 Newt, Sport, 
l.uneheon Date 
13:30 New*. Rd-weatber- ■ 
temp, report 
13:45 Luncheon Date 
1:00 Farm Foram, LD, 
Stork Qnntr*
1:30 Swap A Shop Orovllle, Calling 
SiOO Srhool' Bmadrail 
3:30 Beef A Bouquet 
3:00 News, Stork Club 
3:15 Make Mine Made 
4:15 liny* * Gal*
TELEVISION
CHANNEL IS 
THl'RSDAY, APRIL 3 
3:15 Nnrsery School Time 
3:30 DouKla* Falrbanlis 
4;00 Open Hon̂ e 
4:30 TBA '
6:00 Maggie Mnggtn* 
>6:16 Gumby . •
6:30 Woody Woodpecker ̂  
6:00 Children’s Newsreel 
6:30 CHBC News,
Weather, Sports ' 
6:66 What’s ob Tonight
South dealer. ' 
North-South vulnerable.
41Q98S
V K Q 1 0 9 8
N O R TH  
4bA10 
V 6 5 2  
^  AKIO 9 8 
4 i Q 5 2
B A S T*
4k J 4 3 2
^ 7 5 4
4 A 1 0 9 3  
SO U TH  
4 k K 7 5  
« A 7 3  
^ J S 2  
4 b K 8 7 4
Tb6 bidding:
South W est N orth x%st
^UMMa Aeortni Rosea Beitadonna
Poas PssB • Pass
3NT Paaa 8NT
Opening lead—queen of hearts.
A little lupk and a bit of chi­
canery in this hand gained the 
United States. 5 international 
match points- against Italy in 
their recent match for th^ world 
championship.
Fishbein jumped to two no- 
trump after passing, and Hazen 
gave him a vote of confidence by 
going to three.
Avarelli led tlie queen of hearts 
(the Roman pair lead the lower 
of touching honors), East play­
ing the jack. Hearts were con­
tinued,-Fishbein taking the third 
heart/ lead.
The situation didn’t look good 
to Fishbein at this point, but tlie 
500 spectators, who were follow­
ing each bid and play on a giant 
electronic screen showing every­
body’s cards, knew everything 
would come out all right.
The first hurdle .was passed 
successfully when Fishbein tried 
the diamond finesse and it work­
ed. T h e  contract, now hinged on 
whether Avarelli or Belladonna 
had the ace of clubs.
After cashing five diamonds, 
Fishbein led, a club to the king, 
When it held, his troubles ivere 
over. He cashed nine tricks iand 
gave up the ghost. The vulnerable 
game was worth 600 points.
At tl\e ol^er table the Italian 
pair who held tlie North-South 
cards were the victims of a hoax 
perpetrated by the American 
East-West pair. This was the bid­
ding: ’ , , .
CHANNEL •
Monday thru Friday.
10:50 RRBM Cartoon* 
11:00 Romper Room 
11:30 Peter Lind Haye*
; Show
13:30 Mather* Day 
1:00 Uberace 
1:30 Star performance 
3:00 Four Day In Court 
3:30 Krem’s . Kamera 
3:00 Beaf the Cloek 









Fry and Lazard were playing 
weak (preemptive) two bids. It 
was difficult for Forquet to take 
any action- (vulnerable)over 
Fry’s two heart bid. When For­
quet passed, Lazard, gazing at a 
6 point hand which he knew was 
faced b^ an equally unimpressive 
holding, decided the situation 
called for' desperate, measures..
Putting- on a bold show 
strength, Lazard leaped to four 
hearts. The coup was successful. 
Fry went down three: tricks—150 
points. The adverse strength was 
so divided that neithe^ Forquet 
nor Siniscalco could safely dou­
ble. '
, The United States team gained 
450 points on the deal—5 IMPis.
1:00 Meet the People 
1:30 Mnilc Maker* ’58 ' 
8:00 Rencue 8 
8:30 Tlie Cnforeieen 
'8:00 Wyatt Earp 
8:30 lllRbway Patrol 
10:00 W'restllnB - 
11:00 CBC-TV New*
11:05 Music Makers ’59 
FRIDAY, APBIl. - 3 
3:15 Nursery School Time 
3:30 Hiram Holiday 
4:OOiOpen House .
.4:30 P.M. Party 
6:00 Howdy Diiody 
6:00 Here’* Duffy
6:30 Mlpbty Mouse 
H::«» CHBC-TV New*
6:40 CHBO-TV weathai 
6:46 CHBC-TV Sport* 
6:55 What’* On TonI*ht 
1:00 OK Farm A Garden 
1:30 The Week’s Weather 
1:45 TBA
8:00 Talent Caravan 
8:30 How to Harry a 
Millionaire 
8:00 Oldmoblle Show 
9:30 Country Hoedown 
10:00 Inland Theatre: ..
Riders, ef (he Purple Sage 
11:16 CBC-TV New*
EEVA, V-MOU MEAN 
THAT 'iOO'RE with 
THE PBl *
’mother'-MAC I 
MV JOB TO KEEP 
KsUANA'5 BUACR REARL 
PROM PALLINie INTO 
n  RED HANDS!
VJOW’EEl THlS' IS MORE 
EXClTlHlii THAN SOME OF _______ _____ -
th e  radio  su d s  o pera s th e r e  a r e  m o re
I'VE BEEN IN, EXCEPT 5UBTLE-Y/AVS TO 





j o b !
I  LIKE DIS EEVA VIXINl 
. AN'TO THINK PAT SHE 
IS FWUM ABVSMALSTAN! . 
1 MUST WIRE CAWWieAN J 
NOT TO COME PAW A
i¥?A iV ff/93  A P B  
f f M P y y  TOC
lOOKS UKS THSPeOPLB 
tm o  HSPB HAVJS 
NO /NTSNTION OP 
PBTURN/N&.
('O U K B  TO  K B O N  WHY 
THEY I.B P T S O  SUIE3BNUY!
;i:00 American Bandstand 
6:00 Popeye - /
5:30 Mickey MuuN Club
THURSDAY, APRIL 8 
6;00 Huckleberry Bound 
«::«l Newehent:. ■
1:00 Bnrns A Allen 





10:00 Dial 999 
,10:30 Ntghibeat and
John Daly *
11:00 Channel 8 Theatiu - 
FRIDAY, APRIL S'"
6:00 Bugs Bunny 
6::ttl -New*bcal ' '
1:00 This la Alice 
1:30 Rlii --.'lin Tin- 
8:00 Walt Disney 
Present*
8:00 Tombstone Terrlt:^ 
9:30 11 Smiset Strip 
18:30 Ntghtbeat and ' .
I John'-Daly 
111:00 Channel t  Theatre
r.HANNEL 4 
THURSDAY, APRIL 8 
8:00 Fur Love or Money 
9 ::iu Godfrey. Time 
10:00 I I.ove I.ncy IO:30TapDollar '
11:00 Love of Life 
11:30 Search for 
Tomorrow 
11:45 Onldlng Light - 
13:00 Dan Smoot 
13:16 Industry on Parp-le 
13:30 A* the: World Tunis 
1:00 Jimmy Dean Show 
1:30 Houseparty 
8:00 Big Payoff'
3:30 Verdict Is Your* 
3:00 Brighter Day o 
3:16 Secret .Storm . : 
3:30 Edge of Night 
4:00 Cliff Carl 'Show 
4:30 Early Show 
5:00 Cartnon Clown 
6:35 Greater Spokane
6:30 Song Shop -
6:00 New*
6:10 Sports Spotlight 
8:15 Dong Edwards 
6:30 I Love Lucy - 
1:00 Jeff’s Collie 
t:::o ncrrlnccr 
8:00 Zane Grey Theatre 
8:30 Playhouse 90 
10:00 Bold Venture 
10:38 Night Edition 




9:30̂ . Godfrey Time 
10:00'I Uivc. Lucy 
10:30 Tdp Dollar 
11:00 Love of Life 
11:30 Search lor To­
morrow
11:45 Guiding Light . 
13:00 It’s a Great Lite
12:30 As .The World Tnras | 
1:00 Jimmy Dean Show 
1:30 Houseparty 
‘3:00 Big Payoff 
3:30 Verdict Is -Tutir* ' 
3:00 Brighter Day 
3:15-Secret Sturm 
3:30 Edge of. Night '
4:00 Cliff Carl. Show 
4:30 Early Show 
6:50 LIte-O 
6:00 The New*
6:10 Sport* Spotlight ''
6;15 Doug Edward*
6:30- Hit Parade 
1:00 Rawhide 
8:00 Phil Silver*
8:30 Colonel - Flack.
9:00,The Lineup 
9:30 Kingdom of the Sea 1 
10:00 Soldiers of - Fortune \ 
• u:;iu Nighi Edition 
10:40 Sports Scoreboard 
10:45 Late Show




I’M TRVIN& TO  e e r TH E  
TANK TO O PERA TS-THB  
. ONE WE R3UNP HERS! JT 
HAS AN AlR-CONPlTIONlNe 
'  SYSTEM  IN rrJ IF IT  WORKS 
IT  W ILL EXTEND OUR
of
Tomorrow: The Neapolitan Club system.
Monday thru Friday 
CHANNEL b 
8:30 Q Toons 
9:00 Dough Re Ml 
9 :3U|Treasure Hunt 
10:00'Price Is Right 
10:30 Concentration. 
lUOOjric Tar Dough . 
11:30 ItvConId Be Von 
13:00 Truth of.
Cunitquence*,
13:30 Haggis Baggis 
1:00 Today is Onrs "" 
1:30 From These Root* 
3:00 Queen for a Day
DAILY CROSSWORD
ACROSS 
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3:30 County Fair ,
3:30 Olatinee -do ' Sis 
4:45 Uur Gang 
4:45 Cliff f̂ nrl 
5:00 Five O’clock Movie 
THURSDAY, APRIL 3 
6:30 Front Pago 
' 6:45 NBC New*
1:00 Highway Patrol 
,1:30 Slate Trooper 
.8:00 Steve. Canyon 
' 8:30 Oirismoblle Mnele 
Theatre
. 0:00 Sen Hunt 
‘ 9:30 TenCHRee Ernie Ford 




FRIDAY, APRIL 3 
6:30 Front Page ’
6:45 NBC Newe 
1:00 Cavalcade of Sporte 
' 1 :4|T Decorating Ideae 
8:00 Ellery Queen 
9:00 .M Squad .
0:30 The Thin .Maa 




L A T S R .,.B !tlC K  W OUKS O H T H S T A !^
I  U SE TH E  SOLAR 
* MIRRORS FROM TH E  
r RADIO S E X  AAAVEE I  '
CAN BUILD UP TH E  "
PAM AND LIDA SHOULD 
BE BACK BYNOW-„rD 
B E TTE R  eO LOOK 
FO R TH EM !
UNCA CJO.NALDOf NO, LO UIE, 
IS  ANYONE' rf^ S A tE M B E .R ,
alw ays ----------
HUBERT
1 3 s' •
i
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DAILY (inv i’TOULOTR -  Here’s how to work Hi
A X V D i n A A X R  
. IB L O N O r E L L O W
Uiie loiter simply stands tor another. In this sample A Is used 
ror the three L's, X for two O’s, etc. Single letters, apostrophes, the 
length and formation of the words are all hints. Each day the cod^ 
letters are dlfloront,
A Cr.vptoKrpm Qiintiitlnn
T R V M T-: .T V P P J E K . .S Q G P F C P
T Q W M ; X J Q F C X n  S X V Q P W M E J V P




HD lOBO, King Ftstureii Syndlf>t», Inc,, World rlsM i rjierved.-'
TO  E R R
IS  H U A tA I^
THAT'S ju s t ) f  VtJU ME.AN^ 
WHAT t'VE \1<SHE EXPECTS 
BEEN TELLINS)/' VOL) ALWAYS 






IF YOUR ARM 
SO.K
.p.HOW COMB YA HAVE 
IT BANDAGED UP AN^
IN  A  S U N G  ?
OH, I TH O U G H T I  G HO ULDI 
B E  A  L I T T L E  M O REI Ar̂ vyl ii>r? ..... .....LADYLIKE.
. AN’ TRY T' SLOW UP j 
MYGOOD OL* PUNCHINM 
ARMABIT,^/------------- ' '
“No, you can’t borrow a cup of sugar—and by ths i p/% 
• way, Isn't that my cup ?“
THE OLD HOME TOWN By Stanley S
I |h i
i t s  BgPAI A  BATn-gel RMALUT S '
GOT JUNIOIf OUT O' I h '  HOUSP ^
TO a A V -A W A V  TROM T K e
tv -1  CAN HEfARHIM
OUT4M*m7fPBSH
PAN(S/A(g!!/
A'nMerdn.v'N C ry i
IIOU.SE AND lIOMte
tinnote: HE HATH EATEN ME OUT OF 
-.SHAKESP.EARE.
A IR  BA N«'
m
trxtjjesorTVESSS9B5SSS*£m tosepipwmaxc istd
WASTE VtJURTIMB AMD MINE.
1/
IPOYDU 
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Manitoba Politicians ••5. _
Swinging into Action
WINNIPEG (CP) — Manitoba timates of 5120,000,000 were only 
politicians sprang quickly , into 515,000,000 higher_ than those in­
action Wednesday night with the 
first speeches of a provincial 
election campaign that will last 
only the legal minimum of 44 
days.
Liberal - Progressive Leader 
D. L. Campbell, premier for 10 
years before he was defeated by 
t h e  Progressive Conservatives 
last June; started his party’s 
campaign at a nomination meet­
ing here.
Attorney-General Sterling Lyon 
got in the first verbal licks for 
the Conservatives.
The campaign .opening came 
iess than 24 hours after the Leg­
islature had been dissolved as' a 
result of the defeat of the minor­
ity Progressive-Conservative gov­
ernment. Campaign plans of Pre­
mier Duff D o b 1 in and CCF 






LOCAL LADS PIOY ROVING LIFE
Spring may be arriving in Penticton but ten 
miles away high on Beaconsfield Mountain, win­
ter conditions stilV exist. Investigating these con­
ditions over the Easter weekend were nine hardy 
members of the 1st Penticton Rover Crew, who
spent four days hiking,'skiing, snow-shoeing and 
enjoying the crisp air atop the snow-covered 
mountain. About to set off on the homeward 
hike are, from left, Tom Ramsay, Murray Dean 
and Ted Hannah. '
Brokerage Head, Police 
Confer on Gold Deal
VICTORIA (CP)—British Col­
umbia brokerage superintendent 
J . Stewart Smith flies to. Van­
couver today to confer with 
police fraud experts about a 
5500,000 fund-raising deal to fi­
nance extraction of gold froni the 
sands of the Fraser River, e 
scheme which never paid off.
No charges have been laid in 
the case.
Informants 'here said the whole 
case appears to ' hinge on the 
w;hereabouts of 68 - year - old 
James Harris McKee, in whose 
name about 5487,000 was depos­
ited in trust to invest as he saw 
fit, mainly for the Ontario-based 
iSreedom Fouiidation.
•The Freedom Foundation, was 
set up to fight Communism. Prof­
its from the gold mining venture 
were to be used to build a  radio 
station near Prince George, B.C. 
which was to'be beamed at Com­
munist China.
BAPTIST. MONEY
Most of the money was in­
vested by Baptists in Toronto 
and Vancouver. It was loaned on 
a  one-year promissory note basis 
and under a clause in the B.C. 
Security Frauds Prevention Act 
‘a  trade in negotiable bills of ex­
change or promissory notes or 
other commercial paper matur­
ing not more than one year, from 
the date of issue” is exempt from 
jprosecution.
Records in the provincial se 
curities o f f i c 6 s show McKee 
spent' money on eight different 
ventures in B;C. to release gold 
•from the black sands of the Fra­
ser by a floatation process. The 
records also show that only some 
5200 was left in his trust account 
as of May 31, 1958, and appar­
ently none of the gold mining 
ventures were successful.
McKee has been missing from 
his Vancouver headquarters for
some months. Authorities here 
believed that he may be in Cali­
fornia, i V
NOTHING FOR PRESS 
Rev. Leslie Millin, a director of 
the Freedom Foundation, arrive<l 
here Tuesday to talk to the su­
perintendent of brokers, accom­
panied by his lawyer. He was 
non-communicative when ques­
tioned by reporters.
Work on the placer gold mining 
projects was suspended about six 
weeks ago. . i
About 5410,000 was collected in
the Toronto area by the Freedom 
Foundation for the project end 
another- 577,000 in Vancouver, 
However, 531,000 was refunded of 
the Vancouver coUections to per­
sons who wanted their money 
back and about 522,000 was re­
funded at Toronto.
McKee is reported to be 
native of "^Brandon, Man., where 
he is said to have once been bur­
sar of Brandon College. The B.C. 
securities commission here has a 
voluminous file on his. mining 
ventures dating back 10 years.
troduced by the Liberals a year CHILLIWACK, B.C. — (C PI- 
earlier, Mr. Campbell said. Streams swollen from five inches 
HUGE SUM VOTE D • in *36 hours threatened se-
"They neglected completely to rious flooding in low-lying areas 
take into account the huge sum of the Fraser Valley Wednesday, 
of 53,000,000 voted at the fall Five pumps working at capa- 
session of the legislature,” he city TO ,miles west of here <Were 
said. “That is not the kind of ac- draining 7,500 gallons a second 
counting that we want to have Ug the floodwaters continued to 
the province of Manitoba placing L.jg0 at the rate of 1.2 inches an 
before its taxpayers.” . hour. '
Premier Roblin did not want . , , "
xull discussion of his financial Several basemente^ were flood 
plans because the Liberals ‘were ed as drainage ditches-.became 
ready and ' he--knew we were blocked.. Runoff . from nearby 
ready to show them up in their mountains formed several new 
true light.” streams which rushed across the
Mr. Campbell said that for road to nearby Cultus Lake, 
the' Liberal-Progressives, things A,torrential spring storm loos 
were much more propitious than ened snow and mud slides which 
they were a year ago. He was blocked highways in the Cascade 
sure the party’ would return to Mountains in ’Washington State 
power in May. Western Washington rivers rose
Mr. Lyon said th e , opposition rapidly as they were fed by 
parties in the legislature had 
started "polKical manoeuvres”
Officials of the Elk Creek wa­
ter works, which supplies water 
to Chilliwack city and district, 
said several land slides near the 
intake caused severe water ̂ dis­
coloration. The system’s 2,500,- 
000 gallon emergency reserve 
tank was put into service.
The Dominion experimental 
farm at Agassiz, 10 miles' north­
east of here, said March will be 
recorded as the month with the 
least sunshine and l a r g e s t  
amount of -rainfall since records 
were started there.
heavy ralhs and runoff In the TH E PENTICTON HER AID 1 0
mountains. Thursday, April 2, 1959
1 FALSE ALARM
PUEBLO, Colo. (AP)-^Police 
were called Tuesday when union 
bus station employees noticet 
blood oozing from a suitcase 
Sgts. H. L. Nielson and Raymond 
Marshall found the suitcase con­
tained 'frozen T-bone steaks that 
were beginning to thaw. They’ 
been sent from Grand Valley 
Colo., to a Pueblo family.-
Special Issue of 
Ubyssey Planned
VANCOUVER — (CP) — The 
University of British Columbia’s 
Alma Mater Society will issue a 
special edition of the student 
newspaper Ubyssey Thursday to 
apologize for the controversial 
goon” edition last week which 
lampooned the Easter tradition;
Students who contributed to 
last-week’s issue, described as 
sacrilegious and disgusting” by 
student authorities,: have been 
asked to write personal apologies 
in Thursday’s edition.
The special issue is being pre­
pared by the society. The entire 
regular staff has been suspended 
by the student council.
A1 Forrest, editor of 'Ubyssey, 
has been ordered to appear be­
fore the university’s faculty dis­
cipline committee Thursday to 
explain the objectionable edition.
The election is set for less than Ljjnogt^ as "soon as the House 
1 months after the last general March 12.' Opposition
vote on June 16, 1958. Sending L^g|^|jgj,g criticized the
after that election and at dissolu- _Qygj.„jjjgnt*s ^ew education plan 
ton was; Progressive Cpnserva-jg^Qj,^g^ to scramble back on the 
tive 26, Liberal-Progressive 1°> bandwagon after voters approved 
GCF U, Independent one. Total new system of school divisions
1 j- provicled by the plan.
Mr. Campbell indicated that ,pj,jg conservatives had done 
the Liberals will concentrate I ĵ Qj,g jgj. education in Manitoba 
their fire on the financial opera- j months than the Liberals
tions of the Progressive Consew-|jjg^ ̂ gj,g nine years, he said.o 
atlve administration. Mr. Roblin 
lad said he had a balanced 
judget, although he did not pre­
sent his budget speech before dis­
solution.
“The fact is that the budget is 
not balanced,” said Mr. Camp­
bell. “That is not a correct state­
ment. There is no surplus in the 
budget and • that can be demon-
the
pie believe, that his spending es-j Associated Fress science wnieri
\  EXCELSIOR SPRINGS, Mo.
(AP)-LThe seeds of cancer may I 
lurk in your body—ah unwanted 
iigift planted perhaps l()0,(k)0 years 
ago,,in* the ‘cells ot.-an ancestor.
Only i a few • such seeds among 
the Mlliohs of cells of your body 










NATO at Crossroads 
Oh 10th Arniiversary
By ALAN HARVEY 
Canadian Press Staff Writer
OTTAWA (CP) -t̂ '̂ NATO is 10 
years old this week;’As usual, it 
stands at. the crossroads.
C^ild of crisis, conceived by na­
tions placing'safety above sover­
eignty, the alliance enters its sec­
ond decade amid-anxieties about 
Berlin, doubts- about its own vi­
tality and calls for a “new 
NATO.”
• The 10th' anniversary meetings 
starting in Washington Thursday 
are overlaid with a sense of ur­
gency.
In, this anniversary week — to 
be h\arked in Ottawa Saturday 
by a military display, on flag-be­
decked ’ Parliament Hill and .a 
speech by Prime Minister Diefen- 
baker—pressures weigh on the 
Atlantic community from within 
apd without.
Externally, the Soviet menace 
to Germany varies in intensity. 
NATO partners strain for a- solu­
tion, without convincing signs of 
success.
Internally, French insistence on
MEXICO CITY (AP)
formed , sources said_ today that| ;;As these seeds-—perhaps sleep-1 
investigation of the Easter rail ihg viruse^w ere passed on.gen- 
strike has uncovered a Commun- efation to. generation they may 
ist plpt to upset Mexico’s social have : aw aken^ / frpm - time tol 
order by a chain of strikes in key 1 time bringing ra  ,; sodden m  
industries. J’-v je j^ c te d  c ^ c e r  a t t a c k . •
More, than 300 confessions from .i'lliiS is a ’ theory:; e^ at
rail strikers are reported to have this'week’s'American Cancer Sch 
revealed this goal. ciety seminar: on cancer research
The . Mexican government has and ; progress by /' Dr. Ludwik 
lihked, two Soviet embassy offi- Gross, of; the Veterans ;: Adminis-| 
cials with the plot and ordered tration Hospital Bronx', N.Y. 
them to get out of the country INHERTIED 'VIRUSES 
Friday. * TheW sleeping
A reliable Mexican source said how hitch-hike a ride through the 
the Soviet embassy gave 1,000,000 centuries with the; genes of the
national “ erandeur” threatens|P®®°^~®^^^ ^®®’®®® “  strike cell-getting passed along with national grandeur . tiireaxen^  ̂ but secret police trail- inherited factors from one gen­
ing a leftist union leader seized! eration:; to the next. D r., Gross|
Bring in this valuable certificate 
SAVE $ 2 5  on the H O O V ER 861
The HQOver Constellation is Canada's , 
greatest cleaner value at any time— 
but it’s a once-in-a-lifetime bargain 
during Hoover Week!; . V- 
The Hoover Constellation has the
smooth,- efficient power to mak^ short 
work of every cleaning job. Complete 
set of cleaning .tools included. 
Beautifully styled in Antique;, ^
Gold and Pearl .White.
mm f
I :  I
ronLntTi^^^^^^ ^«t secret police trail- inherited factors fro  one gen-
m  ti n t t  next. .
graiea lo . . cash. - suggested.
The goal of 1()0 divisions dwin- BACK TO NORMAL What aw  a'k e n s the deadly
dies to the reality'of 20, of which Train service , meanwhile is virus, triggering; its cancer-caus-
15 are ready for combat. , gradually getting back to normal.
Is NATO therefore a c r e a k i n g  There stiU are pockets of resist-
coalition,, foredoomed to "fearly ,
dismantlement? .  = -N ear Torroon, m north central
, Mexico, a striker tned to assassi- 
Canadian experts say no. • the army commander of the 
Veteran diplomat Dana . Wil- 4th military zone. In Jalapa, an 
grass spent -eight years at the important rail junction 150 miles 
heart of affairs as Canada’s am- east.of Mexico City, more than 
bpsador to NATO. In an inter*- 300' women demonstrated 'Wed- 
view, he said he is, optimistic jjesday'’ for the release of De- 
about the way the alliance is metrio Vallejo, jailed head of the 
gradually, growing, and develop- pajjway workers union, 
ing. . ,: ...... .................
We are an alliance of free I Every .second Canada produces
BCPC Asks for New Look 
At Fish. Power Issue
• VKTTORIA (CP) — The B. C.
Power Commission Wednesday 
made a plea for a new look at 
the problem of fish versus power.
In a brief to the Shrum royal 
commission, the power commis­
sion said that two of Its power 
projects on the Somass river sys- 
tcra were abandoned at the plan­
ning stage when It became ap 
parent that fish conservation 
measures might cost $3,000,000.
The power commission suggest 
ed that a special agency bo set 
up to deal with the flsh-powor 
problem "taking inlo account the 
economic value of the two re- 
Bources concerned.”
Dr. Gordon Shrum, whose com 
mission Is Investlgntlng power
Lemieux Heads 
RCMPinB.C.
O'TTAWA (CP) -  Assistant 
commissioner J, R, Lomloux, son 
of n police chief and bom in the 
Vallcyflcld, Quc., police station 
B5 years ago, Wednesday was ap­
pointed officer commanding Iho 
RCIMP’s E division In British 
Columbia.
He succeeds deputy oommls 
sloncr C. W. Harvlson whoso 
transfer hero from B.C. was an 
pounced last week.
The new B.C, division E com 
mandor Joined the force in 1932 
and was an active participant In 
the spy Investigation resulting 
from tho disclosures of Igor Gou 
zonko, Russian Embassy cipher 
clerk who fled the embassy In 
3940.
Ho has served in Now Bruns­
wick, Ontario and Saskatchewan 
as well as Queliec. Before being 
uiipolutcd urricvr cummundlug C 
division at Montreal In 3955 he 
served here ns officer In charge 
of ihe sprclnl branch,
Dale of his irnnsfer from Mon­
treal was not announced.
commission operations, said the 
rief should be printed and widely 
Istrlbuled “particularly among 
: iGopIo who suggest to us that 
lower rates should come down.” 
He said the important thing in 
the fish-power question was "what 
s the best thing ,for the people 
of B.C. as a whole—not what Is 
mportant to one group."
Tho brief said tho power com­
mission, in an attempt to satisfy 
cdcral and provincial fisheries 
officials, spent more than 557,000 
on studies of problems involved 
n protecting fish which might bo 
affected by hydro electric de­
velopments planned for the So- 
mass,
In addition $221,000 hod been 
spent on facilltios for protecting 
fish at tho Ash river development, 
one of three proposed for tho So- 
mass river system which wont 
ahead.
Another $200,000 may be re­
quired before the power commis­
sion can use tho proportion of 
flow for power purposes which H 
had anticipated at Ash,
"The purpose of the fishery de 
partmonls Is to protect fish,” sale 
BCPC planning engineer Amos 
Windsor,
Unfortunately this duly doca 
not appear to In'i/olvo economic 
consldorntlons and largo expendi­
tures may bo required In order to 
protect quite omnll runo of fish 
of no significant value.”
The brief said power develop 
ments which effect In any way 
the fishery Interests In B.C, "Can 
under existing circumstancoB only 
bo conslruotcd when they are ef­
ficiently nttraotlve economically 
lo provide cost, of protecting af 
tho fish.”
"It would bo n great help to 
power development generally 
(here were some agciicy to rc 
solve tho problems of fish and 
power, taking Into account the 
economic value of the two re­
sources concerned,” tho brief 
isald.
10 LITTIE DIPPER CAKE MIXES AT OROCER8 EVERYWHERE;
countries,” he said. “̂I t . is per- gome 700 pounds of paper or pulp, 
fectly natural th a t: there should 
be some disagreements.
WISE MEN
An official who has worked on I 
NATO committees stressed the 
tighter ..political links resulting! 
from adoption in December, 1956, 
of the report of NATO's Three 
Wise Men—Italy's Gaetano Mar­
tino, Norway’s Halvard Lange 
and Canada’s Lester B. Pearson, | 
then external affairs minister.
“It permeates our thinking. It I 
is rather like the respected grand­
father at the* family table, to 
whom everyone looks for guid-| 
ance.”
NATO —North Atlantic Treaty]
Organization — came into being 
April 4, ,1949, after the coup d’etat 
n Czechoslovakia and the Berlin 
3lockade. Twelve nations signed.
Greece and Turkey joined in]
952, West Germany in 1954.
Former Prime Minister Louis!
St. L a u r e n t ,  one of NATO’s 
bunding fathers, said In a spccqhj 
Nov. 11, 1948, that tho Common- 
weolth alone could not constitute| 
a system of collective security] 
ngoinst totalitarian communism.
NATO NEEDED 
"Anything loss than a North At- 
antic pact would give us no real! 
hope of. maintaining n preponder­
ance oT material and m o r a l  
strbngth on the aide of peace,”
Canadian leaders consistently 
campaigned for implementation ] 
of Article 2 of the Atlantic char­
ter, the so-called Canadian clause j 
covering economic and political] 
co-operation. .
The feeling la that political pro-] 
gross has outstripped develop-] 
ment In the economic field.
ing activity?
Radiation—the chance hit of an 
atomic, ray-^might provide ^the 
trigger, o r some -chemical poison! 
unrecognized as dangerous might] 
do the trick.
Dr. Gross feels that much in­
direct evidence supports his the­
ory. He has succeeded, in. follow-] 
irig ioherited leukemia through 
only a few generations of mice.
But; he feels the theory ex­
plains’ why' cancer seems . to 
strike so often within certain 
families of both humans and 1 
animals. .........
I ActuaHy . walks on elr. Floats
I alot^ behind you as you clean.
I bag is changed
^ —• I in a moment—no muss dr fusŝ
J Now,lewsllhsuattaiiesxla^f(<2n
I over nigs and bare floors on silent 
\ rollers. Extra wide. Gets more 
j dirt with fewer strotws. Built low. 
I Slides easily under furniture.
Take a d va n ta g e  o f  th is a m a z in g  o p p o rtu n ity  t
?l






: fTH E,STO RE TH A T SERVICE AND QUALITY BUILT” . . |
PHONE HY.,2-6125 , i  ' . , 265 MAIN ST. i
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World’s lightest, tastiest cake to bake is the easiest to make, tool 
So easy, even learning-tci-hake daughters get high praise 
from hard-to-please dads! Today— get your favorite kinds o,f cake 
all ready mixed by Little Bipper. Have p, bake fest and see 
how quickly these delicious cakes get gobbled! K ISSIW  C A K 0  
just abou,t the best way to describe the wonderful results 
you get With Little Dipper I Bake some soon.
L I T T L E 3  D I P P E R  C A K E  M I X E S
21 TEACHERS 
IN ONE CAR
LONG B E A a i,  CnIK. (AP)
—, ’rwenty-one school loach- 
ers — all female — cram­
med inlo n lllllo foreign car 
Tuesday.
Why? To discredit "tliose 
silly young college students” 
who try to gel tho biggest 
crowds Into telephone booths.
Tho high school and grade 
school teachers thronged Into 
the hood and trunk, ns well 
UK iubldo the tluy DIvW, a 
German car, They were at-, 
tending functions at; T̂ ong 
Bench .'itntc College when 
somcbcKly got the lirlght idea.




Use The Coupon You Received - Today! - Worth 10*
When you'r* shopplno, b* tu r t  lo  u i«  th« coupon molltd to you •—  pick up two of YOUR fovorito LITTLE DIPPER Coko
BAKE A DELICIOUS LITTLE DIPPER KISSIN* CAKE FOR YOUR FAMILY TODAYl
